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NEWSSI AND RATE FIFTEEN CEN'l
Orono housing: students vs. landlords
Tenants cite health,
safety shortcomings
,e mare
campus
volume LXXVII orono, manic+ January 7, 1971
Ice on steps and porch at 47 Mil Street,
Orono, 'Make entrance and exit virtuallyimpossible. Says the Orono housing code:
"Steps, walks, driveways, parking spaces, and
similar paved areas shall be maintained so as to
afford safe passage under normal use and
weather conditions."
by Bill Houlihan and Dick Joyce
The flow above Pat's cafe on Mill Street in downtown Oronolooked as though it had not been swept in months. Six apartments,lived in by UMO students who pay S90-$125 monthly rent, occupythe floor.
Beei bottles hid snugly in a corner of the dark hallway behind an
old washing machine Idled with small pieces of wood.
Trash and hassock in hall at 5 Mil Street,
Orono. The student apartments are rented by
Pat Farnsworth. The Housing Code of Orono
says: "Floors, walls, ceiling, furnishings and
fixtures shall be maintained in clean and
sanitary condition."
"It's a slum, it's a dump, bcrn
down," says Ron Ayotte. "And it's
not worth what we're paying for it."
Ayotte, a tenant of Pat I arnsworth's,pays ¶100 for his room at 5 MillStreet.
Behind the beer bottles, the dirt,
and the washing machine is a door
leading to a fire escape. The open
side of the fire escape landing is
guarded by a chain and surrounded
by drooping clothes lines.
"The chain is up there so people
won't fall off the fire escape when
they put out their laundry .-
Farnsworth told this reporter during
a tour of the premises. "And as tar as
the fire escape goes. Chandler doesn't
even have one for his apartments."
However. J. Larle Chandler, owner
of an apartment building adjacent to
arnsworth's Cafe insisted, "M.y
apartments are in full compliance
with the Housing Code of Orono."
Back in the hallway, this reporter
saw the overhead light bulbs covered
with cobwebs.
Setion 12, Article 2 of the Orono
Housing Code says that hallways
must lx' kept dean and tree from
insects.
"I don't bother to Jean those
lights," said 1 arns-worth -I would
have to have an electrician in here an
hour a day. And I have those halls
swept once every two weeks
Gary Howard, 21.animal
veterinary St.ienct: major at [NO and
tenant of arnsworth's, later told this
reporter trash is piled up
-everywhere."
continued on page
Students active 
Shoe strike enters fifth week
by Don Perry
The shoeworkers' strike at two
plants in Old Town and one in
Pittsfield has entered its fifth week
with no end in sight.
Students from UMO, back from
Christmas vacation, have again joined
workers picketing the three plants. A
mass demonstration has been planned
for next Monday in front of the
Penobscot Shoe Company.
The Boot and Shoeworker's
Union, working with the Inter-city
Ministrial Church and the UMO
Coalition for Peace, hope to draw
major support for the demonstration
from the students and the
community at large.
An attempt was made by Jerome
Grossman, vice-president and a
member of the board of directors at
the Penobscot Shoe Company, to
have students prevented from
picketing.
Gros.sman called Lawrence Cutter,
chairman of the Board of Trustees at
UMO, and asked him if the
University could do something about
the situation. Cutter told Grossman
that if students want to picket, it is
their right, and the issue is not
concerned with the university in any
way.
President Wintrhop C. Libby
agrees. He said he has received many
letters from the public expressing
disapproval of the students actions.
He said he plans to answer all of
these letters, saying it is a student's
right to do as tic pleases as an
individual
Grossman was not available for
comment on why he took such
action. The company's lawyer,
Gerald Rudman of Bangor. said
Grossman was probably concerned
with the studenis' welfare. He said
the strike has generated come
violence, severe enough to hospitalize
at least one person involved in it.
Rudman said he does not feel a
mass demonstration would exert
enough pressure on management to
accept the terms req uested hy union
leaders. Asked how he would advise A
person in a managerial position on
what to do should a mass
Enrollment freeze possible in '71-72
by Nelson Benton
The possible failure of the 105th
Legislature to appropriate necessary
Part II expanded program funds
might force UMO to maintain an
undergraduate enrollment at the
present 8500 level instead of
increasing it to the 9150 figure that
had been projected for next year,
according to UMO admissions
director James Harmon.
The admissions office received
about 8000 applications for the class
of '73 of which 3750 were accepted.
But applications are running 15-20
per cent above that figure this year
and a freeze of admissions would
cause a large decline in the
percentage of freshman and transfer
students accepted. Harmon said.
William Robersen, director of
Public Information in the
chancellor's office, said that decisions
regarding enrollment would have to
made by the individual college
administrations in the Super-(.1
system. He added that each college
will have to take the large cost of
increasing enrollment into account
when they make up their budgets.
Concerning enrollment, Robersen
said, -That's what costs money and
will certainly have to be looked at.-
He said he thinks the legislature will
begin to look at the university's
budget requests sometime in
I ehruary and at that time all
espcnses will have to be examined
and reconciled with what the
legislators arc willing to appropriate
However, in Harmon's opinion.
Most of the money that is approved
for higher education in Maine will go
mainly to the two-year communits
and vocational schools He said that
considering the defeat of the last two
University bond issues, chances are
slight that additional money for
increasing any type ot services at
UMO, including admissions, will he
approved. He added, however, that
no one can predict with any kind of
certainty what the members of the
Maine legislature will eventualls do
demonstration take plam. Rudman
said -I'd tell him to sit down, relax,
have a cup of coffee,
—anything to keep busy."
In 1967, J similar strike was
settled three days after students
formed a mass picket-line in front of
an Old Town plant. Rudman said this
was just a coincidence.
Workers arid union officials have
requested a three per cent increase on
piece-work rates this year, followed
by an increase nest year of five per
cent.
When the time approached for
negotiations on a new contract, (the
old contract espired Nov. 311, the
Penobscot Shoe Co„ of which Old
lown Shoe and Northeast Shoe in
Pittsfield are subsidiaries, presented a
proposal which transferred the
workers' gain of 44 cents per hour in
clock wages into piece-work rates.
The proposal also offered a two
per cent raise this coming June to be
followed by another two per cent
raise a year later for the piece
workers, and a five per cent raise for
hourly workers. About 90 per cent of
the factory employees are piece
workers.
Stan Durciche, a member of the
Boot and Shoeworkers' Union, said
the strike will continue until the
union's demands have been met.
Rudman said the shoe compames
will not remain adamant on their last
offer. He indicated they will
negotiate with the workers until the
strike is settled.
Rudman said the real problem
with the strike does not he in
economies. He said the unions wantthe compaines to become full-uhion
shops, and have included a clause in
their contract demands expressing
this desire.
The company managers, however.have said they will not agree to this
until about 80 per cent of the
workers have indicated they desire to
belong to the Loon, ass-tinting to
Rudman.
At present, he said only 35-40 per
cent of the workers have expressed
such a desire
Rudman added that as on as the
union is willing to separate the union
shop ,lause from the basic economic
demands, progress can be made
towards a settlement HO until this is
done, he feels, there is little hopetor
it.
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named; Ft. Kent post open
Iwo UM campus presidentiralpositions have been filled, but a third
presidential appointment for the FortKent campus has yet to be made.
Dr. Louis J. P. Calisti, dean of theTufts University dental school, hasbeen appointed by the Board ofTrustees as the first full president ofthe administratively combined
Portland-Gorham campus.
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil
made the announcement of Calisti's
appointment Dec. 21. The 45year-old dental dean will assume his
new duties July 1, when the
campuses are expected to be
completely combined.
Calisti will succeed William
MacLeod who has served as acting
president since the two campuses
merged last July 1.
MacLeod will return to his formerduties as a philosophy professor on
the Portland campus.
Calisti received his dental degreefrom the University of Pennsylvania
in 1949 and practiced in New Jersey
until 1956 with time out fron
1950-52 when he served as a demi.:in the .Air Force.
He returned to the University of
Pennsylvania as a teacher until 1957
when he joined the 'Iufts faculty
Craig the Tailor
tailoring
dean ing
3 Main St. 866-3656
pl essuL
SANDY SEZ'
we hdve top cludii4 .NOV
TREAD TIRES at Discount
13! ices E -Z Budget Terms
Economy Furniture Outlet
Penw Trading Post
71Ft
One of our
Paulists calls
it "home"...
Home is where the heart is.
Home is also wherever a
Paulist is needed.
Whether the Paulist work,
in a ghetto, a college campus.
a city parish or a remot(
corner of the United State,.
he is serving.
The Paulist is ministerint!
with words, deeds and sacra
ment .. and zealous care to
the needs of God's People
everywhere. He is meeting
today's problems with thoughts
of those that will arise
tomorow.
That is the Paulist way. It
isn't easy but the worthwhile
things of life seldom are.
If you are interested in
learning more about the Paulist
priesthood, write to•
Kr'. Donald C. Carimbells( A P
Vocatom Director
Paulist
'Fa t he
served as dean until 1963.
He is considered one of the leading
college fund-raisers in the country,
and one of his last assignments at
Tufts was to raise between $6 and $7
million for a new building complex.
The Calisti appointment was the
second UM presidential appointment
announced within a week. Chancellor
McNeil Dec. 17 announced that 48
year-old Arthur Buswell, vice
president for public service at the
University of Alaska, will become
president of the Machias campus also
on July I.
Buswell, a former student of
President Winthrop C. Libby at UMO
from 1945-50, will succeed Lincoln
Sennett who has served as President
of the former state teachers college
since 1924.
But another presidential position,
on the 1 ort Kent campus, has yet tobe filled. Joseph 1.ox, who
announced his retirement intentions
Sept. 4 after serving as president for
15 years, said he would leave his post
as soon as a replacement could be
found.
Assistant Chancellor Herbert
1 owle said last week he expects this
vacancy will also be filled by July I,
.ir.
Prospective presidents
attracted to Maine
by Bob Haskell
With nearly 250 colleges and
universities across the country unable
to find people to man their
presidential posts, the University of
Maine may be in somewhat of a
unique situation in that two men
have already been appointed to
assume Super-U presidential posts
this summer.
Assistant Chancellor Herbert
Fowle, Jr., noted last week that there
is "a grave shortage of college
presidential applicants" because of
the campus unrest iwhich has spread
across the country in the last three
years. But many people-seem willing
to accrpt these positions in Maine,
which has yet to be seriously affected
by campus demonstrations.
A list of numerous applicants for
the Machias presidency vjks5.iit down
to eight names before Arthifilluswell
was named last month. Bow een 75
and 100 people applied the
Portland-Gorham post befoleCalisti
was given the job. And applications
for the Fort Kent presidency are
reportedly coming into the
chancellor's Bangor and Portland
offices every da
HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********
395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BRE.'ER
TEL 942-3279
BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPMENT
P I DING APPAREL & SADDLERY
THE BEST IN
SKIS, TOGS, & EQUIPMENT
IMike krtes folksinger
Thurs. thru Sun.
lOpen from 7:30 to 1 am.
!downstairs in the
Oronoka Restaurant
Someplace Else
MR PAPERBACK
BAN( 10R \
I I LS11M I 11 D011 IO‘‘
LARGEST SEH-C.FION IN NORTHER \NEW ENGLAND
N
DOWNTOWN BANGOR UNION MALL
featuring
fresh young -with it .lashions" fin- int
or off caMpuS actirities
DRESSES...PANTDRESSES.JUMPSUITS
1,,r junior and junior petite%
SPORTSWEAR
sweaters...pants...skirts...hhtuses...jackets_ponchos
COME IN AND OPENR INES "Co-ed" Charge Account
on proper identification, you will receive aspecial charge card and tip to $25.00 instantcredit.
NO INTEREST or rn PRYING CHARGF
\\, I VON; N1 \ 
')
If an institution such as the
University of New Hampshire, which
according to Fowle, cannot find a
president for its S35,000-per-year
job, why are so many people anxious
to come to the University of Maine?
Dr. Louis Calisti, newly appointed
Portland-Gorham president, says he is
leaving Boston for his new post
because he is "intrigued with the
liberal attitudes I have found among
Maine and UM people for improving
the medical and dental professions in
this state."
Whatever other reasons Calisti
chose for seeking the post, it appears
that money was not one of them. He
indicated Monday that his UM salary
will be less that what he receives as a
Tufts University dean. While
declining to say how much he is
earning at Tufts, he did note that,
although he wants to earn a
respectable living, "money does not
have that high a priority any more."
Calisti did say that he took a 50
per cent cut in his salary when he
gave up his private New Jersey
practice to assume an academic
career. He said he felt it was more
important for him to make what he
feels is a worthwhile contribution to
society than to simply make a lot of
money.
And it has been intimated by
members of the chancellor's staff
that Arthur Buswell's acceptance of
the Maehias post also meant a cut in
pay.
By Maine income standards.
anything about $10,000 per year is
enough for a comfortable living. And
most ot the salaries paid UM
presidents more than double, and
sometimes triple this amount (sec
But Fowle said the University
must try to be competitive on a
national scale to attract the bestpeople for the presidential posts. A1969 survey of administrative salaries
among 62 universities in 43 states
conducted by the University ofArkansas's Office of InstitutionalResearch shows that UMO ranks 61
out of 62 for the amount paid thepresidents. UMO president Winthrop
Libby earns $32,500 per year, whilethe average presidential wage in the
survey was shown to be $33,634.
When it comes to paying thefuture president of a campus, Fowle
says the chancellor's office choosesthe man it wants for the job out ofthe list of applicants, and then starts
negotiating the salary.
The last two wage
-negotiating
sessions have meant raises for the
positions under consideration.
While William MacLeod earned$26,000 for his year at the
Portland-Gorham helm, the job will
pay Calisti S32,000, the same
amount that Libby receives.
The Machias position will pay
Arthur Buswell $27,000 per year.
This is 54.000 more than that earnedby acting head Lincoln Sennett.
And smee the I- on Kent
presiden,', earned Joseph I 11%
S23.000 y car. it appears that the
new 1 Ott Kent chief. when he is
selected. w ill be raid almost the ,;im,
as the Machias president.
Presidents' salaries I
( (Meer
(iron,
Ilangin
Nugusta
irtlanilii Ain
Portland 4 ,cprlialll
rarningtor
Machias
Machias
Fort Kent
Presque Isle
Law School (Portland)
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Presiden
Vs inthrop
Roger Frey
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otos t 'alisti
ts illiain Ma.I et, k 1 '
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Arthur Busw ell
Lincoln Sennett*
Joseph Fox
Stanley Salwak
Edward Godfrey (Dean)
32.5011
SIS.501)
S14.000
S 2, .1 H Hr
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S27.000
$23,000
$23,000
$25,500
$26,000
No probable cause
found in Leary case
Judge Ian NtatInnes on Dec. 18refused to bind over theembezzlement case of a former UMOclass officer to the Superior Courtduring a probable cause hearing inThird District Court in Bangor.
Twenty-year-old Malcolm J.Leary, former president of the juniorclass, was charged with embessling$500 in class funds which wereintended to go towards theDistinguished Lecture Series to helppay for a speaker last spring.
During the hearing, class treasurerThomas B. Bradford said he mailed a$500 check to Leary, which wasmade out to cash, during the earlypart of the summer. Leary latercashed a check for $500 July 17.John Beisheim, treasurer of thestudent senatv testified he receivedno eheck for S500 front the class, liedid indicate. however. that it ispossible it mild have been paid to
another person a smii wed oh thestudent serial(
Leary was arrested on campus on a
felony warrant for larceny Dec. 14
by Sgts. C.A. Thibodeau and Alan
Reynolds of the UMO security police
department.
On the same day, Judge MacInnes
ordered Leary held over in the
Penobscot County Jail in lieu of
$2,500 bail and continued his case to
Dec. IS.
Leary was released from custody
on the evening of his arrest after
former state senate candidate Tony
Redington and Leary 's mother
reportedly posted the bail money.
(PICS) Duane A. Smith, former
USDA marketing specialist, has been
appointed to the post of state
specialist in marketing for the potato
industry for the Cooperative
I \tension Service at the University of
Maine at Orono.
Smith, who is a Maine native, will
have hisheadquartersat the University'
of Maine at Presque Isle .
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Goodell, Luce, Shepherd scheduled to speak at UMO
I he Distinguished Lecture Series
committee of the student senate has
scheduled three speakers duping thefirst two months of the spring
semester.
Former U.S. Senator CharlesGoodell, of New York, has been
scheduled to speak Feb. 18. Hislectureship is being co
-sponsored by
the class of 1972. Goodell, whom
4
Jean Sheperd
Faculty ok's
monitoring
of meeting
Closed circuit television may soon
be used to broadcast Arts and
Sciences faculty meetings to
interested observers if it is found
"feasible."
In action on a motion by Fnglish
professor Carroll I Terrell, the
faculty voted to allow an ETV crew
to eweriment with audio and visual
equipment during their February 1
meeting. Some professors ewres
concern with the effects of additi(,
lighting if it is necessary. Also, s(
said that the time spent for ever}
speaker to approach a microphone
would slow the proceedings.
However, if such problems are not
too great, the faculty will allow
interested members of the campus
community to view the proceedings
of the faculty on television monitors
outside the meeting hall.
In other action, the faculty heard a
report by Professor Brooks Hamilton
on the actions of the college's
Educational Policy Committee. The
FT(', said Hamilton, besides its duties
of reviewing new course proposals (as
prescribed by the by-laws) has been
overburdened by a year-long review
of the whole academic structure of
the college.
Hamilton, the FP(' chairman, said
the committee felt that its "priority
task" was considering the many
changes several groups have been
asking for in the college structure.
However, besides general discussions
on the meaning of a "liberal
education" there has been little
concrete achievement.
In an FP(' meeting before the
vacation, members of the committee
said they could not conic up with
specific proposals to present to the
faculty without gathering more tact,.
I. or this task, the committee said.
they didn't have time.
On Monday, Dec. 14. Dean Nolde
Was charged with the finding of "the
easibility of obtamingreleasetime for
three faculty members and three
students from all their other duties
during the spring semester in order to
serve as .1 It'd time Hoc
committee to theI PC.
Supposedly. this group vv mild do
all the research necess.ir Ii discover
the means for and the ramit 'cations
of I. PC proposal..
the AandS faculty %soukl then
have a package of room proposals
by then May meeting vshich. if acted
upon, k ou Id be phased into the
curriculum by the spring. 197
semester.
After Hamilton's report, Proles...
Walter Schoenberger moved that such
a sis-man committe be formed. In the
ensuing debate, Dean Nolde said he
could not obtain the necessary funds
or time on such short notice to fund
such a committee. the measure was
defeated by nearly a two-to-one
margin.
DENTRAILPASS
Vice-President Agnew has called a play,
"radical liberal" Republican, was manydefeated in his bid for re-election
Nov. 3 by Conservative party
candidate James Buckley.
Phillip A. Luce, formerly a leader
of the New Left, who now callshimself a"right-wing libertarian." will
speak March 24 at 8 p.m. Luce has
written three books, Road to
Revolution: The New Left: and An
Intelligent Student's Guide toSurvival. In addition, he has had
articles published in three magazines
and is co-author of a book of poetry.Jean Shepherd, a conversationalist
on WOR radio in New York City, will
speak at 2 p.m. in the Memorial Gym
Feb. 14. during Winter Carnival.
Shepherd, a satirist of the
underground, is the author of several
screenplays, a forthcoming Broadway
and has been a contributor to
leading magazines including
Philp Abbot Luce
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
• • •
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Playb(). ‘.,% here one of short
stories won the 1965 Humor/Satire
Award.
The appearance of David Ruben,
author of the best-selling Everything
You Always Wanted to Know About
Sex---But Were Afraid to Ask,
scheduled for 1.eb. 14 has been
cancelled.
Besides scheduling two candidates
for state political office. James Erwin
and Neil Bishop, the DES has
sponsored the appearance of seven
speakers this fall. Four of them, Bill
Baird. David Durk, David
Schoenbrun, and Leonard Weinglass,
received over 51,000 apiece.
TEACHERS NEEDED
Opportunities for beginning and
experienced candidates, private
schools, coast to °oast. Also
public schools in the northeast.
Especially sciences, math,
languages. Write today for
particulars.
School Service Bureau
Post Office Box 278K
Windsor, Connecticut 06095
Tel. 203 688-6409
Earn money painlessly on campus by marketingtravel programs. For details write with a
personal resume to:
Travel Co-ordinator
5 Bolylston St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
PREGNANT? NEED HELP'? Abortions are now legal in NewYork City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service willprovide a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. Weare a member of the National Organization to LegalizeAbortion. CALL 1-215-878.5800 for totally confidentialinformation. There are no shots or pills to terminate apregnancy. These medications are intended to induce a lateperiod only. A good medical test is your best 1st action toinsure your chance for choice. Get a test immediately. Ourpregnancy counseling service will provide totally confidentialalternatives to your pregnancy. We have a long list of those wehave already assisted should you wish to verify this service.COPY OUR NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE1-215-878-5800.
Introducing an unbelievable new product:
Student-Railpass.
( Would you believe two whole months of
unlimited rail travel throughout thirteen
European countries* for a modest $125?)
Our brand-new Student-Railpass gives you allthat Second Class rail travel on the over 100,000 mile
railroad systems of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. You'll discover thatthere's very little second class about Second Class. You
can sleep in a Couchette for only $4.50 a night, and eatin inexpensive cafeteria-type Dining Cars.
If you haven't got two months, or you prefer theluxury of First Class, there's our regular Eurailpass. The
three week Eurailpass costs $110, one month $140, two
months $200, three months $230. But remember—you
can't get Student-Railpass or Eurailpass in Europe. You
must buy one before you leave, so see your Travel Agent.
Meanwhile, send in the coupon below for your free
Student-Railpass or Eurailpass folder.
The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.• Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain,Sweden and Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.
Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. 1_1 Or your free Student-Raiipass folder order form.
Name
City
Stat
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UMO must help
housing situation
The housing situation at Orono is
approaching the crisis stage.
Too little housing for too many tenants has
provided the inevitable situation; people paying
too much money for the poor services they are
receiving and quality of housing they are living
in.
Perhaps more publicity will prompt some
landlords to clear up the most glaring violations
and cause housing codes of the surrounding
towns to be more strictly enforced. In the long
run, though, this will do little to lessen the
problem. Publicity in the past has not changed
the situation dramatically.
The University must remember the needs of
the surrounding, communities as it plans for the
future, and, due to its site, it must remember
that from now on it will have a greater impact
than ever before.
If the housing situation is to improve, the
University will have to take the first step. It
may have to lower its sights on the
skyrocketing admission policy it now embraces.
This would certainly be unfortunate, as thispaper is one of many groups that openly
endorses higher educational opportunity for
everyone. However, the Higher Education
Policy committee, along with many other
similar bodies, are responsible for thehorrendous idiocy that has endowed, or will
endow. this campus with a swimming pool.
additional locker space. lovely asphalt expanses
of parking lot, hut no new dormitories or any
other housing now that they are so desperately
needed.
when one takes a close look at the kind ofliving conditions that many of the University
students are being thrust into, the illusion the
elm-shrouded mall and acres upon acres ofgreen lawns and pine grove give, is seen to befar from the real world. The implication the
visitor is given when he visits the campus isindeed a rosy one. However, the sad truth isthat less than half of the people who come here
as students will have the opportunity to live indormitories throughout their four-year stay.
Thus, thousands supposedly embraced in theloving clutches of our in /,,H, thorn Itk are
rudely cast from shady academia into the rough
world of rats and roaches.
To lament about the present does not help
anyone, so a consideration of the future is in
order.
It is obvious that dormitories are not goingto rise overnight, or in any other short enoughperiod. Due to a lack of funds, something else
will have to be undertaken. The apartments
now being constructed in Orono adjacent to theUniversity campus is an excellent first step.
It must also remember that the housing
problem, while becoming a stigma to the
University students, has become the nemesisof
the poor and elderly.
Like any other industry, housing is
controlled by the old axiom of supply and
demand. If there were no University, landlords
in the surrounding towns would have been
forced to compete for tenants and housing
conditions might have bordered on being
decent. However, the students flooded in and
the plumbing backed up to the present stage of
near 100'; full housing and lackadaisicallandlords.
Under the conditions, what the landlordshave done is neither surprising nor condonable.
All but a few have jacked their prices beyond
what their property would ever be worth in a
competitive situation and meanwhile, let thebuildings erode to near or sub-legal levels.
The long-time residents of the surroundingtowns seemingly have good cause to damn the
student who appears to have the money to
satisfy the greedy landlord and thus make the
resident pay more rent on his apartment.
Similarly, the student has a legitimate
complaint against the landlord clique.
But once again all the complaining in the
world against the former two parties will do nogood if the ultimate villain in the whole
situation is ignored. That, of course, is theUniversity.
This institution must make immediate andirrevecablee commitments: It must immediatelybegin to subsidise housing projects to at leastkeep pace with all enrollment increases
retroactive to the fall 1970 level. This willinsure that students being admitted onto thiscampus come into a situation no worse than theone at present. Next, it should closely studyand follow the recommendations of the studentsenate report on the housing situation. Thisreport's findings demonstrated several ways inwhich universities have been able to effectivelyimprove nearby housing conditions by listingand rating systems. Finally, to relieve theshort-term crisis, the University should make itslegal and financial resources available tostudents who are burdened by unethical andoften illegal housing problems.
It is unquestionably the ill-conceivedexpansion policies of this University that areprimarily responsible for the despicableconditions that surround this academic island,and the time has certainly come for theinstitution to open its eyes to what it hascreated.
reader
Coffee House policy
to the Editor:
I he coffee house of the LAIO
campus has recently implemented a
new policy in regard to it's use by
various organizations. Fhis was done
in the best interests of the coffee
house and of those who w ish to use its'
tacit It ics.
I . The coffee house will be open to
the public on Wednesdays and
Thursdays, 8-11 P.M. and on Fridays
and Saturdays, 8 P.M. - 1 A.M.
2 Coffee house steering
coin mince meetings are held on
Mondays at 7 P.M. in the Thurell
Room of the Memorial Union. Any
organization wishing to use the coffee
house at any time must send
representative to one of thesemeetings to request permission at leastseven days prior to the date requestedfor use.
3. Any organization failing to leayethe coffee house clean and orderly w IIbe refused permission to use it againfor a period of twoyears.
Do you have some ideas for yourcoffee house? What would you like tosee happen here? Bring your ideas tothe general meetings which are held at7 P.M. Wednesdays at the coffeehouse.
The Coffee House
Steering Committee
Explaining disillusionment
To the Editor.
On January 1. the Bangor Daily
News published in part a letter of
mine intended to call attention to the
testimony of an ex-Army lieutenant
given on a recent 10 p.m. ETV news
program. Ostensibly this officer had
been assigned under a special AID
program to help rehabilitate a South
Vietnamese village. His real role was
to spy on its inhabitants and report
any whom he suspected of being in
contact with or sympathetic to the
Viet Cong or the NEU. Naturally.
some might have had sons or brothers
in the anti-government forces.
In my letter I included two short
paragraphs describing specific
experiences of the lieutenant. These
the NEWS, under the banner of
freedom of the press, chose to omit.
Instead, the editor inserted in
parentheses this brief sentence: He
subsequently witnessed the murder
and torture of suspects. Also, with
unconscious aptness my remarks
were headlined: L eels Some Relevant
Material Ignored.
Herewith is the omitted "relevant
material" insofar as I can remember
the wording:
"Then one day he was casually
invited on a helicopter flight, only to
discover that two reported suspects
were being "taken for a ride", their
hands bound behind them. One he
himself had reported but had no
proof against the man. He was
shocked to find they would be
dumped out thousands of feet up
unless they provided information.
Even after many threats at the open
door, one man either could not or
would not give satisfactory answers
and was pushed to his death. The
other suspect thereupon broke down
and gave some answers...
"Later, while in a building where
such suspects were questioned, he
was invited into the next room to see
how it was done. He entered just in
time to see a South Vietnamese
• ivilian die with a wooden plug
triven into his ear until it reached the
orain. The high-ranking officer in
charge was merely angry at the
clumsiness of his torture crew, since
they had obtained no information
before the man suddenly died.
"Cooks", it seems, are very
expendable, as compared with white
civilized Christians."
I cite this as an instance of news
management. It conforms to the
current administration line of
focusing attention on the supposed
inhumane treatment of American
POWs and labeling whatever comes
out of Hanoi, but whatever
respectable channels, as contemptible
propaganda, distortions and lies.
In spite of the extraordinary
ubiquity or our current overseas
newsman (in contrast to WW's 1 and
II), yvnsorship is still in force. We
rarely learn the whole truth. We did
not learn of the "alleged" My Lai
massacre until a soldier back in
civilian life "blew the whistle". Of
course war is hell, of course soldiers
must follow orders, but the new
army regulations formulated since
WWII do not excuse such incredible
behavior as that cited. Possibly I am
naive in supposing that officer,
should also observe regulations.
Finally, a major, if not THE major,
purpose of a college education is to
learn how to seek out and examine
all aspects of every issue. Where this
purpose is operative, it may explain
the disillusion of vast numbers of
college students, not just the few
hundred militants, with the
Establishment press, especially where
it blindly follows the administration
line.
Cecil J. Reynolds
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Man's accomplishments
To the Editor:
In a total of 12 pages in the
December 17th issue of the Maine
CAMPUS there appeared less than onehalf of a page on sports. This amount
of sports coverage has been about "parfor the course" for the paper duringthe last few years.
The late renowned Professor
William Lyon Phelps of Yale
University once remarked: "When I
read a newspaper, I turn first to the
sports section where are recorded the
accomplishments of man, the front
pages record only his failures."
In many CAMPUS issues we are
not even given the choice referred toby Prof. Phelps.
How about a sports column, sonicbiographical sketches on our coaches
and athletes, some interviews with
them, and so on? We have a dedicatedgroup of coaches and athletes here atthe University in whom we can all take
real pride. It would be enjoyable tohear more about them.
William L. Bryan
Admissions Office
PVD-BSA wants UMO
To the Editor:
-[he Boy Scouts of America is indire need of young adult leadership.
The Penobscot Valley District, which
serves the Greater Bangor area has
many openings in its volunteer staff in
many diversified fields. there are
positions as scoutmasters. assistant
co ut ma sters ..ommissioners.
committeemen, protect chairmen. etc.
which need to tilled by oung,
...nergetic people who are not afraid to
lecome tnvolved in youth activities
arid community affatrs.
The University oh Maine at Orono
A ith an enrollment of approxunately
8000 students mus many faculty
members certainty must have among
r, ranks, many persons who have in
the past been active in scout ing. either
soli s .0 'is :eaders. lany adult
scouter'. A 110 
.1‘01Vi: are
doing their part because they ted they
owe .:couting a debt ot gratitude for
the knowledge and pleasure they
received as boys and want to put
something back into the movement.
W hatever the reason for
To the Editor:
participating in the scouting program,
we certainly could use the services of
young adult leaders from the UMO
and South Campus in whatever
capacity the individual volunteer is
interested and for whatever amount of
time is available to the volunteer. Past
scouting esperience is desirable but
certainly not mandatory. We have
training programs available for those
who lack the experience.
Anyone !nterested in voitinteering
Ills ,ervice, Jr obtaining furtherintormation can ontact One of the
following: Ciay tin Therlault. District
Scout E secutive. 1,19 Hammond
Street: Bangor. Maine 14401. phone
')45-3769 19-5 dads 1. 1. L. Goodin.
Ass't District Commissioner. R I D
Box 18.3A. Brewer. Maine (14412.
phone 8274885 tnights-w eekendsi.
This is in opportunity. to become
involved in the molding of a vomit!
boy 's future.
I I. Goodin
Ass't Dist. Commissioner
Katandin Area Council
Boy Scouts of America
Toothy trauma
.11ink Chancellor McNeil should be
advised of the fact that Dracula has
risen trom the grave. Beware.
Chancellor McNeil' You may protect
• ourselt with a crucifix, freshly cut
garlic, holy water, or a blue lamp. If he
should appeal at any t uture meetings.
do not—I repeat. do not—invite him in.
I 1!:ve personal contacts who assure
Plc that i he Master was shipped into
A iittusta in a large wicker box marked
o the Editor.
BANGOR HY DRO. PERSON A L.
Lorewarned IN forearmed: the hours
between or% and three in the morning
are the most dangerous. Answer the
telephone only if sou have crossed the
third and fourth fingers of your left
hand.
I am not sure w hy he is so
interested in you.
Yours in the cause of common dceenc,
L,Y. King
Stop the stench
A midst all the discussion and
confrontation of campus affairs, there
are tssuCs which, although receiving
less vocal attention. are perhaps more
enduring. It is an all too obvious fact
that the environment still play s second
fiddle to the God of Mammon. [he
desecration of our most holy shrine,
the earth itself, continues at an
alarming pace. Too little is done about
environmental pollution by the
average person. And it's too bad.
because pollution is an c% hich the
individual can combat without joining
an organization.
Let us lift our noses toss hat should
be clean, fresh Maine air, but which.
alas, is not. Private industry denies the
Orono area clean air. Private industry
deprives the public of clean rivers. I he
Penobscot Company, dedicated to the
manufacture of paper, for profit, is a
major polluter in the immediate area.
I offer for your use the names of the
President and Chairman of the Board
of the Penobscot Co.
President'
James C. Werm ss. Jr.
Groveton Papers Co.
Croydon. N. IL 03582
Chairman of the Board:
Richard J. Walters
Diamond In
733 3rd Asenue
New York. N. Y. li1017
Join me in a campaign to make
these men JA arc of the personai
anguish that Penobscot.' air pollution
causes. Write them, and write them
often enough to make the message
L tear: the Penobscot mill is not
cleaning up its own mess.
Another method is to give the mill a
ring every time you are moved to
comment on the stench. We all know
how we feel. Let's let Penobscot
know. too: 1976 isn't soon enough.
We must realize that an
ens ironmental bill of rights existed
long before any paper company.
Susan Percival
page five
ir RAN THL ZOO
by Fred Howe
I had to work on New Year's I ve
again this year. That's always a thrill.
Things look a little different from the
other side cif the bar. At times I
really get sick of everything. New
Year's isn't too bad considering. Most
everyone then is just out for a good
time. The people that come in every
night and get plastered get to me
though.
New Year's is a special case. One
must treat it singularly of all the
nights of the year. It's the end of a
year--the beginning of a new year—it's
the time for a fresh • start—a new
beginning. On New Year's we make
our resolutions which usually fall
through by mid-January. It's
interesting that we can celebrate at
the end of a year.
"If I ran the zoo", it would be a
little different.
New Year's Eve should not be a
time for revelry. We should spend the
entire evening in meditation. For
those of us who believe in a Superior
Being, we should pray to Him for
forgiveness of all the stunts we pulled
during the year,
hist think what New Year's means.We've got another year to break the
record for highway deaths. We've got
another year to spend fighting ahidden enemy in Southeast Asia.We've got another year to add more
waste to the rivers and air. We've
another year to increase thepopulation to the capacity limit.
1 can't see where We've got very
much to celebrate abut. We've
screwed up God's ear* to nearinhabitation and we rejoite at ourdoing. All the little guys say "there's
nothing I can do in the whole
world." Right! A few years ago there
was a TV program that said "If
everyone lit just one little candle,
what a bright world this would be."You have to start somewhere.
Our somewhere is right here. It'shard for me to believe that most of
us are concerned with pollution whenI see beer cans, crud, and othergarbage spread along the highwaysfor decoration. Pollution comes in
many forms.
It' we can't clean our own houses,it's going to be hard to clean the
world.
Supposedly, at least, we're all
mature, sane, freedom-loving adults
who"ould like to see our children
grow up in a world free of war and
with air clean enough to breathe. It
would be nice if they have the room
to stretch out their arms without
hitting someone else. I'd like my son
to be able to swim in a lake without
taking antibiotics after. I'd like him
to be able to walk in the woods, to
see a tree outside a museum. I don't
want him to go and fight a war and
kill people and perhaps be killed.
Right now it's hard to think about
things like that because he's only 15
months old, but it won't be long.
And what will happen during the
next 17 years before he's of draft
age? That's up to us.
This silent majority stuff isn't
going to make it. You may want to
let George do it; but George died. If
we don't try to stop pollution at
home; if we don't start loving at
home; if we don't start controlling
ourselves—our kids won't have clean
air, clean water, a peaceful world.
It's up to us. And we're not in this
alone. We've all got to work—not just
talk.
Further frustration
of majority rule
by Congressman
William D. Hathaway
Mans Amen, ans assume that ''lien
.. great inalor0 01 their number “gree
• m a solution to a prohiem th.it s been
.ifecting their well-being and the ;vest
;merest, (ii this «minty and the
solution is then endot sect by the
maiority of their elected
7,:pre.entatives in the Congress. the
.,„inrion will be written into law andhe problem solved.
And w hv not? This country ot ours
Is. at all, J democracy in sshich each
man has his say and the opinion of the
IIIJJOIIIN ',en es Js I lie ..0111pass for
national if tre‘l ion And ourgowrnmeni is. alter representativein spirit and structure. with cycry
American having the right to help
choose his national lawmakers. and
each of these lawmakers having the
duty to fairly represent the will of his
constituents.
.nfortunately . however, this very
r ea sonable assumr ion cannot be
made automatically . I rile. there are
instances where it would heat eliraiC --
A here solutions to problems .ire
proposed, considered, refined, agreed
to, and then enacted into law. In this
regard, the efforts now being made to
attack pollution provide perhaps the
best esidence (.1 our democratic
sy stem at its best. Other ,,reas.
how: Ver. pri sipp.suis
action taken at the beginning of this
non th in y he House Rules
5. om in it tee
!lie ?loose i( ( oninottec is
!ti Lic ot Allan Iroup 01
•mgressi,,, 'Silo dek.ade s hisir hills
shall be voted upon by the Nouse sit
Represent:inv.:, as ; whole. On
tteienther 2 is ,..,en-io-se‘en tie
vote, the e ommittec killeo a bill that
should be of interest" to shoppers in
Maine and every where else in the
nited States.
the hill was sponsored by this
Congressman and about 100 of my
!louse colleagues, and designed to help
shoppers bv setting up an independent
consumer agency in the 1. ederalGovernment that could plead the caw
ot consumers hefore ederal
regulatory. agencies that :heck for
unsa le products and deceptive
advertising. the bill was a good one, sogood in tact that the Senate approved
a similar version by an overwhelming74-to-4 vote earlier the same week of
the Rules Committee's action. •1nd a
s111111:11I impressive minority in the
House was thought likely to send the
measure on to the While House for
!mai enactment into law.
Uhe issue before the Rules panel
w 0.111 the merit 01 the consumer
;!gency bill. but whether the legislation
was important enough to be voted onhy the lull House. Clearly it was. Andlost .1, clearly the ‘Inertean people.
i. toe • LhL hole !de, it
rcpreseniati‘ L. government were
ill-scr‘cd by the yet-. 011.111 Til MOIR% 'I
I sum se Members A lit, '.titcd
torecloss this upp0rt4nW .
The point of .01 'his Is mg so
:o urn lip how 'in; worth% tegtsi...!15e
proposal A. Js trustratea
!aM. nuking procedure as it s to siege '1
that alino,t .it can be so _Oft,. red.
It is also to suggest that the issue ot
oroeedural reform in the /. ongress
more that the :sclusive ,oneern \)t
Congressmen and Senators -- it is an
issue of great concern to all
‘Illeri,:a 11,, for ‘t Ithout trui
representative procedural rules and
regulations in the Na non's Capitol.
there can be no guarantee of the kind
oi laws needed to meet the Lhallenges
amid solve the problems of the
Seventies.
The present Congress went some
distance in reforming these
procedures, notably in the area of
making the operations of Congress
more open to view. But several other
maior re.ls ill reform
se n or it\ tvn ure, heduling cut
legislation tincluding the role of the
House Rules Committee r. and the
regulation of lobbying. were not
affected. these must be high on the
agenda ot the new Congress. and I
intend to help assure that they are and
that the obstacles which these
problem areas pose to reprsentative
gosernment are ill. eriollle
Return the oomph
by Roy Krantz
Over the summer FrIl`s1 studemits
were not active in retorming much of
any thing. the inactivits carried overto this fall. It seems that the oomph
of last year's involvement is gone
I don't believe that peoples'
feelings have changed that much, but
something obviously did. Most
people are still against the war. Many
still want academic reform. Most still
want a cleaner environment. Why
aren't they doing anything about
them?
It's a hard question to answer. It
may be that students feel extremelyfrustrated. Let's take the war as an
example.
For years people have been
complaining about the war. It's hard
to see what all the complaining has
accomplished. After all, the war goes
on. "What's the use of protestini•
oL, might say .I a,k y ou to 'top and
think about what would be
happening now if no one complained.
Would the U.S. have started to pull
out of Vietnam? I doubt it.
Let's look at what has happened
this tall. I here has been no active
anti-war movement. Campuses have
been quiet and the politicians have
L hanged the subject. Since the
beginning of school. the I .S, has
been setting the stage for
re-escalation of the war in Southeast
Asia. In the news we read of the
defense department spewing out
reasons why the U.S. has a right to
start bombing North Vietnam again.
We read about the President's
concern for POW's and how we aretrying to save them. We read about
all the atriisittes ot the enemy . One
fact still remains, it we lett letrum
we wouldn't have these problems.
We can read and read. hut that
won't accomplish much. The gains
have been slow to come, but they
have come. We have a right to be
frustrated but we mustn't stop
because of it. If we do. nothing will
change. The war will go on All
education sy stems will ream in
stagnant. The environment will
reamin an open sewer.
I feel if every one keeps his mouth
shut for too much longer. it will be
even harder to change things in the
future. We'll have to start all over
again. I don't want to have to do
that. I ask you to speak up. If you
stop to think about it. share your
thoughts. Talk to someone about
them or write a letter to the editor.
Critique sessions of The Maine CAMPUS are held weekly in room102 Lord Hall, from 2-3 p.m. on Fridays. Anyone with a complaantabout the paper is invited to attend these meetings.
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Housing is "hopelessly inadequate": Libby
Stairway in alley way at corner of Mill Street and
Main Street remains unshoveled. What would happen
if there was a fire in this building and this exit had to
be used?
Broken and wobbly hand rail at 47 Mill Street in
Orono. The apartment is owned by Morris Rich.
Section S. Part V of the Orono Housing Code says,
"Stairways shall conform to the Building Code and be
provided with a hand rail where the building
inspector feels it necessary for safety."
A wooden fire escape? Where do occupants go
after the last step? Jump? Building is at 5 Mill Street
and owned by Pat Farnsworth.
continued from page I
The debris behind Farns-worth's
apartment is overflowing the barrels
and much of it spills to the ground
where tenants say it remains for days.
Section 23, Part 1 of the Orono
Housing Code says, "The owner of
each dwelling shall provide adequate
sanitary facilities and methods for
the collection, storage, handling, and
the disposal of garbage and refuse."
Farnsworth said the rubbish is
collected -whenever it needs to be.
Gerald Milherin. Sherwood Craig and
J. Earle Chandler, three other Orono
landlords, have no place for their
rubbish, so they use my rubbish
cans."
"My tenants have adequate boxes
to put their rubbish in. There would
be enough room for everyone's
rubbish providing the whole
neighborhood didn't use mine."
Another of Farnsworth's tenants,
also a student at UMO, told this
reporter, "The place is filthy. We
have cockroaches in the bathroom."
Section 21, Part I of the Orono
Housing Code states, "Floors, walls,
ceilings and fixtures of residential
buildings shall be maintained in clean
and sanitary condition."
"As far as the cockroaches go,"
said Farnsworth, "I have my
apartments fumigated every year. I
pay a total of S72 to have six
apartments done. There really is no
reason for the cockroaches except
the tenants themselves."
"There are facilities for garbage
and if garbage is left in the halls,
that's not my trouble, it's theirs.
When tenants throw rubbish and
leave a week's supply of garbage in
the kitchen, what do you expect?"
Gary Howard, paying $100 for his
apartment, also complains about the
heating. "It's very irregular," says
Howard. It's not hot enough and
then it's too hot. And we have only
one temperature for the stove-500
degrees. This reporter examined the
stove. It does work onlv at 500
degrees.
Section 13, Part III of the Orono
Housing Code states, "Every space
heating, cooking and water heating
device located in a dwelling or
multi-family dwelling shall be
properly installed, connected and
maintained, and shall be capable of
performing the function for which it
was designed."
"If my tenants have a problem, all
they have to do is holler," says the
61-year-old Farnsworth.
Farnsworth is the owner of 285
house lots in Orono. He has been a
resident of the town for 40 years,
and is the owner of 14 apartments.
He said he had portable fire
extinguishers in the apartments he
rents as required by the housing
code. "I've filled them up twice but
someone has emptied them both
times. I've taken one of them down
but I plan to put it back up."
Above Park's Hardware store on
Mill Street a tenant of Sherwood
Craig, who wished to remain
unidentified, said, "The heating for
the apartment here is located in the
store below but when Craig leaves at
night he turns the heat down low and
it gets cold upstairs sometimes."
Student tenants in the Orono area
run the gamut from being totally
satisfied to totally upset and
confused about what to do about
living conditions.
A student living on Main Street
and renting from Gerald Milherin
said, "I've been without hot water
for nearly two weeks."
Section II. Part I of the Orono
Housing Code states, "Plumbing
systems shall be installed and
maintained to function properly and
kept free from obstructions, leaks
and defects to prevent health hazards
and structural objects."
Main Street buildings owned by
Sherwood Craig and Gerald Milherin
are posing a serious problem. A
mini-glacier, arched high near a
passageway for Farnsworth's tenants,
has formed betweai the two
buildings.
Another problem confronting
Orono tenants is what many term as
landlords' refusal to clear driveways,
passageways and exits promptly after
a snowfall. This reporter saw several
steps leading to apartments covered
with snow and ice.
Section 20, Part III of the Orono
Housing Code states: "Steps, walks,
driveways, parking spaces and similar
paved areas shall be maintained so as
to afford safe passage under normal
use and weather conditions."
One of the reasons driveways and
passageways need to be plowed is not
only the safety of the occupants but
also to allow the entrance of fire
trucks and ambulances.
Handrails in the apartment
building at 47 Mill Street to leading
to the second floor apartments are
broken and wobbly. The hall
contains an abandoned refrigerator
and a lamp and the hallway is
illuminated by a 40 watt bulb. The
apartment is owned by Morris Rich
of Bangor.
.1-here have been several reports of
rats scampering through sonic
student apartments in Orono. This
reporter saw none during his tour.
UMO President Winthrop Libby
has said, "Private housing for
students in the Orono area is
hopelessly inadequate."
One problem getting housing code
violations corrected is that tenants
don't complain to the proper
authorities. One recourse for action is
the Building Inspector in the Town
Office in Orono. but the inspector
says his office "does not receive
many complaints".
As one tenant put it, "It's like
Vietnam No one is ever going to
clean up this mess."
Cobweb in the hall above Pat's cafe on Mill
Street in Orono. The Orono Housing Code
states: "Floors, walls, ceilings, furnishings and
fixtures of residential buildings shall be
maintained in clean and sanitary condition."
Editor's Note: This is the first
of a two-part series on off-campus
housing. Part I will be concerned
with the Orono area and Part ll
will deal with Old Town. The
following landlords have been
interviewed for the Part I story.
Morris Rich; landlord
employee at Howdy Beef Burger
in Bangor and resident of that
town: owns apartments at 4 7 Mill
St.. Orono.
Pat Farnsworth: landlord.
owner of Pat's Cafe: owns
apartments at 5 Mill St. and above
his cafe, land owner.
Sherwood Craig: landlord.
owns apartments above thi
Hardware Store on Mill Street and
owns the Sub Shop in Orono.
Gerald Milherin: landlord of
apartment over Main St. grocers
store.
J. Eark Chandler: owns two
apartments on Mill St. above
Chandler's Clothing Store, Wilich
has since been relocated ir
Bangor.
"the place is
filthy. We have
cockroaches in
the bathroom."
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exec to rhair
P&P committee
iPk S) Robert • Niiinners,. vice
president of Great Northern Paper
Company , has been appointed
chairman of the 1971 UM Pulp and
Paper Open House Committee by
Roscoe C. Masterman, president of the
University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation. The open house will be
held at the University of Maine,
Orono, April 22-23.
It is sponsored by the University of
Maine at Orono chemical engineering
department and the Pulp and Paper
Foundation. It is attended each year
by some 200 pulp and paper and allied
industry executives.
About 300,000 babies - eight per
cent of all live births arc born
prematurely each year. Premature
births occur two to three times more
often among women K ho have little or
no medical care during pregnancy,
according to the March of Dimes.
LATHE
.55 6 .5o. Alain St.
Brewer
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Capitol Continents
Inflation plagues
II 105th legislatureby Mike CraigCAMPUS Statehouse reporter
On Wednesday, Jan. 6, the 105th
session of the Maine State Legislature
opened in Augusta. [he session is
expected to last well into May and
could last as long as six months. The
magic word, this year is "money".
-rhe gap between projected revenues
and desired/necessary expenditures
could be one that the 105th will find
hard to bridge, if it is able to do it at
Here are the problems. With
runaway inflation hitting the Pine
Tree State as hard or even harder
than other parts of the country,
taxpayers are going to expect their
representatives to be wary of
unnecessary spending. They are not
going to be very happy with anyone
in Augusta who favors excessive
spending or. worse by far, who
advocates or supports any new or
increased taxes. the newly re-elected
governor. Democrat Kenneth M.
Curtis. knows he was very nearly
defeated by Attorney General James
Frwin on the theme of cutting state
government cost.
Yhe state income tax. vv Inch
generates about shit million a year is
threatened ny I repeal drive from
I Ilsworth real estate man Scott
Iamb. It I amb is able to secure the
Orono Texaco
53 Main St. 866-3300
GIANT TIRE SALE
we are over stocked
ALL tires in stock going at COST prices.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS ALARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-INGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine
Fnd of Toll Bridge
Opon 9-9 Tel 942-8563
Brewer Maine .
424610
Awl 6-& Rivet.
Leather Shop
jewelry • leather
and more • handmade
6 mill st. orono
sa I 9 - 9 p.m.
filli;lti GBalti
1 "The Two Day Wonder:),
er t Folk Singers
—,
Selected pizza, pasta, sandwiches and coldlibations for your ultimate pleasure.
Old Balti Opens Daily at 5 P.M.
Your hosts,
Icio
 Vasco & Bob Baldacci
This week at
P aLDACCI'S
necessary signatures, which looks like
a certainty at this time, then the
legislature must consider the question
ot repeal of the state personal and
corporate income tax.
If the 105th fails to repeal the tax,
then it automatically goes before the
people of Maine in the form of a
referendum at the next general
election. That would be November
1972. If there is the possibility in the
minds of the legislators that the
people might repeal the state income
tax, then they will probably pass a
"keeper tax". That is, they would
pass a measure that would
automatically increase the sales tax
to eight, nine or even ten percent in
the event the voters repealed the
income tax at referendum.
The effect of this "keeper tax"
measure would then be two-fold. It
would insure that the same level of
state revenue would be maintained in
the event of repeal and it would also
serve as a warning ithreat. if you
vs ) to the voters that they had
better vote against repeal.
With the specter of inflation
Away s with us and the real threat of
a serious attack on the state's ability
to raise money, we must look at the
his budget address to the legislature
other side of the money picture-state
espcnditures. rhe governor will make
on January 13. Curtis is expected to
ask for nearly S400 million for the
Part I budget for the biennium and
over $90 million for Part 11. The Part
I budget, that part allocated to
current services, has been cut by S65
million from what department heads
had requested. The Part II budget is
arrived at by paring the department
heads' requests for new programs.
Just as the special session of the
104th has been tagged The
Environmental Legislature, many
hope the 105th will head home after
this session with the appellation The
Reorganization Legislature. Governor
Curtis, in his address to legislators at
the Pre-Legislative Conference in
mid-December, said he hoped that
legislative reform would become a
reality this session. The
Governmental RRecoyganization
Subcommittee of the Legislative
Research Committee just released
Part II of its report on governmental
reorganization. The report, generally
accepted with favor, calls for the
combining of the numerous
departments, agencies, bureaus, etc..
under ten cabinet-level umbrella
departments. Cost saving is the
hoped-for aim of this consolidation.
It has long been acknowledged that
tate government must ieform and
leorganize or choke to death on its
own entangling bureaucrac,.
We have enough
Knit Hats and Scarves
to e‘en please Ali MacGraw in LOVE STORY
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!
KNIT NOOK
Present your ID card for a 10'; discount
72 Columbia St. 942-8040 Bangor
Maine
SONO 20% oti saleIntercom
Amplifiers
Turntables
Turners
Tape recorders
Compacts
Components
Speaker Systems
Stereo
call 942 1120 8 am-2 pm
120 State Street 
Acoustic
Garrard
Pickering
Sony
Bogen
Shure
.NC
EN
FROM S119.95
Research
call 942-6589 2 pm-8 pm
Bangor, Maine
CED offers
more classes
statewide
(MS I A record number ot courses
will be offered by the Continuing
Education Division of the University
of Maine throughout the state in the
spring of 1971, according to the
Tentative Listing of Spring Semester
Courses 1971 booklet published by
the CED here.
Some 606 undergraduate and
graduate courses, ranging in scope
from art through the sciences to
engineering, are scheduled to begin the
first week in February of 1971 for a
period of two and one-half hours one
evening a week for 15 weeks.
In addition, three educational
television courses will be offered for
credit during the spring semester.
T hey are Introduction to
Anthropology, Marketing, and The
Structure of Arithmetic.
The courses, a decided increase in
number over the 553 courses offered
this fall by the CED, will be taught in
29 locations throughout the state.
Locations are Auburn, Augusta.
Bangor, Berwick, Fliddeford,
Brunswick, Calais, Camden, Castine,
Damariscotta-Newcastle,
Edmundston, N.B.. Ellsworth.
Farmington. l'ort Kent, Freeport.
Floulton, Kennebunk. Loring Air
orce Base, Machias. Madawaska,
illinocket, Orono. Portland. Presque
Isle. R umford Sherman Station,
oiith Paris. Van Buren and Waterville
Edward W. Hackett Jr.. acting
associate director of CUD. said that
early registration is recommended as
many subjects are filled before the
opening of classes. A record total of
I 1.458 registrations. as Of Ot•t. 30. had
heen announced for CU) courses
during the fall semester. 1970. he
added. rhis total far exceeds the total
registrations of 10,011 and 10.250
recorded for the fall 1969 and spring
1970 semesters, respectively.
Here is an opportunity to work
for your University of Maine at
Orono through the "new"
General Alumni Association
sponsored student group, "People
to People: Students to Alumni."
All interested students are invited
to drop by the Alunini Center
before Tuesday. January 12.
1971. and also to attend an
informal get-together on
Wednesday, January 13,
beginning at 6:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Center.
We need N our help now to
achieve better student-alumni
relations. Won't you ioin us?
Maine Attorney General James S.
Erwin has been invited to speak at
the 40th annual University of Maine
Pulp and Paper Alumni Luncheon in
New York City le b. 23. Presentation
of the 1 1 of M Pulp and Paper
oundation Honor Award will alsobe made, and the presidents of three
national pulp and paper organizationshave been invited as guests.
Classified
Summer Europe
9199*
Boeing 707
111 rue 7-Sept. 5 Ny Lon R '1
June 29-Aug. 28 Ny Lon Hi
Call 866-7637(7-9 p.m.)
Claudia Charette
Students& Faculty-
...I./trice based on 60 seats).
Wanted: Senior and Junior to
organize recreation program for
the town of Veazie- - two nights
per week. Contact Charles Ryan.
office-866-7463. home-9424919.
NEI
lot Rent 
-Old low n
I ive room apartment partiallyfurnished. heated at $145 a
month. Call 827-2751 after 5
SKI SUGARLOAF MT. four
bedroom farm rental. Secluded,
furnished, plowed. 20 minutes to
slopes By week -weekend. Very
reasonable. Write or call Tom
King '60, I Marlyn Road,
Medfield, Mass, 1-617-359-6539.
STUDENT TRIPPERS
WORK • EUROPE • TRAVEL
Could you dig a far out month
working for extra travel money at
an International Youth Hostel
and being free to roam the
Continent for the rest of the
summer? This is the opportunity
of a lifetime for the experience of
a lifetime. Co-ordinated
International Staffing Deadlines
must be met so send for the
exciting details without delay.
Mail 50 cents to Student TravelServices, P.O. Box 19384,Sacramento, California 93819,
Electronic 1 echnisians, part-time,
to service Hi-Fl Stero components
and systems. Must have strong
electronics background and
practical experience. ECC
Radiotelephone second class or
higher license preferred, but not
necessary. Apply at db. 45 North
Main Street, Old Town.
For rent: 4 room unfurnished apt.in Orono. $100 month plus
utilities. Has refrigerator and
stove. Couple wanted. Call
866-4015.
For Sale 1960 '1-Bird, Excellent
Cond. $550 or best offer. Call or
leave message at Maine CAMPUS
office (866-7531) BrianThayer.
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IAMBI IOTICES CALEHAI IIIIICES PURI
Thursday Jan. 7
Horace Hildreth Jr. an attorney.
will speak on The Role of the
Lobbyist. Public invited. 137 Bennett
Hall, 3:10 p.m.
Christian Science College
Organization. Drummond Chapel,
Memorial Union. 6:15 p.m.
Free CDAB Movie, Zulu. Hauck
Auditorium. 7&9:I5 p.m.
Penobscot Valley Ski Club. 135
Eastport Hall 1Bangor) 7 p.m.
U of M Bridge Club for all
students, faculty and staff. Certified
American contract Bridge League
game. Totman Room. Memorial
Union. 7:30 p.m.
The Effluent Society is sponsoring
an audio-visual display of the many
aspects of the Kennebec River log
driving suit brought by Howard
Trotsky. The display will be set up
weekdays in the main lobby of the
Memorial Union Jan. 5-25. Interested
citizens are cordially invited to come
and see it.
There will be open meeting of the
Advisory Committee on the
Disciplinary Code Jan. 6 at 7 p.m. in
the North Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union. The meeting has
been called to get information,
opinions, or comments on the
problems of the jurisdiction of civil
law vs. the Disciplinary Code, and
Winter Carnival will offer
fun, acting & concerts
The LIMO Winter Carnival will be
held on the weekend of Feb. 12-14.
On Feb. 12. at 8 p.m.. a repertoryFriday Jan. 9 acting group called "The
Proposition" will perform for17th annual high school Oral students. The group specializes inIn terpre t a tion Workshop, impromptu acting. They will takeRegistration 9:30 p.m. Bangor suggestions from the audience andRoom, Memorial Union. perform comical skits based on theIntervarsity Christian Fellowship suggestions.
meeting. All are invited. Totman Selected outdoor activities will beRoom, Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m. available to students on theMUAB Movie, West Side Story. afternoon of Feb. 13. A doubleAd mi ssion charge. Hauck concert will be held that evening at 8Auditorium. 7&9:30 p.m. p.m. featuring Jamie Brockett andLord Hall Concert. The Portland the Paul Butterfield Blues Band.String Quartet of the Portland The Distingquished Lecture SeriesSymphony Orchestra. No admission
charge. Lord Hall Recital Hall. 8:15
p.m.
Saturday Jan. 9
Movie, Funeral in Berlin. Hauck
Auditorium. 7&9:30 p.m.
Sunday Jan. 10
Film Classics. Orpheus. 100
Forestry. Admission Charge. 8 p.m.
Monday Jan. II
Travel films, Bangor Room, Union.
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Jan. 12
Poetry Hour, Open Reading. Coe
Lounge. Union. 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday Jan. 13
Film Classics. The Devil's Eye. 130
Little Hall. Admission charge. 8 p.m.
Faculty Planners are available if
faculty wish to pick them up at the
Bookstore's Customer Service
Counter.
ETV airing
symphony
series
1971 brings with it a new series ot
monthly concerts by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, in color, on
the state's four educational television
channels. Beginning January 9th at
9:00. once a month, the Maine
Educational Broadcasting Network
will offer a concert by the Symphony
from Boston.
The first program features Erich
Leinsdorf conducting a performance
of Bach's Wedding Cantata No. 202
and Brahms' "A German Requiem"
with Seramae Endich and David
Clatworthy as soloists. !hen, on
Lebruary 5th, Georg Semkow
conducts Mozart's Symphony 1,,
41, music from Mozart's "Abduction
from the Seraglio." and Scribain's
Symphony No. 2.
Made possible by a grant from the
Maine Commission on the Arts and
Humanities, "Boston Symphony
Orchestra" will he broadcast over
WMEB-TV. Channel 12, Orono.
WMEM-TV, Channel 10. Presque Isle.
WMED-TV, Channel 13. Calais, and
WCBEr Channel 10, Augusta
has hired Jean Shepherd, radio
personality and underground satirist.
to speak on Sunday afternoon. lie
will be commenting on the ways of
the American society.
Jon Young. chairman for publicity
of the Winter Carnival, said tickets
will go on sale outside the Bear's Den
Feb. 8-12.
HARD TIME THIS MORNIN
STARTING YOUR CAR?
TRY AN EXIDE BATTERY
Economy Furniture Outlet
Full Guarantee
plus E—Z Terms
r
BASS WEEJUNS BASS TACKS
/ OR 11LN A2VD WOMEN
CURRAN CO. BOOT SHOP
72 MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN BANGOR
I he UMO 4-11 ( lub will meet
Thursday. Jan. 7 at 7 p.m. in the
North Hilton Room in the Memorial
Union. Purpose of the meeting is for
the election of officers, and for
planning the program for the coming
year. Anyone interested in working
on youth activities is invited to
vimpid: • • • • • , • , • • , • • • , • • •
any other problems involving the
Code.
Jan. IS. There will be a Flea
Market tall day) in the Bangor Room.
Anyone wishing to sell must have a
selling permit from the director's
Office. Memorial Union.
WMEB TV will present a series of
monthly concerts by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, starting
Friday, January 8 at 8 p.m. The first
concert will feature Erich Leinsdorf
conducting Bach's Wedding Cantata
No. 202 and Brahm's "A German
Requiem" with Saramae Endich and
David Clatworthy as soloists.
A scuba diving course will be
offered beginning Thursday, Jan. 7 at
Old Town swimming pool. The ten
week course will be open to men and
women 17 and older. The fee will be
$35. including YMCA membership,
course text, uSe of equipment and
handout materials. Cut off date for
registration and participation at the
Old Town swimming pool is Jan. 21.
The only equipment not supplied
will be a swim suit and towel.
Covered in the 32 hours of
instruction will be instruction on
basic equipment, first aid and water
safety, practice with scuba
euqipment. the physics of diving and
the diving environment.
Pontiac's Building
*******
We're dealing better than
ever now at
KELLEY PONTIAC
699 Broadway 947-7374 Bangor
.,z(i) ski bald mt.
Go
co:co(:
Open Daily 9 am - 10 pm.
Only 20 miles from Orono.
SKI MORE -- TRAVEL LESS
CHALLENGE with 12 trails, novice to expert
PRICES - $5 all day, all lifts
FACILITIES - chairlift, T-Bar, snack bar.
SKI SCHOOL - Class lessons 3 times daily
RENTALS - skis, boots and poles
tiT01,014)
e
Bald Mountain Ski Area will schedule ski buses from the
and Bangor campuses if there is sufficient interest. 7
call 843-6256 for more data
Orono
• Mail this coupon today!To: Bald Mountain Ski Area
P.O. Box 103
East Holden, Maine 04429
Yes, I am interested in your ski bus service at $1.50 for each round trip
between Bald Mountain and campus. I would be most likely to use the
bus if it ran at these times and days.
Name 
 •..
Address 
'P1(S) Dr. William J. MacLeod,
acting president of the Unisersity of
Maine at Pot t land-Corham, has
announced that the School of Nursing,
located on the Portland campus, has
received accreditation from the
National League for Nursing.
In making the announcement. Dr.
MacLeod said, "This accreditation is
the kind of symbol of excellence that
e desire for our educational
institutions. It is a tribute to a fine
faculty working with fine resources.
Credit goes to the many people who
have labored on behalf of the school
since its inception in 1958."
The initial request for
accreditation was made in February
1969 when the nursing faculty
submitted a self-evaluation report to
the National League for Nursing. In
April 1969 the Board of Review for
the NEN made several
recommendations to the School and
IPICSi A Waldo County student at
t MO. Miss Katherine .14,:an Bryant of
I -horndike. is the third recipient of the
Elise R. Hatch Memorial Scholarship
for the academic 'sear 1970-7 I .
Miss Bryant IN a sophomore in the
College of .Arts and Sciences at the
university and is majoring in child
dc‘clopmeni.
granted deferred accreditation. heir
recommendations included acquiring
qualified faculty and administrative
personnel, adequate financial support.
greater participation of nursing
faculty on institutional committees,
and continuing development and
implementation of programs for
registered nurses.
A progress report was submitted
this past October, and the NLN
granted full accreditation on
December I I.
Dr. Mary Ann Fells, director of the
School. emphasizes that the benefits
of accreditation are many. "The
accreditation assures us that the
program is a quality educational
effort. It provides us with national
recognition that will help our students
as they seek either admission to
graduate programs or employment in
professional positions."
The four-year baccalaureate
program was established at the Orono
campus of the University of Maine in
1958 with M im Jean MacLean.
professor of Nursing. as its director.
She guided the growth of the School
until 1969, when the program was
moved to the Portland campus. At
that time. Dr. Fells was appointed
director, and Miss MacLean was
named supervisor of the freshman and
atukkr 
 
Complete
AI.JT CO MI CV?" I E Auto Repairs
947-8915 We specialize in VW's and foreign cars.
180 Center St
Bangor "Snow tires at cost while they last"
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
138 Washington St.
Tel. 942 6789
BANGOR, MAINE
-Eren thing Ow the
Ntrideoil, and vont,*
HARDING
FLORIST
WEDDING BOUQUETS
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campus
CALL 989-2100
22 S. MAIN ST. BREWER
accredited
sophomore )ears. At the present time
there are over 200 full-time students
enrolled in the program which is
served by 20 full-time faculty
members.
Dr. Fells foresees the
establishment of a master's program as
one of the most important future goals
of the School of Nursing. She notes
that studies show that in Maine at the
present time, there are over 100
unfilled positioas in nursing that
require a master's degree. "We must
continue to expand our undergraduate
courses," says Dr. Fells, "but we must
also offer a program of advanced
studies to meet the needs of the many
practicing nurses in Maine who seek a
master's degree."
Justice
officials
to appear
Student senate president Chic
Chalmers has announced that
Solicitor General Erwin N. Griswold
and three associates front the Justice
Department will visit and talk with
UMO students Feb. 16.
Elaine Crane, an associate to
Griswold, called senate Vice
President Paul Gauvreau during the
Christmas vacation and asked if Feb.
16 would be a convenient date for
the visit. Steve Go hie!).
administrative assistant to Chalmers,
discussed the date with Ronald
Banks, assistant to President
Winthrop C. Libby, and secured the
Memorial Gymnasium for a mass
student meeting with Griswold on
that date.
Griswold and his associates will
arriYe on campus early that afternoon
for informal discus.sions with
students in the Maine Lounge of the
Memorial Union. They have been
invited to attend a dinner at
President Libby's home at 5:30 p.m.
The general student meeting is
scheduled for 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Gymnasium.
WHEN AN
ARTCARVED
JEWELER _
HITS YOU -
WITH
A ROCK
IT'S ALWAYS
A BEAU.
oor
MANOIR
A Love Ring mood.
One of many.
/V-tCarveci
Crown
'Jewelers
13 Main St Bangor
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Piuttrig LIMO forestry
ead , to retire June UMPG nursing schooltv' 30
v.oci Nutting. head ot the
Department ot I orest Resources. is
retiring effective June 30. Nutting.
who was appointed to UM() in 1958,
received his ft S. degree from Maine
in 1917.
Besides being Director of the
!-orestry department. he is associated
ith the U MO .Agricultural
1 xperimental Station.
Nutting is 65, and said he has
decided to retire becuase of his age.
No replacement for Nutting has
been found set. Malcolm Coulter,
protessor of wildlife resources, is
secretary of the search committee,
and is conducting interviews for a
successor.
While Nutting has been Director of
the toresto department, he has seen
mans major changes occur within the
department. The new forestry
building was completed in 1968, and
the research programs have increased
considerably over the past few years.
Student enrollment has increased,
and the graduate program now
includes 30 students.
Nutting feels one of the more
impoitant accomplishments of his
department has been its increasing
awareness of the state's problems
Nutting has no definite plans after
retiring. however, he said even
though he has been in public life for
the past 40 years. he does not intend
to stop working actively ss thin his
field
BEARER OF GOD'S WORD FOR TODAY
The world has entered a new stage of history,
the age of the maturity of man and the
beginning of a world civilization
The source of this new development was a
Man who was exiled, tortured, banished and
imprisoned for more than 40 years
He lived during the last century His name —
FOR INFORMATION
301TstfoitK ORONO BAHAI CENTER8 Main St 866 4315
totials ilest IN
GE Quallty your greatest value
14.7 cu. ft. No Frost Refrigerator-Freezer
with let Freeze
Ice Compartment
• Sob zero a r :PONS user
trays for fast freezing'
• Freezer holds up to
147 lbs.
• Four cabinet shelves,
one slides out
• Twin vegetable bins
hold 23 bushel
• Only 30'a" wide,
64" high
22 No Win Street
BAffle ANIF PICARD
etwaterchinga !
mrporia 0.•
$268
Regular S39595
Old Town
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Computer Chem building opens Feb.1
is 99.98%
efficient
(PICS) Even a computer can make
mistakes, but if it makes just one
mistake out of 8500 opportunities,
chances are that no one will
complain—least of all UMO officials
charged with preparing the fall
semester final exam schedules.
This was the case when the
computer utilized by Information
Associates, Inc. of Fairport. N.Y.,
devised a final examination schedule
for some 8500 students at the Orono
and Bangor campuses for the period of
Jan. 18-23, 1971. The computer,
considering all courses requiring final
exams by each of the 8500 students,
came up with a schedule for 673
different examinations spaced into 24
two-hour periods—and ended up with
just one conflict.
The one conflict was for a woman
student who wound up with four
exams scheduled for one day, when
the program called for no student to
have more than three in any one day.
She will have her schedule changed.
The final program also showed no
student winding up with two exams
scheduled for the same hour.
University officials pointed out
that the computerized final exam
schedule will effect considerable
savings for the university because it
cuts about two das s off previous
schedules and provide', savings in extra
housing and tcedinc .students.
STEREO
KLH
Mcinfoc_h
DYNACO
ADVENT
DUAL
FISHER
GARRARD
SONY
SANSUI
NEW ENGLAND
MUSIC CO.
New England's Leadiizg
Ili-Fidelity Dealer
109 CENTER STREET
PORTLAND 772-2869
(PICS) The new chemical
engineering building at the north end
of the Orono campus of the University
of Maine will be fully operational at
the start of the spring, 1971, semester
Feb. I, it has been revealed by
university officials.
Equipment for the new three story
structure is currently being installed
and personnel have started occupying
the building since the end of the
Christmas and New Year holidays Jan.
4.
The 30,000 square-foot building
will be occupied by the chemical
engineering department which is now
housed at Aubert Hall. The building
will provide space to meet the
expanded programs of the department
and in addition to offices for staff
personnel it will include classrooms,
transport laboratory, infrared
laboratory, graduate student
laboratories and mechanical shops.
It is constructed of pre-cast
concrete sections and feather rock on
the exterior, making it unique among
other buildings on campus.
Built at a cost of about
S1,400,000, the building was started
Aug. 15, 1969, and was phase one of a
proposed three-phase program to
improve the facilities for the chemical
engineering and the pulp and paper
programs.
C."..
.4
The 9oon to be opened chemical engineering building is the newest
addition to the UMO's group of prominent landmarks. Sitting beside
the structure is the zoology building, opened in 1969. The silos in the
background ring back to the Orono campuses earlier "cow college"
days.
DAILY PICK-UP SERVICE
HILLSON CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET - ORONO MAINE
TELEPHONE 866-3647
Upon entering the Picture & Gift Shop, one may
wrapping paper, writing paper, crepe paper.
dried +lowers, plastic flowers, pape,
china dishes, pottery dishes. fondue disi
charmer cards, thristmas cards al: with
BANK AMER ICARDS
For those inclined to look a little further:
Caiico dolls, stuffed dolls, Hummel dolls,
Art supplies, school supplies, party supplies,
Music boxes, jewelry boxes, match boxes
Wedding decorations, publications and
Andrew Wyeth replications.
purchase:
41'
Or EVE.
Picture & Gift Shop
17 Main St.
The Nicest Cards In Town
Downtown Bangor
FREE DELIVERY
ON ORDERS OVER $3.00 AFTER 5:00 P.M. -- 7 DAYS
PER WEEK TO MAINE CAMPUS AND LOCAL AREAS.
NOW FEATURING
WATCH FOR NEW SPECIALS EACH WEEK
CHICKEN BASKET
1/2
 
golden fried chicken, french fries
creamy cole slaw, hot role and butter
827-4277
Drive In
Stillwater Ayr
Restaurant Stillwater, Me.
99d with
this coupon
The Maine Educational
Broadcasting Network will present a
90-minute tribute to Earl Scruggs,
country musician, with banjo,
Sunday at 10 p.m. The shoss will
be carried on WIWEB-TV,Channel 12.
Job interviews
(PICS) Representatives from five
business firms or government
agencies will be on the Orono campus
Thursday and Friday to interview
seniors regarding employment
following their "raduation.
The interview schedule includes:
Thursday. Jan. 7. Maine State
Highway Commission, Augusta; Stone
and Webster Engineering Corp.,
Boston, Mass.
I riday. Jan. 8. Ernst and Ernst,
Portland; Forster Manufacturing Co.,
Wilton; National Lead Co.. New York
City.
V.
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car moker seems to be
giving you one reason or another not to buy
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for o smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years experi-
ence in small cars to back it up.
Volkswagen.
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR TEL 947-0121
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Hoopsters lose four in South
the Maine basketball team's
second annual magical mystery tour
through the South met with failure as
they dropped all four games.
The Orono Hying Circus opened
their 2500-mile. eight-day. road show
Dec. 30 against I lorida Southern at
Lakeland. Ila. Maine's record
dropped to 3-3 as Southern won
77-64. It was ,the first game-action
the Circus had seen since Dec. IS.
The dubs traded the lead in the
first half with Southern, sparked by.
Mike Lester, taking a 41-33 lead at
the half.
Southern iced the game midway in
the second half by pulling away
57-39 behind the shooting of Josh
Hygh and Marvin Carr.
Hygh's 16 points were topped by
teamate Gene Merkel's I 7.
Maine's Nick Susi led all scorers
with 20 and rebounders with 13.
The game marked the seasonal
debut of Craig Randall. the leading
scorer of last year's Bears. Randall
missed the first fist: games due to a
pre-season knee injury, lie finished
with 14 points.
The Bears were defeated by a
hot-shooting St. Leo's team 101-73
on New Year's I ve in St. Lee's, 1 . 1a.
Powered by Mike O'Brien and
Steve Smith who combined for 69
points. St. Leo's ran a 4240 halftime
edge to 63-51. St. Leo's
middle-distance accuracy. countered
Maine's zone defense and the Bears
never rallied.
IMO scoring was headed by Bill
Haynes with 19 points.
St. Leo's record moved to 44 and
Maine fell to 34.
Maine met with their third straight
defeat. 7949 against Rollins Jan. 2 in
Winter Park. I la.
Thursday. Jan. 7
Varsity skiing, Slalom RJ,
1 armington. I p
Saturday, Jan. 9
Varsity skiing. Dartmouth
Invitational, at Dartmouth, 10
a.m.
Varsity track. Maine vs. Colby.
away. 1 p.m.
Varsity basketball. Maine vs.
Vermont. away. 8 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 10
Varsity skiing. Dartmouth
Invitational. at Dartmouth. 10
a. m.
Tuesday. Jan. 12
reshman basketball. Maine ss
M C.I . away, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 13
Varsity basketball. Maine ss.
M.I.T., away, 8:15 p.m.
it
VIN ER'S
Fast Guaranteec
REPAIR - t
SERVICE6'
• Radios
s Television
• Tape
Recorders
• Record
Players
• Amplifiers
• Rand
Instruments
• Piano Tuning
•
4
With Maine holding an eight point
edge with twelve minutes remaining.
Rollins switched to an unorthodox
four-guard offense. The move
resulted in a 16-2 scoring burst for
Rollins.
lop dude for Rollins, now 5-3.
was Little All-American candidate
Laurence Martinez with 17 points.
Ile was aided by I rank Valenti's 16.
Maine was led by soph Peter
Gavett and Craig Randall with 21 and
14 points, respectively.
[he flying Circus finished up their
trip in Atlanta against Georgia "Tech
and All-American Rich Yunkus. The
6-9 Yunkus scored 29 points and
pulled down 15 rebounds to lead the
Yellowjackets to a 99-52 win. He was
aided by Peanut Murphy and John
Hoggle who threw in 14 apiece.
The Bear's were only 20 for 61
from the floor. Nick Susi with 14 and
Peter Gavett with 10 led the Maine
point production.
Maine will try to rebound from
their Southern campaign when they
travel to Vermont Jan. 9. Still on the
road. UM faces MIT Jan. 13 and New
Hampshire Jan. 16.
Bear cubs keep climbing
(PK'S) It's getting routine "to
announce that the UM I rosh are
undefeated under coach tom "Skip"
Chappelle, because the Bear Cubs
haw now racked up 29 straight wins
dating back to the opening game of
the 1968-69 season.
Tollowing a three-point loss to the
University of New Hampshire
freshmen in the 1968-69 season, the
Maine I. rosh reeled off II straight to
conclude that campaign and last
season the Bear Cubs won all 14 of
their contests. Thus far this season
the Frosh have won their first four
games, and won them handily.
'This year's freshman crew is every
bit as devastating as last season's
undefeated contingent. 'They are
104.2 points pereraging
games having gone over the century
mark in each of the first four
contests and have held opponents to
a total of 285 points, or 71.2 points
per game.
Tire team scoring is led by two,
quick, little guards. 5-9 Jon Morrison
and 5-11 Tony Hamlin.
Morrison leads all scorers with a
17.2 average. His backcourt partner.
Hamlin is the acknowledged floor
leader of the team.
Both men are noted for their
ball-hawking defense.
Chappelle "pleased" with the
hustle and aggressiveness, both on
offense and defense, of center
Shaugh n Hussey, a 6-6 standout from
Lincoln. Hussey is averaging 12
points per contest.
* ski veazie *
Open Friday 6 to 9 pm
Saturday & Sunday 12 to 4 pm
Price S1.00
Lessons available on Saturdays for
beginners and intermediates.
0 SA1 Ottki
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
-To add to your dining pleasure we now offer
your favorite beverage"
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL. 9454500
AT
Woodsmen face biggest
test in history Jan. 23
iPI(S) the strong
Woodsmen's Team will face the
biggest test in its history Jan. 23
when it competes in the Lakehead
International Intercollegiate
Woodsmen's Meet at Port Arthur,
Ontario.
Every forestry school in the
United States and Canada has been
invited to the meet, which will be
followed by the MacDonald College
meet in Montreal, according to team
adviser Richard Hale, UMO assistant
professor of wood technology.
The Maine team has tuned up for
the Port Arthur encounter by
winning the International
Intercollegiate meet at the I niversity
of New Brunswick.
The Maine "A" team won the
Mussen's Ltd. trophy for cross-cut
and swede sawing for the seventh
consecutive year. They' also won the
Corey Ltd. speed chopping and
Tractors and Equipment trophy. The
Maine "B" team took second place
and won the Mack Ltd. trophy for
log decking, completing Maine's
trophy sweep.
Maine's "B" team was entered in
the University of New Hampshire's
first woodsmen's meet, where it
placed second to Paul Smith College.
"Let us do your
letter writing
for you.
A subscription from the MAINE CAMPUS
is the best way to inform your parents
about "what's going on" around campus.
SPECIAL OFFER
$ 2.50
SUBSCRIPTION FOR SPRING SEMESTER
NAME 
ADDRESS 
( ITY 
STATE 
 
ZIP 
WHEN WE TALK ABOUT "QUALITY:
SONY/SUPERSCOPE
GARRARD
ELAC/MIRACORD
LEAR-JET
BOG EN
JBL
DUAL
PICKERING
SHURE
ROBERTS
Mc INTOSH
KEN WOOD
DYNACO
E LECT RO-VOICE /GAME
BSR-McDONALD
MAR ANTZ
AMPEX
BOSE
SANSUI
ADVENT
AR
SHERVVOOD
MONARCH
(AND OTHERS)
WE MEAN..
NORELCO
TOSH IBA
TANDBERG
MASTERWORK
DuKANE
REVOX
EMPIRE
INCIDENTLY, db's SERVICE SHOP IS NOW OPEN AND ACCEPTING HI-Fl/STEREO EQUIPMENTFOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS. EXPERT TECHNICIANS. THE LATEST MODERN TECHNICALEQUIPMENT. CENTRAL MAINE'S FASTEST, AND REASONABLY PRICED, MAINTENANCE/REPAIRSERVICE. 30—DAY LABOR WARRANTY.
IlaisKIaauntmen
45 NORTH MAIN STREET, OLD TOWN PHONE 827-4753.
Open from Noon until 9:00 PM Daily, until 6:00 PM Saturdays.
"Home of the Audio Experts"
Senate explains increases
in abortion loan fund
by Nelson Benton
The Population Control I und
currently.. has "about S1,800" in itsbank account, according to Senate
Treasurer John Beisheim.
'Flie fund was established to lend
money to girls in need of an
abortion, to whom the amount
necessary for the operation is not
readily available.
However, since the senate voted on
Dec. 1 to pledge S500 toward the
establishment of this fund, no money
has since been appropriated by the
senate for this purpose.
Beisheim said the additional 51300
has come from the surplus left over
from last year's senate budget. He
said the original S500 had been
loaned out almost immediately.
When yet another girl came in
seeking a loan, "I couldn't see J girldenied money simply because the
amount left in the I und's account
couldn't handle it," Beisheim said.
Various sources said the fund
would receive another S4500 from
money left over after the different
campus organizations had received
the money budgeted them from the
student activity fees.
Beisheim, chairman of the
committee which oversees this
surplus, said that at a committee
meeting in which four of the seven
members were present, the vote was
unanimous to give S4500 to the
und.
He added that the three absent
members representing the Central
Dormitory.. Activities Board, the
Associated Women Student., and the
Class of '71 did not express any
dosatisfaction with the committee's
decision after being advised of it.
Senate President Chic Chalmers
said Monday the consent of the
senate will be sought before puttingS4500 into the Fund's account. Fieindicated, however, that senateapproval was not absolutely requiredin this matter.
It was reported Tuesday that thePenobscot county attorney's officehad the matter of extending aid togirls in need of abortions "underin County Attorne.yDavid Cu',. however, wogld make noto the legality of the 4,apu)atfOnControl Fund." It was for this
reason, said BeishOit,afirf the matter
was not taken i.p at the senate
meeting 'Tuesday night.
At the same meeting, however,Chalmers stated that his
administration was fully behind theFund committee. In answer to aquestion from one of the senator's,Beisheim said that it was possible for
a student to designate his portion ofthe S4500 calculated to be 73 cents,for use by some other student
activity.
Questioned as to whether theproposed grant was now fact,Beisheim said that until certainpossible legal difficulties had beencleared up no further funds would bedeposited in the Population Controlaccount.
A committee of five students
administers the Fund. A girl mustfurnish proof of pregnancy and have
an appointment with a doctor whoperforms abortins before she will heLonsidered for a loan.
If the loan is approved the girl
must sign a promissory note for th.
Be( allgt of final exams and the
semester break. the MaineCAMPUS will not publish duringthe next two weeks. The next
135U€ will come out Feb. 4.
amount lent her. In addition she is
urged to repay a small amount over
vchat she borrowed in order to keepthe Lund growing.
NEWSSTAND PRICE 15 CENTS
Free U opens Feb. 8;
will stress "community
 1
by Ken Johason
Abenaki experimental college, an
attempt to bring the communitytogether through liberated education,will hold registration Feb. 3-5 in theMemorial Union. Anyone mayregister in person at the Union or by
calling 866-7557 during the following
registration times: 6 p.m.-I0 p.m.Feb. 3; 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Feb. 4. 10a.m. -8 p.m. Feb. 5.
At this time, there are 67 coursesoffered and according to FreeUniversity committee member RoyKrantz, additional courses will be
upcoming. Abenaki is open to
student., faculty, administrators and
members of the surrounding
community. Classes will begin the
week of February 8 and will be heldin buildings on the U MO campus andin nearby towns as well as in thehomes of staff members.
According to Krantz, the responseto the experimental college has been
over-whelming. -The phone hasn'tstopped ringing. People are asking forcatalogs from as far away asMachias," he said.
The new college is operated onlywith funds received throughdonations. The staff members are
un-salaried and there are no chargesfor the courses. Abenaki is not adegree-granting institution.
Course descriptions are available
on the UMO campus in the MemorialUnion and the Student Senate officein Lord Hall. In Bangor the catalogs
are available at the Fmanuel BaptistChurch, 155 Pine Street. In addition
each department office on the Orono
campus has two copies.
For the course list of theabenaki experimental college,see page I I.
Onward program success
-
All through high school, she hadbeen told that she could not evenhope to go to college. Now afreshman at UMO, she wants to gohome and "show those who said she
couldn't do anything" that they were
wrong.
The girl is one of fifteen Maine
students who have had the door tocollege education opened to them; adoor that before had been slammedin their faces. The Onward programhas enrolled students primarily from
small communities from NewLebanon to Upper Frenchville.Hopefully the program will showtowns previously unaffected by theUniversity that it does have aninterest in them.
35'; of the people in Maine earn
under 55,000 a year, yet only 7.2-;
of the students at UMO come from
that economic group. Gerald Herlihy,
Director of the program, feels that
students from this socio-economicbackground need "the right to makedecisions on their future" that they
had been denied before. He feels that
their sometimes low college board
scores do not show the true
capabilities of the students because
of "culture bias," Similarly i he high
school records sit sonic ot these
students may.' fall below the standards
for admissions, but personal factors
must be taken into account.
Herlihy says that the students are
proving that they can produce thekind of grades needed to stay in theUniversity. Academics, however, are
not the only problems faced by theOnward students. A great deal of
social adjustment must take place.Talking to some of those enrolled inthe program, it becomes evident thatthe adjustment has been made. They
are getting along "great" and havefound little resentment from other
students. There is a great deal ofroom for personal development inthe Onward program.
"people, not money"
The 12 boys, six of whom are
married, and three girls are enrolled
as freshmen with full scholarships.Their next three years will befinanced through summer jobs,
work/study.. and NDFA Loans. Theprogram, however, is concerned with
"people, not money," sass Herlihy.The students feel that the) are
"proving that the SAT's and CollegeBoards are not essential" and thatthey are -proving themselves." They,
along with Winthrop C. Libby,president of LIMO, and Dr. Arthur M.Kaplan, Vice
-President for Student
,Xtfairs, agree that Herlthy is doing an
''outstanding job" and deserves agreat that of credit. One of the girls
said that Herlihy was able to bring
out what she was afraid to showany one, her poetry. He sent somesamples of her work to the MaineTimes and they were later published.
The Reading Clinic in theI ducation Building stated that theyhave approximately half of theOnward student participating in theirindependent program study andshowing improvement • 'They aresome of the most dedicatedstudents."
Both Libby and Kaplan are "veryimpressed" with the program and arepleased with its "very promisingstart." They see the large number of
continued on page 11
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of stealing the credit.
The question of AWS use of funds
was raised by the Somerset residents.
They point out that AWS has not
sponsored any speakers on campus or
any activities except for Women's
Week, which was not well attended.
Sandra Bartolini said many students
feel the money could be better used
by active dorms to invest in their
own athletic equipment or to hire
lecturers. The alleged refusal of AWS
to fund projects of CDAB and
W'omen's Liberation also came under
criticism. According to a member of
the Central Dorm Activities Board
AWS did give $500.00 to help
finance the movies that CDAB
presents on a regular basis. The rest
of the 1+,000 that AWS is given by
the University is not specifically
itemized. Some of the money goes
for office supplies and sending
delegates to the AWS National
Convention in Colorado. Miss
Hackett said that other funds may
also be used to finance a symposium
on the roles of men and women
which is being planned with Assistant
Deans Dahlberg and DeCicca.
A possible merger of AWS and
CDAB looms in the future but the
president of AWS denies that it will
be for other than social purposes.
Since the abolition of Judicial Boards
the Somerset group feels that AWS
can be replaced efficiently by
self-governing boards in each
individual dorm, but Miss Hackett
was not of the same opinion. She
statod that the Joint Inter-residence
Activities Council when it is formed
will function for activities only and
will have no effect on AWS existence.
The Somerset residents have called
several meetings to examine the
problem.
The Somerset residents have called
several meetings to examine the
problem. These have met with
limited response from most of the
other dorms on campus.Nevertheless
the dorm residents intend to
continue their opposition. According
to Miss Bartolini, "We feel that we
have nothing to lose and everything to
gain.'
The UMO Inter-Varsity Christian
l.ellowship holds its meetings at 6:30
p.m. on Fridays in the Totman room
of the Memorial 1;nion. All interested
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Faculty union
expands
The "implementation of university
polio concerning regular
departmental meetings and chairman
selection, and the right to bargain
collectively %kith the administration,
are to of the main goals of the
nest Iy-established Orono Faculty
Union.
Stewart Dot}. associate professor
of history and public relations officer
for the union, said he does not feel
that meetings of some departments
are held on a regular basis as
President Libby said they would.
Doty also claimed 'that the faculty
should have the right to conduct
salary negotiations as a groupinot as
indis id uals.
1 he union's membership is
currently 40 and includes people
from the five UMO colleges. At a
meeting to establish the provisional
organization of the union. ("not
quite temporary and not quite
permanent"). Kenneth Hayes.
associate professor of political
science, was elected chairman.
The possibility of affiliating with
another union was held out.
Howeser, Doty said that no
decision on this would be made until
union membership becomes fairly
stable and everyone has the chance to
express his feelings on the subject.
Somerset leaves AWS
,In ale student. in Somerset Hall
dissatistied with the activities of the
Associated Women Students, have
announced their secession from that
organization. In a letter to the
MAINE CAMPUS, Dormitory
President Sandra Bartolini states that
the residents of Somerset Hall "feel
that AWS is no longer useful nor
necessary for the betterment of
dormitory living on this campus."
The House Council of Somerset Hall
supported their conclusions with a
petition signed by residents of the
dormitory.
In the past AWS has been the only
organization devoted exclusively to
the promotion of women's interests
within the university. The officers of of the dormitory group. On the
AWS ostensibly made and enforced subject of .changes in feminine
the rules governing female students government Miss Hackett said
on campus with the co-operation of revisions are in order next semester
interested students. Liberalizing of to remove outmoded material from
rules and the change in University the AWS constitution and bring the
policy towards women students have documents up to date. At present,
cast a shadow of doubt on the role of she said, the group is working on the
AWS in the life of the liberated liberalized parietal policy. AWS
co-ed. The days of 9 p.m. curfews for members expect to help implement
women have passed into oblivion and the enforcement of the policy in the
some students feel that AWS is individual dorms if it is passed. The
headed in the same direction. Those passage of other social changes in the
opposed to the organization say that past have been credited to AWS, such
freshman, when asked for an opinion as extended parietals and the 24 hour
often say "AWS what's AWS?." open lounge policy. This claim is
AWS President Judy Hackett disputed by opponents who say that
would not comment on the secession the changes could have been
instituted by anyone and accuse AWS
If you are a senior...
could be
the most important
year of your life.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, you will want to remember this: it is not just
"a job- you are seeking—it should be the beginning of
a career. And if it is to be successful, both you and your
employer must need and want each other
To help you with your decision. we invite you to con-
sider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Cur-
rently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the
ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion for every
environment ... all opening up new avenues of explo-
ration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial
power application. The technical staff working on these
programs. backed by Management's determination to
provide the best and most advanced facilities and sci-
entific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm
foothold in the current land, sea, air and space pro-
grams so vital to our country's future.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Moti-
vate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities
only a leader can provide. Offer them company
-paid,
graduate
-education opportunities. Encourage them to
push into fields that have not been explored before
Keep them reaching for a little bit more responsibility.
than they can manage. Reward them well when they do
manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in:
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
• ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS
If your degree is in another field, consult your college
placement officer—or write Mr. Len Black, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford
Connecticut 06108.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTf ORO AND MIDDLFToroN CONNECTICw
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Confidence vote
given to Chalmers
.1 motion calling on the senate to
tequest the resignation of Senate
President Chic Chalmers was defeated
47 - 3 with eight abstentions at the
student senate meeting Tuesday.
.the bill, introduced by Senators
Bill Donahue and Michelle Donnely,
cited Chalmers for "flagrant
violations of the constitution, the
usurpation of powers, disregard of
the budget, and failure to initiate
proper action on his campaign
promises."
Immediately after Donahue
introduced his resolution, Chalmers
called for a five minute recess. When
business resumed several people rose
to express support for the resolution,
but these were greatly outnumbered
by senators who apparently could see
Low attendance
at Disciplinary
Comm. hearing
Only one student saw fit Lu
an opinion before the Disciplinary
Code Review Committee at its Jan. 6
open hearing.
The unidentified student discussed
noise in the dormitory, according to
Dr. Louis Goodfriend, committee
chairman and professor of chemistry.
A student member of the
committee, Paul Gauvreau, feels the
low response stems from the lack of
relevance the code has to students
not involved in disciplinary action.
Gauvreau says, "student opinion
will have little bearing on the
committee's conclusions." He feels
the general lack of student concern,
as a factor by itself, may enter into
individual committee member's
decisions.
The twelve member committee, six
students and six faculty members,
hopes to present preliminary
recommendations by mid-February.
Past class
president
indicted
Former junior class president
Malcolm J. Leary of Veazie was
indicted by the Grand Jury Monday
on three counts of embezzlement.
The decision came on the final day
the Jury was in session. It is not
expected to reconvene until May,
according to County Attorney David
Cox.
No date has been set for the Leary
trial.
A routine audit of the class books
last month by Stewart Dexter of
Orono allegedly showed about S500
missing from the class treastir.
no merit in it. A motion to table the
resolution was introduced and
subsequently defeated before the
roll-call vote was taken.
In other action the senate
overwhelmingly defeated a bill
requiring a motion to appear on the
agenda for the meeting at which it is
to be considered,
John Blake , vice-president for
finance and administration, presented
a proposed plan for dealing with
future bomb scares. The new plan
leaves it up to the individual whether
or not to leave a building which
receives a bomb threat. Blake
admitted that this entailed a much
greater risk but felt that evidence
from other schools at which this plan
is in effect, indicated that it acutally
cuts the number of bomb scares and
lessens the inconvenience caused by
requiring a building to be completely
evacuated.
Student-
faculty
councils
approved
A system for the formation of
University-wide student-facult
departmental councils was approved
by the Council of Colleges Monday.
As of the fall 1971 semester, all
departments and divisions not
already having such councils will be
"encouraged" to form them.
The system provides for councils
with students to comprise at least
513': of the membership, though it is
very possible that in mail), cases the
students will outnumber the faculty.
The approval came on Monday
during the second day of
consideration of the measure. At the
December meeting of the Council of
Colleges, the body discussed the
recommendations of the Task force
on departmental councils. After some
two hours of debate, the report was
tabled for further consideration.
There were several amendments to
the original Task Force report.
mostly minor. The policy now
contains provisions for the
recommendaitons of each of these
councils to be placed on the agenda
of the faculty or administrative body
to which it is directed at that body's
next regularly scheduled meeting.
Also the scope of recommendation
power the councils have has been
broadened to include whatever the
councils feel is of conern to their
constituents.
The members of the councils will
be elected by their constitutents no
later than one month from the
opening of the fall semester.
db
Distinctive Audio components and Systems
Backed by Expert Service
45 NORTH MAIN STREET H. WEINSTEIN, MGR
OLD TOWN. MAINE 04468 PHONE 027-4753
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PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortions are now legal in New
York City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion Referral Service will
provide a quick and inexpensive end to your pregnancy. We
are a member of the National Organization to Legalize
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally confidential
information. There are no shots or pills to terminate a
pregnancy. These medications are intended to induce a late
period only. A good medical test is your best 1st action to
insure your chance for choice. Get a test immediately. Our
pregnancy counseling service will providetotally confidentlal
alftrilatives to your pregnancy. We have a tong iist of thost.
have already assisted should you wish to verify this service.
COPY OCR NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
1-215-878-5800.
In keeping with past policy
we are clearing "this years" fashions
to make room for the new of Spring
All reductions are from our regular merchandise.
HAPPY SHOPPING!
Ladies Coats
including Fur Trim
and Fun Furs
from S23.00
Allweather Coats
from SI 7.90
(including zip lined)
Excellent Selection
Pant Coats
from S14.00
Ensembles
from S44.00
Including Week-end
Wardrobes
Pant Suits
from S I 6.00
Skirts
from $3.90
Slacks
from $5.90
Group of Greek Lettered
Sorotity Sweat Shirts
@51.00
Jerseys
Tunics
Shirts
from S2.90
Sweaters
from $4.90
Knit Scarfes & Sets
from S2.90
Handbags
at Half Price
Pajamas & Gowns
from S2.90
When evaluating these prices
please recall that you are
considering reductions on
merchandise from such
famous concerns as:
Pendleton
Ship'n Shore
Garland
Contry Set
Butte
R & K
Kay Windsor
Talbot
Aileen
Davis Coat
Misty Harbor
Aspen
Stage 7
Helen Whiting
De Milo Coat
Personal
and ever so many others
Please ask to see fashions for
Winter Vacations
ALL SALES FINAL please
Your coed charge will be welcome
....yes, now t here are two....
Downtown
OLD TOWN
Tel. 827-2091
Main Street
Open from 9:30 to 5:00 daily and
to 9:00 eveningtime on Friday
Downtown
BANGOR
Tel. 945-9795
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ACADEMIC REFORM:
1970
As you know, vast changes have been made this academic year in the area of academic
reform at UMO. Some of the most signifi--
january 14, 1971
rearii'r
AWS minus Somerset
To the Editor:
We the residents of Somerset Hall,
feel that AWS is no longer useful nor
necessary for the betterment of
dormitory living on this campus.
This impression has been
formulated because of the following
reasons:
I. Rampant disinterest and lack of
conern on the part of AWS officers as
evidenced by the non-attendance of
all officers at a recent meeting
concerning the future of AWS and a
possible merger with CDAB.
2. Women's Liberation appealed to
AWS for appropriations for its
organization. AWS did not grant this
request because they felt that their
constituents would not approve of
this "Leftist" group. Instead, a loan
was granted.
3. With the demise of Judiciary
Boards it has become evident that the
women on campus are subject not to
AWS, but to Cy Ludwig and the
Disciplinary Code.
4. $3000 is allocated yearly to
AWS from the Activity Fee for use in
worthwhile projects for women
students. To date this money has
been used for such unpopular
activities as Women's Week. We feel
that this mono could be put to
better use if divided among the
dorms for purposes which each dorm
see as worthwhile.
5. ('DAB appealed to AWS for
funds to continue their free movie
program on campus and was decnied.
The request was later fulfilled by the
dorms individually.
These are only a few specific
examples and do not touch upon
either the animosity created by the
mere existence of AWS, or the
remoteness and inefficiency of the
structure which enhances apathy on
campus. Ideally we feel that a
dormitory should be a living-learning
complex and this would be best
realized by self-government.
Obviously this does not mean an
Association of Women Students, but
rather an association of the individual
members of a single dormitory as an
integral part of an entire university
structure. Somerset will attempt to
achieve this end by immediately
seceding from AWS and establishing
itself as an independent dormitory.
We encourage others to follow.
Sandra Bartolini, President
Patricia Riley, Vice President
Somerset Hall
support rescue attempt
Fellow American:
Eighty-one percent of the
nest-of-kin of prisoners of war
approve of the attempt to rescue
American prisoners from the Sontay
prison near Hanoi, according to a
survey released by the Opinion
Research Corporation of Princeton,
New Jersey. Only ten percent of
those interviewed had unfavorable
reactions.
Eighty-four percent of those
interviewed would approve of
another rescue attempt.
By an 11 to 1 margin (56`"i to 5%)
the families believe that those who
criticize the mis-:on are hurting the
chances of bringing their loved ones
home.
Sontay gave hope to our boys; told
the enemy that we are determined to
bring our men home, and dramatized
to the whole world the barbaric
treatment of POW's by North
Vietnam.
Callously disregarding the families
•
of the POW's, Senator Fulbright and
his friends loudly and immediately
attacked the effort. Senator Muskie
called it an "exercise in
futility, "...even a suctxss..would
still have been a failure..," and
Senator Kennedy. "I just deplore the
policy that permitted them (the
rescuers) to go."
On October 7, 1970, President
Nixon said: "...I propose the
immediate and unconditional release
of all prisoners of war held by both
sides...1 propose that all prisoners of
war, without exception, without
condition, be released now to return
to the place of their choice."
I urge you to support the
President; support those brave men in
enemy camps; support our men in
Vietnam. When the Eulbrights,
Kennedy's, and Muskies carp away at
this brave rescue mission, tell them
what we have been saying all along:
"Don't tell us; tell it to Hanoi!"
William J. O'Hara, Chairman
"Tell-it-to-Hanoi" Committee
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National News
...in brief
Washington— State and local
governments will be forced to bear an
increased amount of 1970-71 public
support as federal education funds
shrink to the lowest in six years.
Only 6.9 percent of this year's
National Education Association's
estimate of 42.4 billion will be
funded by the national government.
This will leave a record 539.5 billion
for state and local governments to
take care of. Previously the federal
government has contributed up to 8
per cent.
*********
Boston - More than four and a half
mission pounds of swordfish, most of
it imported from Japan, Canada and
Peru, is being withheld from public
sale on orders of the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration because of
suspected mercury contamination.
The FDA said that mercury
content above the FDA safe limit of
0.5 parts per million was found in 90
per cent of the samples tested thus
far. One sample tested 2.4 parts per
million.
*********
Washington - Charges of misuse of
funds allocated for education of
Indian children have been made by
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and
the Harvard Center for Law and
Education.
The two groups' co-operative
studey said the money intended for
Indians was used to buy "fancy
equipment" for white students and
for the general operating expenses
"to reduce taxes for non-Indian
property owners."
The study said that, "by every
standard, Indians receive the worst
education of any children in the
country."
Washington - The Federal Housing
Administration and the
Administration announced
federal agencies insuring
Veterans
that two
new
mortgages loans have cut maximum
allowable interest rates from eight
per cent to seven and one half per
cent.
The cut is the second in a little
more than two months and will not
apply to the nearly 570 billion of
outstanding I- [IA mortgages.
Washington - Sen Birch Bayh has
decided to modify his proposed
constitutional amendment. It now
calls for popular election of the
president with a runoff election
specified if no candidate receives at
least 40 per cent of the popular vote.
Bayh's modification would substitute
the runoff with a joint House and
Senate to choose the chief executive.
*********
San Clemente, Calif. - President
Nixon has threatened to counter
what he considers an enormous price
increase by Bethlehem Steel by
inviting expanded imports of lower
cost steel from Japan and Western
Europe.
The increase by Bethlehem has
caused concern that the increase
would continue to drive prices up if
other producers follow the
Bethlehem lead. Bethlehem has
announced that it is boosting its
prices 11 to 13 per cent on Feb. 16
and March 1. The boosts apply to the
steel used in shipbuilding and
construction, but in time might
affect consumer goods.
*********
New York - Rabbi Meir Kahane.
founder and leader of the militant
Jewish Defense League, was arrested
Tuesday for failure to appear in court
on charges stemming from a Dec. 27
demonstration outside the Soviet
mission to the United Nations.
Kahane, who is seeking a more liberal
policy for liberation of Russian Jews,
said his group will soon begin a
campaign to harass Soviet diplomats
in New York.
Portland - Five Gray residents have
filed a 51.4 million suit against the
Maine Turnpike Authority charging
pollution of their land from salting
operations and requesting prohibition
of further use of the salt.
The homeowners claim improper
precautions were taken against the
spread of calcium chloride deposited
on the superhighway.
N‘A.4)\-•A4A4.,
I Cntique sessons of
 The Maine CAMPUS are held weekly in room
102 Lord Flail, from 2-3 pin. on Fridays.
 Anyone with a complaint
about the paper is invited to attend these meetings
.
CAMPUS WATCHING
by Mike Huston
It's end of semester IrirL and next
week we all will be immersed in finals
and that kind of good stuff. Perhaps
It is time to review a few things other
than academics before entering a new
semester.
What has it been like politically
and academically this semester?
Academically it is rather easy to
see the change. There has not been
anything really to see. There are two
or three new committees. The real
problem here seems to be the fact
that there is universal
acknowledgement of the need for
change but not on the plans to bring
this change about.
Perhaps the one positive statement
on academics was made by Roy
Krantz and the people who are
putting together the abenaki
experimental college.
Politically—what have we got?
The year started in a state of
confusion and distrust, between
students and faculty members as well
as among students themselves.
After a rather slow start, including
a few resignations along the way, the
Senate got itself together (slightly)
and it looked for a little while as if
students would unite and "things"
would be accomplished.
Then there was the famous (or
infamous) war between the CAMPUS
and the senate president which
culminated in a rather uneasy truce.
The hint of scandal in the class
structure (now since absolved)
brought the world of courts and
judges closer to the campus than ever
before.
A few things have conic of all this.
One was the realization by more than
a few groups that it was possible (or
even necessary) to work together
even with wide differences in their
outlooks and beliefs.
The New Left came together out
of many and diverse groups and has
remained relatively stable. Women
got together to try and form a Lib
group on campus-not too easy a task
considering how women are raised in
our society.
There were notable efforts made
to expand student services. Draft,
drug, legal and birth control
counseling were all set up and
working-at least for a time. A group
of hard-working students set up the
first loan fund in the country which
will help people get to New York and
have legal abortions.
Students learned or relearned how
to work within the system-both
legally and politically. It started with
the hiring of a lawyer to help out
students. He helped out a few and
then dropped the bomb of actually
agreeing to sue the University to help
students secure legal rights. But even
this action further split the student
body.
Students--not all or even many,
but some-worked hard for
candidates in Maine. A few
immediate past and even present-time
students ran for office. It was
apparent that a voice albeit a small
and sometimes quiet one could be
heard and was determined t9 be
heard.
On entering the new semester, I
se: a pe.,v;er vacuum left over from
this past semester and maybe even
from last spring. As yet there has
been no rush by any group to fill this
vacuum left by the decline of the
senate and perhaps even the decline
of all activist-type groups.
The question in my mind is: Who
is going to fill this vacuum? And if a
group or person does attempt
it-when and how?
What will happen this spring? Will
there be a crisis of the type we have
had in the past two years? Will a
leader arise out of this? Will some of
the proposals, both academic and
otherwise, now sitting in committees
come forth and cause the type of
controversy out of which will come
someone or some group to take the
reins?
Or will the spirit continue as it is.
the process of change never again
approaching the mass appeal which it
had just nine short months ago?
Education
America could be better
by Roy Krantz
Academic reform is needed at
most schools throughout the
country. We must sit down and think
about the whole idea. We must ask
ourselves, "What is an education?"
"Are we getting it at UMO?"
Last spring most of the students at
UMO were asking these questions and
a lot of other ones, too. Some of the
questions were answered. Not
enough, however. Most of those that
were answered have been forgotten in
the indifference of the fall. The same
problems exist now as they did last
spring and they will stay as long as
people let them.
The major problem at UMO is not
the people in the system. I truly
believe that most of the people
around here want to improve the
quality of education offered at UMO
(including Dean Nolde).
The problem at UMO is the
system. As it exists now it is very
difficult to institute changes. A
system must be devised which will be
more open to change (change for
change's sake is not what I mean, but
I find that the world is changing and
UMO is not keeping pace).
We must decide on a system which
offers alternatives: alternatives to
faculty and students alike. The
faculty, I am sure, would like more
freedom to choose what courses to
teach and how to teach them. The
students, on the other hand, would
like to be able to choose the courses
they wish to take.
By suggesting this I am not saying
the university should hand out
degrees indicating that a student is
well-versed in some area if he is not.
What I am saying is the university
should offer more types of degrees
for different programs.
This type of system could be set
up at UMO very easily and for little
extra cost to the people of Maine.
What I suggest is subdivisions of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The college could offer three types
of degrees. The B.A. & B.S. degrees
could be issued as they are now with
students completing as many
requirements as A&S deems
necessary. Also. the University could
offer a general bachelor's degree after
a student completes 120 hours in
whatever he desires. If a student
would like to declare a major, he
could and meet individualdepartment
requirements.
Let's say a student wants a degree
in chemistry. He can have two
choices. He can go for a Bachelor of
Science degrece in chemistry. by
completing all A&S and chemistry
requirements. Or he can enroll for a
Bachelor of Chemistry degree Inotice
the deletion of the term "science")
by meeting the chemistry
requirements and then completing his
120 hours in anything he wants.
By offering a student an
opportunity to choose what amount
of rigidity he wants in his curriculum.
the system would allow the student
to determine what he wants rather
than what the university tells him he
must have.
This is only a suggestion. I'm sure
there are better ones and I hope that
people would AI their views on
loosening up the educational system
so we can discuss them. Maybe next
spring we can ask both students and
faculty to choose the system they
feel is most equitable to all and then
implement it by next fall.
I hope to see some letters to the
editor with some viable alternatives
to the present system. Some people
feel the present system is adequate,
but it could be better
Balancing the war powers
by Congressman
William D. Hathaway
The Constitution of the United
1:ites is clear in its balancing of
,r-related powers between the
,ngress and the President. Under
e Constitution, for example, only
the Congress has the power to declare
war, to raise and support armies, and
to provide and maintain a navy. .[he
power to conduct a war, on the other
hand, as well as the responsibility for
strategy and tactics and complying
with the terms of treaties and the
provisions of international law, are
the sole prerogatives of the President.
Yet, despite this apparent
constitutional clarity, the war-powers
issue has become clouded during the
past several decades by the
presidential commitment of U.S.
forces to combat without the prior
consent of the Congress - the most
notable examples of this being the
so-called undeclared wars in Korea
and Vietnam.
I he power of the Congress to
support such wars has never been
questioned. but the power ot the
President to initiate 1.5. involvement
has always been questioned.
Earlier this year, following the
incursion of U.S. forces in Cambodia
without the prior advice consent, or
even knowledge of the Congress, 1
introduced legislation designed to
significantly reconcile the conflict
hem ecn the constitutional concern
for more equally' balanced executive
and legislative war poers and the
need, in at least some emergency
situation, for quick decisive executive
response.
1 he proposal goes on to provide
that in the case of deployment of
troops for combat activity at the sole
discretion of the President under the
above-listed exceptions, such
deployment would require the
express consent of both Houses
of Congress within 30 days of the
initial deployment. Otherwise, the
troops would have to be withdrawn.
On November 16, the first day
back from its recent election recess,
the House of Representatives
approved legislation which goes some
distance in the direction charted by
my' bill.
the most valuable requirement of
the liouse-passed measure would
instruct the President to present
promptly. to Congress a formal.
written explanation whenever he
takes certain actions involving U.S.
forces without prior Congressional
approval.
[he provision would have the
advantageous effect of laying the
issue of a national commitment
before the Congress in the early day. %
of an involvement, when a
meaningful Congressional role might
still be possible.
In another of its provisions.
however, the measure falls woefully
short of restoring to Congress the
basic constitutional right of deciding
when the United States should be
commited to war. Under this section
of the approved bill, the President is
called upon to consult Congress
"whenever feasible." before involving
the armed forces in conflict. All this
does is put into words what has been
the practice for years.
The Senate. which could
reasonably have expected to
substantially improve the
House-passed measure, is not now
considered likely to accept the hill in
its present form. and an .1 iTead
crowded legislative agenda affords
the Senate no time before
adjournment to make the :neasure
more acceptable.
page six the mine cam
pus
by Fred Howe
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The Box
Q. Near Androscoggin Hall, there
is a brick building with signs saying
"Da nge r . Flarnabk Material,
plo sive Material," and
"Radioactive Material." What's this
building used for and what's it doing
so near a dorm?
A. According to Roscoe Cliffor,
director of Grounds and Service, the
"Inflamable Storage Shack," which
w as built prior to the construction of
the dormitory comples. is used
prunarily for storage of volatile
solvents used by the Chemistry. and
Chemical Engineering Departments.
Some slightly- radioactive animal
remains are temporarily stored in the
building before burial. No highly
explosive or highly radioactive items
are stored there.
present time, to Mr.
Clifford's know ledge, there are no
plans for moving the shack to a more
isolated area.
Q. Where might I get in touch with
a professional resume writer'
A. Most public stenographers, who
may be found in the yelkiw page
listings in the telephone book, are
experienced in the preparation of
resumes. number of books in the
library show a resume formats if you
would prefer to write it yourself.
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Garrard
Pickering
Sony
Bogen
Shure
JVC
E /V
FROM S119.95
call 942 6589 2 pm-8 pm
Bangor, Maine
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WA•01k1 LOUP41115
UNION STREET & GRIFFIN ROAD
(next to Airport Mall)
The battle for academic reform
Analysis by John Carey
"It is claimed that the mere
process of selecting courses. freely
available, develops the student and
makes his education his very own and
not someone else's...it may seem
ironical that an elective system
should lead to a fairly narrow
program. It was to prevent this that
sy stems of group requirements were
set up."
this %l as the conclusion of the
fourth report of the Post- War
Committee of the college of Arts and
Sciences published May I. 1945. 'the
basic structure of the present day
college is the direct result ot the
recommendations of that committee.
IF YOU
DON'T KNOW
BEANS ABOUT
CMS
BETTER MN
A GOOD RING
NAME.
ATHENA
A Love Ring mood.
One of many.
t Carved
Crown
Jewelers
13 Main St. Bangor
hvoryor./.4 ArtCarved
today at the t iniversity of Maine
and elsewhere, many students 
are
trying to change their educat
ional
environment. thus. there is J sharp
difference between the 11C%% and the
old, over the goal and the means.
In reports of the many groups th
at
have. over the years. reveiwed the
curriculum of this Utmepoty 3111wve
dealt pr iii cipa I h With a deft nit ion of
a "liberal education.," the 1945
theory. of a liberal education was that
it was one that would "humanize an
d
broaden one's outlook and
appreciation."
In 1966 au I ducational Policy
Committee of the college of .Xrts and
Sciences was formed and it met
approximately tw ice a month for the
next two years. In a preliminary
report in 19fri the committee
concluded, "A liberal education is a
liberating experience. It seeks to frey
students t 
s of 
il.hoomuori rigid, . 1101,irbt i.ttuhail
education appropriate to tree men."
However. though the committcy•
agreed that a liberal education Was
appropriate to "tree men" it had not
yet come to the conclusion that thi,
meant that one was free to choosy
the substance of his education. In it,
final report in October of 196o oh.
UNFINISHED BOOKCASES
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Old Town 827.2484
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'Let us do your
letter writing
for you.
A subscription from the MAINE CAMPUS
is the best way to inform your parents
about "what's going on" around campus.
SPECIAL OFFER
$2.50
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▪ 
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I.PC stated that Bic liberally
educated person must study in areas
"not easily defined in terms of
measurement, of practicality.  or of
utilitarian value." I urther. "it is in
this realm that the liberally educated
person comes to be concerned with
literature. poetry . art, music, ethics.
and religion."
hus, the committee
recommended oniy minor changes to
the 1945 requirements, and
these were III-Ie“'Ised by. the lacultv
at large. 'the net change over ihe
1945 curriculum was a slight in creasy.
in elective,. the consolidation ot
several COUP.Cs of study to shottei
durations, and the juggling tih the
hours for gradual iym requirement
from 120 to 128 and then back
120 again.
Editor's .Vote. Part II QI this analvsh
series on academic reform will be
printed in the next issue of the
C-11111 'N. Fel,. 4.
GAA official
leaves post
F. Mark Whittaker, -1,ylstant for
Alumni Activities of the General
Alumni Association K;AA) at UW).
has accepted a new appointment a.
assistant director of development for
Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Va.
Whittaker has been insulted in
organizing local alumni group,.
working on reunion and'Aorriecomin
acnv ities and helping to organize a
new ( ; A A sponsored stud dill
group-People to People: Student, to
Alumni.
F. Mark Whittaker
Whittaker, who ss as the first male
"Charter Class" member of Nev
College. Sarasota, Fla. in 1964. is a
political science 1969 graduate of
UNIO and has been enrolled as a
graduate student at the Bangor
theological Seminary .
In joining the development °filet:
at Sweet Briar, he will be associated
with the overall financial
development of the college His
duties at the Virginia college for
women will include deferred giving
and estate planning programs. lie will
also research and prepare proposals
for foundations and corporations.
Whittaker's duties will also include
involvement in all on -going
development programs of Sweet Briar
beginning I v binary IS. 1971.
Whittaker is the son of Bangor
heological Seminary President and
Mrs. Frederick hittaker. lie is
married to the former Pamela
ivesay . a graduate of the University
of Mame at Orono in 1968. and a
history teacher at Old 1 Oss n High
School.
there will be a Sierra Club outing
Saturday in Acadia National Park.
1 his w ill be a five-mile hike on the
carriage roads in the I ong Pond -
Jordan Pond area. the trip w ill be
made on snowshoes or cross-country
%kir. if necessary.
Participants should meet at the
sourthern tip of Long Pond on Route
1 between Seal Harbor and Northeast
Harbor at 10 a.m.
I /lc Sierra lub ss inter is also
sponsoring a backpacking and camp-
ing trip to Chimney Pond in Baxter
Park liii 110-11.
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CAIEHAI
MUMS
Thursday. January 14
College at I d twat ion !acuity
semmar. Modern trends in School
Administration will be discussed by
Drs. James tart and Fed V rooman.
159 1.ducation Bldg.. 3:30 p.m.
Christian Svience College
Organiiation, Drummond Chapel.
Memorial 1 mon. b: IS p.m.
CDAB ino‘ies We Amalie with
Patty Duke and Who/ C‘mie,./.1. woc
king, 137 Bennett Ilall, 7 and 9 pan.
I • ree of charge.
UM Bridge Club. certified League
game. I otman Room. Nleinorial
u n ion. 7: ,Irt p.m. All .
students and stall are ins lied.
Readers Iheatre production, 1 he
April %1 itch and -1 - he Magic Barrel,
Coe Lounge. Memorial Union. 7 •1ii
p.m.
Free concert, Munson Road Group
and The Cary Coiner Trio, tluack
Auditorium 8 p.m.
Friday. January 15
Hea Market. Bangor Room.
Memorial Union. all day .
Department of Geological Sciemcs
Colloquium. Da vid Parrish.
Department of Geology at Rice
University, will speak on Structural
Geology, 108 Boardman Hall. 3:30
p.m.
Classes Lnd. 5 p.m. I('H) classes
officially end Saturday. 1:15 p.m.)
MUAB movie, Rasputin The tied
Monk. Hauck Auditorium. 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Saturday. January 16
Movie. Irma la Douce. Hauck
Auditorium. 7 & 9 p.m.
Monday. January 18
\aiii hi ,•ak s. Milne I Mir,'
Memorial Union. 2-4 p.m.
CDAB Cartoons, MI \13
R ef re shnwn Is Maine Lounge.
Memorial Union. 7-10 p.m.
sam Breaks and Cartoons to
continue at the same time
throughout the week
Monday. January 18
through
Saturday, January 23
1 inal I sams
The following business firms and
agencies will visit the UMO campus
today and tomorrow to interview
seniors regarding job opportunities
following graduation.
The schedule is:
Today. Aetna Insurance Co..
Hartford, Conn.; P.II. Glatfelter Co.,
Spring Grose, Pa.; National Life
Insurance Co.. Montpelier, Vt.; Shell
Oil Co., Scarsdale. N. Y.: U.S.
Department of Agriculture. l'orest
Service, Milwaukee Wisc.
Tomorrow: Acco-Bristol Disision.
American Chain and Cable Co..
Waterbury, Conn.: 1 ederal Reserve
Bank of Boston. Boston, Mass.
1 he UnisCi soy Department of
Police and Security has been licensed
by the state's Department of Health
and Welfare to render ambulance
service to the university. community.
1 he ambulance itself has also
received the necessary approval from
the state.
In addition. esery member of the
police force has been ass arded
American Red Cross certification in
ads mired Ins! aid and is licensed as a
1 reshman Orientation Stall. I hose
interested in applying for paid stall
positions for freshman orientation
can obtain applications at 201
1 ernald Hall. Applications should he
returned by I eh. 12.
Ihe orientation periods will run
through June and July . Work %%ill
involve assisting incoming freshman
through discussions, and gising acade-
mic ads ice and media display s.
Students train all colleges are
eligible.
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campus InTeRviews
FEBRUARY 4 & 5, 1971
WD LIKE TO TaLK TO YOU MOUT
... career opportunities that match your interests and educati
on
... our long-established management training program
... our diverse and growing corporation
... our nationwide facilities
... our corporate philosophy of caring about people
Now's 'he time to sign up at your "
Course recruiter This could be the
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course° It's our management
gram for graduates with bachelors or advanced degrees
Bethlehem loopers spend four weeks at our home offices in Bethlehe
m. Pa
to the appropriate plants or departments for their first a 
r
Where would YOU f,' '-'o t
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
chancal maintenance department '
cating works, mining operat,nns and shipyar
and combustion departi-,—i-, 
, 1,
operations Marine eng
building Department Also Sales r Research
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING—Metallurgical de-
partments of steel plants and manufacturing operations
Engineering and service divisions Technical and super-
visory positions in steelmaking departments and 
rolling
mills Also Research or Sales
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS—Technical and superviso
ry
positions in coke works including production of by-
product chemicals Fuel and combustion departments
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment Engi
neer-
ing and metallurgical departments Steelmak ,
nr) opprl _
tons Also Research or Sales
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING—Positrons in steel 
plant
fabricating works, shipyards and mines Engineenn
and maintenance departments Supervision of 
steel
making rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating on, •
tions Also Sales
CIVIL ENGINEERING—Fabricated Steel Ce-
assignments in engineering, field erectior.
management Steel plant, mine, or shipya' : 
,
ments in engineering, construction and maintenanc
e
Supervision of production operations Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer 
(tech.
nical service to architects and engineers)
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MINING ENGINEERING
orates coal d•
stone quarries many of which •
modern and efficient in the indus'ii
activity offers unlimited opp,-.rt,inties
gineers Afro Research
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS
Graduates are urged to inquin , .• , . •
our Shipbuilding Department including the Centrd
Technical Division our design and engineering organ ,
zat•on Also Traff!c
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES—Every year we re.- r
j0pUr wti tuonrcal degrees other than those
'hove Senior,: enrolled in such curricula are encour-
. )r an interview
ACCOUNTANTS -Graduates in accounting or business
'4 hours of accounting are preferred)
ire rectuited for training for supervisory assignments
- • "' nn n-nan Acr •••• rvp
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES—Graduates with
degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department
Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments
WHEN YOU SIGN UP :le sure to pick up a copy of 
our booklet ' Bethlehem Steel s Loop Course
We think you will like what we have to say
BETHLEHEM STEEL
4:*
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UMO students joined Old Town dtoe workers in their protest mardt
through downtown Old Town Monday afternoon.
ilk4 ,1A.A4L'.-GFLOWEPOVVE
will help you thru your
exams - TRY IT - it works'
Lougee a-Tirdefidir's, Inc.
florists 7.1 117.1 Br7o4ad5w2aly Bangor, Me.
HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********
395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279
BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPMENT
RIDING 'APPAREL & SADDLERY
THE BEST IN
SKIS, TOGS, & EQUIPMENT
0 off on ALL
UMaine Sorority and
Fraternity jewelry.
(does not include class rings)
LIMITED TIME
DeGr4sse
Jewelers
38 Main St. Orono 866-4032 
"Power to the workers"
Students, workers unite
A group of nearly 350
hoeworkers, their families and
.upporters picketed two shoe
"actories in Old Town Monday
.fternoon and gathered in a march of
irotest against the Kagan-Lown
:ompany's contract offer which was
nade six weeks ago.
The striking shoeworkers were
ained by their families, local
itizens, the University Labor
,upport Committee, United
.ow-Income Inc., Community
..ction Committee, UM Vets, and
Portland. Bangor and Capehart
Tenant Unions.
Escorted by members of the Old
Town Police and Penobscot County
Sheriff's Departments, the marchers
went from the Old Town Shoe Co.
hrough the downtown area and back
to the company, where they
I, Franny, Doctor shoes
Heel them
Attend their dying
And save their soles.
franny's
Shoe Repair
119 So. Main St.
Old Town, Me.
STEREO
KLH
McIntosh
DYNACO
ADVENT
DUAL
FISHER
GARRARD
SONY
SANSUI
NEW ENGLAND
MUSIC CO.
New England's Leading
Hi-Fidelity Dealer
1011 CANTU STREET
PORTLAND 772-2061
FREE DELIVERY
ON ORDERS OVER $3.00 AFTER 5:00 P.M. -- 7 DAYS
PER WEEK TO MAINE CAMPUS AND LOCAL AREAS.
NOW FEATURING
Pizza 10Meatball Sandwich
Jumboburgers
Chicken
Fried Clams
French Fries
Hot Dogs
827-4277
THE GOVERNOR'S
Drive In
Restaurant
Stillwater Ave Stillwater, Me.
dispersed. During the march the
group chanted "Power to the
Workers" and "We will win." No
incidents of violence took place. At
one point in the march, several of the
strikers saw someone who was
apparently a worker at one of the
shoe factories. She strikers asked him
why he wasn't at work and invited
him to join in the march. Twice he
replied, "Go to hell." A minute later
he had joined in.
This was the largest demonstration
since the strike began and members
of the Campus Labor Support
Committee are working with those of
the Boot and Shoe Workers Union to
keep the strike support at its peak.
Union members have formed
information pickets in Bangor, Old
Town and Waterville to inform store
owners and the general public of the
reasons behind the strike.
Efforts are also being made to
• 
SANDY SEZ!
we have top quality SNOW
TREAD TIRES at Discount
Prices E—Z Budget Terms
Economy Furniture Outlet
Penobscot Trading Post
556 .50, main.
 St.
Brewer
114•JDCRAFT3 — GIF T.5
Ar r tt-S - Otts 
alp 5'4,
YoNcf-/os etc
el. 912-9i7
get union officials on a local radio
talk show to discuss the strike which
centers around the Kagan-Lown
Company's contract offer of
transferring the worker's gain of 44
cents per hour in clock wages into
piece-work rates.
150 UMO students joined in die
shoe worker's march many carrying
picket signs such as this.
Kevin Vickers, chairman of the
Coalition for Peace and a member of
the Support Committee, said the
committee is expanding its support
to a third Kagan-Lown shoe factory
where workers are striking, the
Northeast Shoe Co. in Pittsfield.
"We really turned out a lot of
students in Old Town, but Pittsfield
needs support too. We've got to do it
again," he said, adding that the
Pittsfield factory is the crucial point
of the strike. The reasons he cited
were the anti-strike sentiment of the
Pittsfield community and the "vast
number of shoe shops laying off
workers in that area.
Meanwhile, a group of Colby
College and Orono students have
planned a meeting this evening to
discuss plans for a march in Pittsfield
Friday afternoon with the striking
Northeast Shoe workers and Maine
Central Institute students.
Steaks
Roast Beef
Maine Lobster
Cocktail Lounge
Thre• Ranquat Rooms
Pilots •
$ ---
01
ea 9
BANGOR
US ROUTE 1
TAKE HERMON EXIT
OFF INTERSTATE 95
II
V.
Caron's
• -House of Fine Fabric-
Guildford Mill Store
ANNUAL SALE
January 18 through January 30
BONDED FABRICS
$2.88 a yard
47 Center St., Old Town, Maine
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Rev. Pickering views University as vain, one-eyed fickle cow
by Ron Beard
.‘ m n 55 mlii cd o eupa nt
I stabrook Colfeeshop about a
loose on campus. I he man is the
John Pickering. the occupants
attending the last I• acuity Sem in.
the WM ester, and the cow... the
is the University . A Sacred Cow.
"I see my self as a mem her of
loyal opposition," Pickering said
Tuesday, "and I am lo y al,
necessarily to the Unisersity a!
institution, but out of lose and
concern for the people who make up
that institution." -then, the Rev.
Pickering. who is chaplain for the
Maine Christian Association, went to
explain further his seminar topic.
"Life with a Sacred Cow."
"The University as a sacred cow
has several characteristics which I
have noted. One is that it is vain, it
has a blind spot for initials like MA,
BA, PhD, the more the better." said
Pickering. "Often the cow likes to
prance around in long flowing robes,
moving to ritualistic music. There is a
mystique to this cow," he said, "and
you recognize it every day. When you
meet someone in Bangor or around
the area, and he asks you where you
work, you say, 'up in Orono, at the
University.' Usually this is spoken in
hollow, reverent tones."
"The cow has a queasy stomach.
You learn to say the words that don't
upset it, like hard facts, objectivity,
analysis. But try saying words like
trust, faith and commitment, and the
cow's stomach growls at you 'What
do you mean?"
Pickering noted that the cow has
vision only out of one eye, it sees the
world in a particular wly, is often
interested in facts, not' in values,
when really you can't separate the
two.
The cow is a fickle creature, and
you have to learn to live with that, he
said. Last spring, when faculty
members went into the community
to share their concern with students
about Cambodia and Kent State. the
University brought out the banner
"Market Place for Ideas" and said
each individual was acting according
to his own feelings, but that the
University as a whole was not
involving itself in community affairs.
Now, when we go to the state
legislature, the cow takes with it all
THIBODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Specializing
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
or call 827-5531
free
8X10 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
with this ad
when 2 or more
are ordered at the
regular price.
FEB. 1 to MAR. 26
from slides or
color negatives
REG. PRICE $3.351
1\ 
a
'Photograph tc SPecialic1s"
Inc
Tel 9478067
18 Broad St ,Bangor, Me
kinds of lists and projects slims ing
how the Unisersity needs lands to
continue it insolvement in the
community , Pickering said.
"The sacred cow has four legs. but
often they are headed in different
directions. the st Went s in one
direction. the administration in
another. :Ind the faculty in a third.
The fourth leg. that's up for grabs."
he said, "anybody can take hold of
that and run."
"But, with all its faults, the sacred
cow is only a cos cling for a group of
warm, responsive human being., and
sometimes this human quality slips
out of the sacred robes, and that's
why I am able to use with it."
During discussion which followed.
the Rev. Pickering underlined the
sacredness of fact, and said that often
fact is taught as being separate from
value, when actually the decision to
call a fact a fact is a value judgement,
he said.
Though most faculty in attendance
seemed to agree with Rev. Pickering.
Eldred Hough, Dean of the College of
Technology, defended the University
in several areas. "Consistancy and
reproducability (Sic) are what makes
facts. What is reproducable is
factual," Hough said. "There does
not seem to be a value judgement
there."
Another faculty member said that
in criticizing the University, you are
criticizing the individuals who are
that Uniser sity. Pickering agreed with
him, say mg "Yes, in charge that the
Unisersity is a sacred cow is a
criticism of all of us, and yet I had
hoped to do this in a humorous WaY.
At this point Assistant Professor Res
Pykes said, "sometimes the things we
take most seriously are the things we
must laugh at."
I ater, Dean Hough .asked the Rev.
Pickering what his definition of an
educated man would be. "lie would
have to be able to discern %% here his
information WaS from and its
salidity." Pickering said. "he would
have to understand the sociology of
knowledge and the process by which
values affect facts and facts affect
sallies, lie would have to deal with
life as it emerged each day and relate
to those around him esen if they
didn't agree."
"Do you mean that an educated
man can solve problems?" asked
Dean Hough.
"No." said Pickering, "he has to be
capable of inuch more than that."
About twenty. faculty members
and friends attended the seminar. and
most nodded and smiled in
agreement at the points raised by. the
irreverent Reverend. But, as one
faculty member was overheard to
say, "it's about time someone raised
the subject of sacred cows in the
University those guys in the other
departments should really take him
seriously."
DOWNTOWN BANGOR UNION MALL
featuring
fresh palm, "with it fashions"jar on
or off campus actieities
DRESSES...PANTDRESSES.JUMPSUITS
• .for junior anti junior peliies
SPORTSWEAR
011(
COME IN AND OPEN
R INES "Co-ed" Charge Account
on proper identification, you coil receive a
special charge card and up to S25.00 instant
credit.
NO INTEREST or CARRYING CHARGES.
NEW UNION MALL, OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9:30P.M.
st.4
- 
.iamond wedding
ensembles for the Christmas
bride who is about to start
her own traditions.
W.C. BRYANI& Son Inc.
46 MAIN STREET BANGOR
Tel. 942-1767
COPPERTONE
or WHITE
Old GBalti
MR. PAPERBACK
BANGOR I )( )\\ N I ( )\\ N AIRPOR.I MALL
k: LLS‘k OR III IXANI OW N
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 •
itKIII)This week at
BALDACCI'S
) "The Two Day Wonder:1.
Folk Singers
Selected pizza, pasta, sandwiches and cold
libations for your ultimate pleasure.
Old Balti Opens Daily at 5 P.M.
Your hosts,
Vasco & Bob Baldacci
Day Storewide . . .
Z./ 23
%.ULOR TV$49900 w T
12 FT.
Refrigerator19900 w T
MOBILMAID
Dish Washer
AS IS — ONLY $12500
22 North Main St_ Old Town
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Sen. Martin returns to office
Don Penr
JaMis Mar I in. 'tale Deillocraric
senator 0010 Distrist 23...nd that his
main reason tor resigning from the
Senate was personal finances. but
that it was triggered is hen the
president of the Senate. Kenneth
MacLeod of Brewer. did not appoint
him to the committee he most
desired to be on - the taxation
Committee.
Martin, speaking before a small
group of students in the Maine
Lounge of the Memorial Union at
UMO Monday eYening said:
"Last Wednesday, right before the
Senate adjourned, !made a statement
on the floor of the Senate bringing
my own financial problems to the
attention of the public, and the
personal sacrifices is hich myself and
1.11110 %ere going through to
serve the public as a member of the
legislat tire.
"Since my resignation I hase been
syY armed with phone calls, mail and
personal contacts to attempt to coax
me into continuing as a member of
the democrat is minority ot the
senate. Up until Jan. 10. I yy as
determined that I would not return
unless the president of the Senate
saw fit to reinstate me on the
Committee of Taxation."
Martin said the pressure
imposed on him to remain in the
legislature, and the knowledge of the
fact that when he is a'. CIC,1Cd he
LONDON
IN BANGOR
Old Engliq, Pub and C bop Hou.,,
13.ANQL•ET
and Funk.i ion
LION S DIN 20
TUDOR ROOM SO
CRYSTAL ROOM 75
RIO LION UNDER 300
427 Main Street . Bang, 947, -LONDnN
accepted a responsibility • made him
decide there is as nothing else he
could do but continue.
Martin returned to the senate
luesdav , and was reinstated as a
member of the 105th legislature.
MasLeod said, whereas oral
resignations are acceptable. they
should be made to the Governor.. Ile
said the tact that Martin returned to
the legislature when it was scheduled
to reconvene on luesday, ss as
enough to reinstate him.
Martin said, he gathers the reason
he was not appointed to the
Committee on Taxation was a speech
he tried to make on the floor of the
Senate at the Special Session of the
Legislature on Leh. 5th of last year.
I The speech started this way
"By failing to enact an increase in
the property tax in organiied
townships to provide tax relief for
our elderly citliens. republican senate
leaders have identified themselves as
pass n 1 the paper companies and
BEN SKLAR'S
JANUARY
COAT SALE
WOMEN'S
FUR TRIM COATS - UNTRIM COATS
PANT COATS 7 PANT SUITS - CARCOATS
- FAKE FUR COATS - SKI PARKAS
SUEDES - LEATHER COATS
MEN'S
CARCOATS - TOPCOATS - SKI PARK AS
ZIP-LINED WEATHER COATS
CU a10OFF
CHOOSE from TREMENDOUS SELECTIONS
TOP NAME BRANDS
• BankOrnor.card Maths, Clsargo, Layaway, or Uso Our Coorwoniont T•rrns
BEN SKLAR'S, INC.
107 Center St.
City Wide Free Parking
Old Town, Maine
Open Fri. Eve. 'til 9 p.m
large land oyy tiers of the stale. It is
shocking that these few land owners
yvho own 45', of the land area of
Maine pay. annual...."
At this point. MavLeod
interrupted Martin and asked him to
repeat the speech. Maileod said he
had not been listening carefully to
the speech. but had heard the
statement. "pays!). of the paper
companies," and wanted to knoyy
exactly who Martin is as reiCIIIng to.
The second time the speech is as
read, and reference to "Republican
leaders" was made. Martin was ruled
out of order and had to sit down.
MacLeod said speeches are made
on the floor with "unanimous
consent" of the Senate. and it has
been a long standing custom that no
personal attacks on any bodies
present will be allowed. Ile sod
Martin could have made his
statement to the press or the public
in any other way .
A 1)0021.of a SALE
25% off on all photographs, prints andpostors.
50%DISCOUNT
on many items.
INDIA PRINT DRESSES, PONCHOS,
JEWELRY, STATIONARY,
GREETING CARDS, BEDSPREADS,
RAIL ROAD CAPS, JEANS, CANDLES,
LEATHER and SUEDE GOODS
Sale is Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
FruE
PRA ozi
17 Main St., Orono, Maine
Winter Hours 1 pm to 5 pm Mon. thru Sat.
Classified
SKI SUGARLOAF MT. four
bedroom farm rental. Secluded,
furnished, plowed. 20 minutes to
slopes. By week 
-weekend. Very
reasonable. Write or call Tom
King '60, I Marlyn Road,
Medfield. M aSS. 1-617-359-6539.
'
Electronic Technicians, part-time,
to service Hi-Ft/Stero components
and systems. Must have strong
electronics background and
practical experience. FCC
Radiotelephone second cla.ss or
higher license preferred, but not
necessary. Apply at db, 45 North
Main Street, Old Town.
2-111.:
Actress %anted: for starring rok
in cinemagraphic satire on
pornography. Between 150-190
lbs. Will negotiate contract. Wnte
Box No. 34, co Maine Campus.
niversity of Maine. 15-1-105
%pitmen! %anted: Uemale
student wants small apartment in
,ir around Orono area. Call
x66-7531. 15-1-104
Summer Europe
*S199*
Boeing 707
June 7-Sept. 5 Ny/Lon R I
June 29-Aug. 28 Nylon WI
CW1866-7637(7-9 p.m.)
Claudia ('harette
Students& Faculty -
price bawd on 60 seats).
14 2 111l
‘„id dhle!
Evelyn Yy mid Reading
Dynamics will hire and train
students for part-time teaching
and student representative jobs.
U xi:ellen! pay. We train. ILor
further information and
interview, contact:
Nona Gandelman
P.O. Box 316
Windsor, Vt 05089
(802 484-1387
(call collect and give name and
name of school.) 15-1-106
CHECK IT Orr
Set your own hours set your
own pay.
S50 520(8) a month part-time.
Get involved with a nation-wide
company spec ialiting in
non•pollutant, non-toxic
products.
All level positions 'pen'
Sales supervisory
management. 3s e train.
942-7009
A Ben
-Became Co.
25 Spring Si.
Bangor, Maine
15-1-100
Martin read Iris SpeC.lr in lull tot
the students present at his leer lire
Mond:* . In part it reads as 10110%k s:
'"By tailing to enact MI increase in
the property tas on unorgamied
townships to provide tax relict tor
our elderly citiiens, republican senate
leaders have identified, themsely es as
pawns of the paper companies and
Firge landowners of the state.
It is shocking that these few
landowners who own 45', of the land
area of Maine pay. annual state
property taws of only S300.000 a
y ear - less than the property tax paid
by the residents of one Maine toyyn
of 10,000 population....
"Our wildland owners are paying
an average of S.I5 air acre tax on the
8.000.000 owned by the wealthy
few.
-I his modern vh* las stem has
resulted in the selfish landowners
being unyy tiling to pay their fair share
Senator James Martin
of taxes at a time when all other
Maine people are accepting additional
Eederal. State and local tax
burdens....
"I appeal to Maine people to rise
and demand equal treatment and
equal rights at a time when much is
made of conservation measures to
protect our environment.
"No one can estimate the eventual
profits on land speculation that will
result from these fantastic holdings. I
say it's time for fair-minded men in
both parties to stand and call a halt
to placing the property of a few
above the human needs of the
people."
Martin has sowed, at a future date.
to reveal the names of various people
and companies in the state
responsible for seeing that the tas on
wildlands is not raised, and those
who have lobbied for bills and
referendums that Will he of special
benefit to them at the expense of the
people.
MacLeod said there was no chance
of Martin being re-appointed to the
lax Committee. Ile said Martin is
Ireaii assigned to two committees -
County Governor and Election Laws
- and this is enough for any senator.
MacLeod further said he felt
Martin's decision to resign tor not
being appointed to the las
Committee wa, ind
nth, ulou. "v 
N,M I ER'S ellS4
Fast Guaranteed
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HSERVICE,• Radios
• Television
• Tape
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• Record
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• Rand
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the maim cam us
FreeU:Marx to witchcraft
1. The Evolution of Love,
Affection, and Foolishness; Stan
Finn
2. Existentialism; Scott Staples
and George MacLeod
3. the Creativity of the
Schizophrenic; Peter %pro.
4. Folk Dancing; Tim Burns
5. Marxism an Introduction;
Tony Kaliss
6. Marxism-Intermediate; Tony
Kaliss
7. Libertarian Touch League, Al
Bernier
8. The Future; Bob Coyne
9. Guitar; Keith Carreiro
10. Is the Student a Nigger; Don
DiCicca and Donna Hitchens
11. Participatory Democracy;
Ken Hayes
12. Conflict Simulation &
.0  rig Wargarning; Jim Allard
,11 Oh: 13. The Draft & Draft
Councelling; Jim Cook
14. Bird Identification; Steve
Weston
15. Studies in Conservativism for
Students; D. Jeffrey Hollingsworth
16. Fly Tying; Jay Hawes
17. The Economics of
Inequality; Prof. Mel Burke
18. First Aid; Sgt. Alan
Reynolds & Ptl. Brian Hilchey
19. Drug Use & Drug
Experiments; Thomas Frank
20. Basic Silk screening
Technique; Alana Brown and Sue
Webster
21. Drawing for Emotional
Expression; Ray Book
22. German Literature; In
Original or Translation; Paul Graney
23. The Underground Press in
America; Assoc. Prof. Alan Miller
24. Organic Gardening
Workshop; David Pearson
25. Survival; Emergency & Long
Term; Mark Hopkins
26 Mountaineering; Steve
Zimmer
27. Knitting & Crocheting; Claire
Tommel, Tricia Clark, and Kathy
Beckwith
28. Fundamentals and Problems
in Title-Oral Interpretation; Bill
Haight
29. Guitar; Michael Sites
30. The Church and Social
Change; Rev. John Pickering
31. French Literature in
Translation; David Carroll
Geoffrey Murry
32. Witchcraft; M. Elizabeth
Kendall
33. Zen, Sul.i
White
34. Machines Unlimited; Rick
Parent
35.
.n
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Thought; Gary
Techniques of Foosball;
James Allard
36. Root, Branch, and Stem;
Robert Marggrof
37. Hermann Hesse; Karon
Farthing
38. Yoga; Dan Moody
39. English Composition
Workshop; The English Department
40. Critical Issues ot U.S.
I oreign Policy; J. Wesley Adams
(Diplomat in Residence)
41. The Book of Revelations;
Wayne Valcourt
42. Photography I; Clint Meyer,
Steve Muskie, Roy Krantz
43. Photography II; (see above)
44. Gymnastics; Wes Shattuck
45. The Unperversion of Physical
Education; David Roy
46. Democracy in south
America; Saul Ojecta
47. Housing in Maine; Paul
Gauvreau
48. Bicycle Repair, Leon
Woodbury'
49. Audio
-Visual Basic
Equipment; Thomas Collins
50. Rock Music Today; Richard
Colb urn
51. A Study of Kahlil Gribran;
Tim Keating
52. Standard of Living vs.
Quality of Life; Richard Harvey and
David Herer
53. Avocational Geology;
Vandal! King
54. Evaluating Sound
Reproducing Equipment; David
Simeoni
55. Black Theatre of the 1960's;
Denise Wilbur
56. Community Involvement &
Organizing; Linda Capone
57 Poverty from the Perspective
of the Poor; Alice Boynton
58. Social Justice and the
Institutional Church; Rev. Carelton
Gunn
59. Community Organizing in
Maine; Kim Clerc
60. Individualism and Perception
of the Other; Rik Thurston
61. The Sociology of Religion;
Prof. Robert DeWitt
UMO janitors
training for
bomb scares
The UM() secuory police training
university employees to aid in the
search of those buildings receiving
bomb threats. Today a letter will be
sent to the various department heads
and directors of classified personnel.
urging them and others in then
departments to take part in the
volunteer effort.
To date 35 janitors have
participated in L asses designed to
train them in the search for bomb,
Robert Picucci, deputy chiet
said he eventually hope,
have ovt t people cm cainf,•, •
who can bc eallt d upon to aid thc
police after a bomb threat has bet'l
lifffillf nhoned into tho
Iducation Iiiiilditig and I ast Armes
last I tutl.i puslieJ the 1,0.1 1 numb,'
of sU Ii ;Ails to ,,tcr to this
Police Chief W ill,. I
calls that base
from phones tr, Lot .111k1
other publi. 14111,0,1gs" 0- I'3 31`
and in the ttoleo. 14feWel
62. Humanities; Michael Alpert
63. History and Theory of the
New Left; Dick Davies, Murray
Shulman, John Newton
64. Workshop in Women's
Liberation; The Sisters of women's
Liberation
65. Elementary and
Conversational Russian
66. Different Educational
Systems
67. rolice and Community Rap
essions
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO
138 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789
BANGOR, MAINE
"Everything for the
students and your
office-
stu
age ele.en
ents' outlook hopef
,irittnuect from page 1
disadvantaged people in Maine being
increased uncless the cycle can be
broken. Throughout the Onward
program, the students are motivated
and, with tutorial help, will be able
to reach a high enough level of
achievement to graduate. lhe
ultimate success of the program will
not only be in the number that du
graduate, but the fact that these
students will definitely benefit from
the time spent here. Libby sees it as a
duty of the Universitv as a public
GFabric
GBazaar
CLEARANCE SALE
COME SEE
WHAT THERE IS'
Airport Mall Bangor
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
• • • •
A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2311
CHALET
Tune-Ups
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2538
institution to lace
Through Onward it... Eno.' at,.
provides a chance for these students
to learn, grow and develop.
Herlihy is proud of all the
students. Of the original fifteen.
fourteen remain, which is a very good
average, he feels. I or 1971-72.
Herlihy would like to have 30
married students because, he feels,
they tend to be more motivated.
However, funds again are short and
he is continuing with plans for 15
new students with 5 the maximum
number of married students.
STOP
ICE DAMAGE
ON j' ROOF:::
PROVIDE MAPS DIAPOOLS
POIlt MALMO ICI IL SNOW
I 1:11
1Nhk ‘Ih-%*
INSTALL WRAP-ON1111 ILICTIIIC
gutter cables
G. A. Beaton Hardware
Mill Street, Orono, Me.
Ae2 ski bald mt.
Open Daily 9 am - 10 pm.
Only 20 miles from Orono.
Go
Bcd
cof
SKI MORE -- TRAVEL LESS
CHALLENGE with 12 trails, novice to expert
PRICES - $5 all day, all lifts
FACILITIES - chairlift, T-Bar, snack bar.•
•
SKI SCHOOL - Class lessons 3 times daily
RENTALS - skis, boots and poles
Bald Mountain Ski Area will schedule ski buses from
and Bangor campuses if there is sufficient interest. 7
thr"64)
e
call 843-6256 for more data
Om
To: Bald Mountain Ski Area
P.O. Box 103
East Holden, Maine 04429
Yes, I am interested in your ski bus service at S1.50 for each round trip
between Bald Mountain and campus. I would be most likely to use the
bus if it ran at these times and days.
the Orono
Mail this coupon today!
Name. Address
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Tracksters blitz Colby
\ '
of' Jan. '4 at
1 he Bears were pow•cred by sw ceps
in three kwents - oil d. dash. mile
and long jump.
Ihe «in brings their record to 2-0
for the indoor se..son.
Originill s..hoduled as a tour-team
e‘ent, the ,1,1 ended as a dual meet
«hen Bentlo College and Boston
State College were scratched,
lop point Malt for Maine was
Maurice Glinton. "Fhe Rocket- took
first in the long jump and added a
second place finish in the 60-)d.
dash, finishing behind teammate .1: •
Vick.
Maine will MOW into Yank „
Conference .1C !on 1 eh. 0 at
Vermont.
1: Is r.L
OfVch Par
9RAW OPernAl& FOR
THE "TRULY
1-4044-5T-7o-qoorvE53
HEAD 51W?
Craig the Tailor
tailoring
cleanini
3 Main St. 866-3656
pressing
or
Listen for
the sounds
of love...
Where do you hear them?
In a plea for help from
someone who needs it/ In a
dialogue between students and
the Establishment? In a talk
session for a marriage-on-the -
rocks? At a Catholic Mass
conducted in an Episcopal
Church?
You'd be surprised
The sounds of love are
everywhere -- anyone can
hear them If they listen
The Paulists listen. But.
like everything in life, the
things that matter most are
the hardest.
It isn't easy being a Paulist
But then, the best things in
life never are
If you are interested in
more information about the
Paulist priesthood, write to
Rev DoaaW C Caiwpbelk C.S.1
ea-sties Director
Paulist
cFatherg
415
"evi
Room 114
nest 59th ,tree
York, NA'. 10019
,1,1,11 \ i k ( m al
600 (1ood i‘t i .i 1.4.1
li1)0 ste‘ensi\i, 1.2 -riks
\file 14 32
Iwo Mile \1,irrier- \II I -9:57.6
60 High Hurdles lalton 1-S.1
Shot Put Peterson i 1)46'1-
5-1b. Weight SaRcItt it) D-537-
1 ong Jump (11inton I Mi
High Jump. Dow ling it )11
Pole Vault. Johnson \II II
.Skie4•5
Susi, Randall, Haynes out
Rule break suspends three
1W 1)1k111‘
.0.1,11(116
lh, suspension %%cut into elle,:
List Saiida‘ night when the
Bears tra,eled to the 1 nii,ersit of
Benno:it. !mum enter Brtice
Stinsoit. who scored 12 points against
Vermont. w ill bc repla,ing susi. s lit
is a itinior also. Randall. who nude
his seasonal debut 14ec. 311 against
I lorhla Southern atter missing the
I irst tit,' ?.!atIlL's due to .1 pre-season
knee tmt urs ill be replaced 1.).N Ste ‘e
lane. I inc. a 6-1 sophomore guard.
threw in sis points against the
Catamounts last Saturday night.
Junior Bill Hay nes had been the
team 's hottest 1CWISC. k'OIllIfIg Off the
at Hanover!
ihe I ni‘erst0 01 Mame ski team.
under the direction of coach Bind
1 olger. met with nused results Jan.
9-10 at Hanover. N. H.
Flit: "V. Icaii finished eighth
ss hilt' the "B" team ended 210.
the field for the Hanover Men's
3 10 Kilometer Relay Race consisted
of 40 ski teams from throughout the
country .
the day's overall vhampion was
t. Lewis College (Colo. [hey were
followed by Middlebury and the host
Dartmouth team.
M's Kan Pike placed filth in the
Hanover Invitational Jump with
efforts of 112 and 115 feet.
The event was won by
Dartmouth's Bill (andi!) 1131 and
132).
Ike ski team w ill now point
toward the Mame State Series
Championship Jan. 2.0 and 30, at
Sugarloaf and Lost Valley. Bow doin
will be the host team.
1 ,4a
64. N it k 'susi pumped
'MIN and pulled down 1; 1,-th:un,ls
iead all p1.0 ifs In both vaicgones.
On New Year's I se. the Bears Wirt.'
laCiealCd i St. IA:O.,. kwI SI. LelI
lorida. 1111-7. Hill Hayes led the
Beat, in soaring with 19 point,
\Time fell again to Rollins of
Winto Park 1 lorida on Jan. 2 by a
,cori ol 70.69. with Peter Gas en amid
Craig Randall putting in 21 and 14
pomts. respectReIN. A 99-52 loss to
Georgia I c. Ii finished up the tour for
the \law,. Bears. :All-American Rich
Y unk us scored 29 points for I ech,
while Nick Susi had 14 for the Bears.
oach Philbrick hopes to plug the
Sports Calendar
Friday. Jan. IS
11restling, Mame ss. ( onnecticut,
aw . S p.m.
Saturday. Jan. 16
Varsity basketball. \Ltine %.. New
Hampshire. aw.0.. 3 p.111.
Wrestling Maine vs.
Connecticut, away , 2 p.m.
Wednesday. Jan, 27
Varsity basketball, Ma I,'
Ilolstra. home. 7:35 p.m.
Varsity skiing. MIA- !H..
Bowdoin.
Thursday, Jan. 28
Varsity skiing. St I meet
Bow dom.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN
INGfUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine
End of Toll Bridge
lction 9-9
Brewer, Main*.
Tel. 942-8563
CM,
Awl 6-&/ R ive
Leather Shop
jewelry • leather
and more • handmade
6 mill St. orono sat. 9 - 9 p.m.
SIMS
POLYNESIAN - AMERICAN
triUra'11
()per iLidys A r%
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT WAIKIKI LOUNGE
Saturday. Jan. 30
Varsity basketball, Maine vs.
onnecticut. home. 7:35 p.m.
Bears 4,
,lard
.,pens1011-sl11.4.LI:
team to a 07-64
Lan. 9 at Rurhmmigmhri
ith Mame
1:45 left, the 511- ittse started
Ins spree and netted :101 ionits
before the final /,.1.,/,r. 1he
Bucklield Junior'silk
game-high 23 points. lie ritlectcd
on seven of twcke shots tioin flit
floor and nine sit eleven I the
foul line.
Vermont had held the lead
throughout most ot the game prior io
Bessey's pyrotechnics.
Bruce Stinson backed liessey.'s
effort with a doien points and an
equal number of rebounds.
Mark Miller arid Ray Orli/ were
high for the Catamounts with 12
points each. Miller led all rebounders
with 16.
Maine's record now stands at 4-6
while Vermont falls to 1-6.
The Bear's face a pair of road
games against NM Jan. 13 and New
Hampshire tin
ci bail
Ill lIt
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car maker seems to be
giving you one reason or another not to buy a
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years experi-
ence in small cars to back it up.
Volkswagen.
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR TEL. 947 0121
Arts faculty votes requirement changesby Eileen Stretton
The faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences voted 70-30 Monday to
change the requirements of the
college. The plan was presented tothe Educational Policy Committee byProf. Carroll Terrell of the EnglishDepartment.
The present catalog statement
concerning college requirements willbe discontinued for an experimentalperiod of two years or until suchtime as a proposal by the Educational
Policy Committee is adopted in itsplace and replaced by the following:
1 All students are required to
take a minimum of one year's
work in each of the following
categories:
I) line Arts 4Art and Music),
Speech and Drama
(2)Foreign Language
(3)Social Science
(4)Natural Science and
Mathematics
15) Humanities
The proposal will become
effective with the class of 1972 and
will not affect members of the classof 1971. Current requirements which
have already been met will not bediscounted. Point five of the proposal
requires all A&S students to take atleast 120 hours to graduate, with atleast 72 hours of study outside their
major.
The new plan will result in a
reduction of the foreign language
requirement from four semesters totwo.
Foreign language requirementshave long been a point ofdisgruntlement among students who
"don't see why they should have to
study something they will more thanlikely never use."
$600,000 UM revenue deficit
results in McNeil 'austerity program'The chancellor's office has termedit "belt-tightening." But some peopleon this campus refer to it as feelingaround in the dark. Whatever othersynonym people may attach to it, theofficial word is austerity, or enforcedeconomy, and the word releasedfrom Chancellor Donald McNeil'soffice states that all UM departmentsmust cut back on their expenses by1.5 per cent to recover a 5600,000deficit caused by unexpectedincreases in operating expenses.
While members of the chancellor'sstaff last week were haggling withlegislators about more money for thenew UM budget, memos were being
sent out to UM department heads
ordering their subordinates to switch
off unnecessary lights, stop using theXerox machines, and stop using UM
automobiles for business other thanthe University's.
In making the edict, McNeil notedthat -Our mid-year budget review
shou s that the national inflationary
Open trustee
meeting held
here today
1 he UM Board of Trusteesduring their public meeting on this
campus, is scheduled today to decide
whether UMO will sponsor athletic
scholarships beginning next yea.
President Winthrop C. Libby will give
a report on the feasibility ofinstituting the program.
Libby. is also scheduled to deliver
a speech on the current status of
UM°. "a sort of state ot the campus
message," according to William N.
Robersen. director of publicinformation of the chancellor's
office,
Also on the agenda is the matter of
the merger of the I Al's Portland andGorham campuses. -I he trustees, wholast year approved the administrative
merger, will decide todas on how tohandle the academic aspects of it.
R ober %en indicated that an
appointment will be made to replace
Roger I rey as acting director of UM's
Bangor campus.
He added that Chancellor McNeil
will report on how the university isfaring with the legislature and on the
outlook for his newly implemented
austerity program.
The meeting began this morning
at 9:30 in the Maine lounge.
Last evening the board held an
informal discussion with students in
Hauck Auditorium on UM policies.
trend has taken its toll with the
University, and we have no choicebut to have the nine campuses and
UM-wide services tighten their belts,
cut some expenses and reduce
services.
"As an example of the inflation,"
McNeil pointed out, "last year wehad a modest surplus which wasbudgeted for use in the current fiscal
year. But even that has been eaten upby price increases."
Some knowledgeable UMOpeople,however, are privately
speculating that the reason for the
cost cuts is not inflation, but is dueinstead to a miscalculation in tuition
and student fee incomes by the
chancellor's office.
They are quick to point out thatin the past the University has alwaysbeen able to account for and cope
with inflationary price increases.
Because the annual cost of livingindex inflationary rate decreased
slightly over the past fiscal year(down from 6.0 to 5.5 per cerin,
these people feel that inflation is not
the only reason for the austerity
program.
But Assistant Chancellor Herbert
Fowle has countered that "It's
always convenient for those whoknow little about the business of theChancellor's office to blame us when
something goes wrong with thebudget. We have to blame inflationfor the deficit because we had no
way of knowing that the cost of oil
was going to rise 52 per cent, or thatthe cost of University services and
expenses was going to rise. If we hadknown, we could have planned forthe increases."
And Fowle was quoted last week
as saying that the situation could notbe described as critical when thedeficit was only 1.5 per cent of theUM's 539 million operating budget.
While noting that the measuresbeing undertaken are essential togood management, McNeil admittedthey -will cause some hardships."
In attempting to recover this lost5600,000. McNeil has ordered thatpersonnel vacancies will not be filled
unless the need is critical; work and
services contracted outside the
continued on page ii
Many adverse reactions frominstructors in the foreign languagedepartment were apparent againstProf. Terrell's proposal to change the
requirements. One professor argued
that the availability of well-trainedinstructors and advanced courses willbe lessened with the decreased
emphasis on foreign languages.Another was that students should befluent in at least one language besides
English to be able to communicate
with people from other cultures.
Prof. George Moody, chairman ofthe foreign languages department,however, aided in the passage of theproposal when he said he felt a
reduction in the basic requirement
would allow an expansion of
advanced programs. He supported theidea that one year of study is
sufficient to give a student enough
exposure to a language to know
whether he wants to continue his
studies in that area.
S.)
Prof. Moody said a student can be
made to take a language for fiveyears, but if he isn't interested inlearning it, he won't.
Another A&S requirement whichhas been objected to by students - Sh
I : Introduction to OralCommunication - will be eliminated
as a requirement. The plan calls for
students to take one year of coursesin the areas of fine arts, speech anddrama.
.A&S Dean John Nolde said hehopes this new policy will not lead
students to radically change their
schedules during this add and dropperiod or during pre-registration nextSemester.
Specific courses available forfulfilling the new requirements have
not been named by the Educational
Policy Committee.
Prof. Terrell said he feels th
continued on page 15
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'Humor' is theme El
of winter carniv I;
 r
r
•
by Chris Danaher from the audience. The roupfeatures some musical offer s bt‘k inter Carnival is no more the majority of their m ial jsimmune to change than any other comical. They will appear in the :7campus institution. From Feb. 12-14, Memorial Gym at 8 p.m. 0 Instudents will see some alterations in This humorous vein 1/4 II •F,c "the traditional order of festivities. further reinforced smowThe former monopoly of music sculptures. According 0 17711dagroups as weekend entertainment has Stafford, winter carnival committeebeen broken. This year the triday member, the sculptures will depictnight "concert" will feature an comic strip characters or a satire onimprovisational revue from Boston the world situation.called "The Proposition." 
continued on page 8Due to lack of interest andinvolvement on the part of the
students, most of the athletic eventsplanned for Saturday have been
cancelled.
The tradition of king and queenhas survived another year. Candidatesfor royalty in 1971 are David Paul.Stanley Maddock, Arnie James,Christopher Bowman. KatharineDickinson, Barbara Poeppelmeier,
Diane Denlcy and Cynthia Chapin.l: i n al voting for these twopositions will be held in the dorms
and in the Union during lunch anddinner hours, Feb. 11th. The king
and queen will be crowned atintermission of the concert Friday
night.
The theme of winter carnival is
-Humor '71." Weekend activities willget off lo a facetious start Friday
night with "The Proposition:" an
acting troupe whose satirical materialis based on proposals or suggestions
Joining the fun of this year's Winter Carnival will be these candidatesfor Winter Carnival king and queen. Standing (left to right): Dave Paul,Cindy Chapin, Barbara Poeppelmeier, Arnie James, Diane Denley, andChris Bowman; seated: Stan Maddock. The final voting will be held inthe dorms and Union next Thursday, Jan. II, and the winners will becrowned during intermission of the entertainment of "The Proposition''Friday night in the Memorial Gym.
Won't ride
beffiess ,
Nader says
"Where are the seat belts?"
This was the rather embarassing
question posed by automobile safety
advocate, Ralph Nader. to UMO
Presidential Assistant Ronald Banks.
at the Bangor International Airport
parking lot prior to their drive to the
UMO campus last Saturday. Jan. 23.
Nader was scheduled to deliver the141st Commencement address a scanthalf-hour after his plane landed.
It was Banks' task to greet the
consumer interests defender at the
airport, and he was to drive Nader to
the Memorial (;ym in his own car.
Banks said that upon entering thepassenger side of the 1968 Ford,
Nader started groping around for a
seat belt. The only problem, Banks
said, was that the seat belts had notbeen used "for a couple of years," and
they had been tucked away behind the
seat. Also. the plastic snap on thepassenger's belt had been broken.
sometime ago.
Banks reported that although
Nader did not refuse to ride with himif a seat belt was not produced, the
continued on page 5
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UM takes lead in state medical education
An improYed p- . ,gram to educate
medical health assistants and doctors
from Maine may be a step closer to
reality . Chancellor Donald R. McNeil
has appointed a 15-man advisory
committee on medical education and
a special health education ion.ultant.
Dr. Edward Blewett, former
president of Westbrook College.
During their Dec. 3 meeting. the
Board 01 Trustees made a
committment to involve the
University of Maine in the health
education area. The state Health and
Welfare Department which previously
had almost sole responsibilitY in this
area, responded by offeling
S50,000 grant. I rom this and other
private donations Dr. Blewett will
receive an undisclosed salary .
Blewett will he the ehancellor's
representative on the Aimmittee. I he
commute. task v., ill be.
accordir •• \ Ai. "toc karn.ne in
Yes, we
detail the alternatives tor Maine in
electing its t uture medical manpovver
needs:.
McNeil's director of pubIL
in William Robersp.
expanded on this by noting that tnis
committee will basically involve itself
with the primary medical fields such
as doctors and medical specialists.
RobelTWrI disclosed that anothe•
committee will soon be formed
deal with training ot allied
paramedical people and medi,a1
technicians.
At present, Maine people training
for a medicai profession must be
educated at fa..iltue• outsidc the
state, this tact has often been cited
as one of the primary reasons tor th.
medical manpower shortage in tins
state.
I here are several proposals that
have been presented to the trustee-
which the first committee %ill studs
1 nese proposals in lode th‘
expansion of the present state
contract with the I niversity of
Vermont for medical education the
feasibility of forming a ssholarship
program for Maine students attending
outof-state medical schools, and the
estension of a regional cooperative
plan to expand NewI ngiand
into Maine. iI he fourth. and niost interestr Blewett lons UM staff•school White. proposal gm those interested in cull..
medicine or taxes is that advocatm:.
statL 01 Maine. I his is an idea JIreaw 
medical counc%tate support tor planning of .!medical school tor, by. and in tr
form aided by. the Maine Regional
Medical Program.
the advisor) council on medical
eduvation will examine all of these
alternatives and report to the trustees
in late spring, probably in June.
Robersen emphasized that despite
this large increase in state manpower
directed at the medical education
UP mto GIANT
BLOW YOURSELF
x 3 POSTER
will biovs up anyone you want . . .
your bo} friend, sorority sister, family or your
favorite snap shot . . . into a G!ANT black and
white POSTER 2 feet by 3 feet. Great for gift
giving . . . great for wallpapering a room!
Send us any original black & white or color photo
up to 8" x 10" (no negatives). Original returned un-
harmed with poster. Shipped in self-storing tube.
Send check or money order for prompt delivery.
2 , 3f4 $3.50
X 24 in $2.50
- ft x 20
1 ft 11: ft. $2.00
3 ft. x 4 ft. $7.50
Beautifully For promo* del,er,,
put some and addressReproduced! on bock of photo
IThe Blow Yourself Up Co. • M-71
663 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Please send me posters — $3.50 6/ $2.50 I
ii $7.50 11 $2.00 plus 50c each for postage I
and handling.
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Address 
 
 
State . 
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ABORTION
+ INFORMATION
(212) 271-4401
WE believe that if you thin', ,uti are pregnant, you should be able to FIND OUT
what to do
WE believe that if you have confirmed your pregnancy, you should be able to call
someone to HELP YOU DECIDE what to do.
WE believe that if you want an abortion, only the most qualified board approved
gynecologists should perform it.
WE believe that you should have the RIGHT TO DECIDE whether your abortion
will be performed in a hospital or outpatient facility.
WE believe that in all cases, the facility used should be perfectly equipped and
staffed
WE believe that you should UNDERSTAND exactly what an abortion PROCE
DUPE is.
WE believe that TRANSPORTATION arrangements to New York should be madefor you, as well as ACCOMMODATIONS if they are needed.
WE believe that all of these things should be done at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
COST to you.
WE believe you feel the same way.
WE KNOW WE CAN HELP YOU, EVEN IF IT'S JUST TO RAP WITH SOMEONE.
MEDREF, INC.
58-03 Calloway Street
Rego Park, New York 11368
(212) 271-4401
problem. there is no committment,
stated or implied. to% ard building a
medical education building of any.
sort in Nlaine. However, its feasibility
is being investigated.
At this time, all that is certain is
that, with the trustees' conunittment
0: th I 111%CtsItI to Me hejlin
research and education problem, th.
school sy stem has taken on anothe!
responsibility As yet. no I, IIIVer•W
funds have been diverted to tiL
prote, t, but the committee
existence is still in its intancy
ii named
Chancelloi MeNeifs appointee to Dr stank', 11cm linc,..tur of
the newly created post of Health Medical Services at Central Maine
Science Education Consultant is 65
year old Dr. Edward Y. Moven.
Bleu ett graduated troin the
University of New Hampshire in
1926 received his \tasters degree
trom Ohio State in 1940.
I rum 1939 through 1958 he ',vas
the Dean of the I iberal Arts College
at I - NH. I rorl retirement Oleic
through 1970 he vs as the President ot
11. esibrook I Ake,. During th.o
.lertot; Dr he''. ','ti honorary
di,lt:-.•‘I rn ;o1,: T: \I!
oun;i: ()iner
members o: that so:monies. at.
lir. Dean I ominissione 0,
II ealtb ant.: ‘1ellare: Om. \laini
Chattel-tee. Program ( oordina tor of
the state's Regional Medi.al Program:
General Hospital; Dr. William
Ma cV a tic Director of Medical
Education at Mercy Hospital in
Portland. Dr. Thornton Merriam ol
Eastern Maine Medical Center:
Fransis O'Connoi • Chief oi
Rail iolog:. Nneustzl Genera
Hospitai.
1!)0 \I
it P.,rtfool
\c, Iti
) \III(r.
I i. 1 \ \ • ..11.
!...
Vv Liter\ ili . aro. iiham 1 here.
ot kennekin,
Kappa Sigma securing
loan to pay
A 55.000 loan has been ,:et aside
by the national Kappa Sigma
fraternity to aid its LIMO chapter in
paying three years of outstanding
back taxes to the town of Orono.
[louse president Joe LaVasseur
said Wednesday the only stipulation
for the loan is that the house have at
least 311 brothers this semester and 40
next semester. with 30 living in the
house nest fall.
LaVasseur said there should be no
problem in getting the money to pay
the taxes, as the minimum number of
brothers specified by the national
organization is expected to be living
in the house.
back taxes
Two successive 18-month tax
liens have matured on the house so
the town has legally. owned the
building for a year and a half. The
town has taken out a $200 insurance
policy on the house. svhich is assessed
at S29.290. to protect against fire
loss.
Orono tosvn manager Paul Devine
said a letter will be sent to the
fraternity and to Unisersity officials
not i lying them of the town's
intention of foreclosing the lien at
the end of the school year unless the
back taxes are paid. the Bangor Daily
News reported On ednesday. .
AT THE KNIT NOOK IX) IT IN A JIFFY. SOMEHOW WITH
NO. 17 & 19 NEEDLES and Q - CROCHET HOOKS
HATS — SCARVES — TANK TOPS -- VESTS
PONCHOS
t Buns% & \hilt ‘:tniti Knitting Worsted
KNIT NOOK
Present your ID card for a 10'. discount
72 Columbia St. 942-8040 Bangor
El 40
'till Idtite 1 S
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Referrals of parietal violations,
Code infractions result in probationAbortion loan fund still
Sixty-eight UMO and UMB "quantitatively," the number of probation. They are subject to the
students were placed on probation reports of misconduct was about the loss of any privilege conferred by the
.
for violations of the Disciplinary same as last semester. University.
Judiciary Officer Charles S. Ludwig students on probation.
lie himself placed 64 of the
at the top of the list, with 22
Violations of parietal policy werematter of in vesti gat ion Code during the fall semester
has reported. There were no Seven thefts occurred in the reported. Others were: under agedismissals or suspensions, bookstore, fewer Orono students drinking IS; disorderly behavior,Twelve of the students have been were reported for underage drinking, eight; theft, nine; fighting/recklessstudent from Belfast said that he had 
ag
Though the matter is "still under placed on disciplinary probation. In and no cases involving drugs were behavior, five; and property dameheard several parents announce their referred to Ludwig's offioe, 
investigation" by the Penobscot other words, they may not or misuse, eight.County Attorney's office, the 
from the student activity fee before 
participate this semester in any event 
"lhere was one case of cheatingstudent senate, at its Feb. 9 meeting, as a University representative and theft, disorderly behavior, and and there were none involving drugs,may take action to appropriate may not hold office in any University property damage were up from last indecent conduct, assisting inS4.500 in surplus funds for the organization. year, Ludwig said, violation, furnishing falsematter of whether or not toabortion loan fund Ludwig s The remaining 56 are on office information, or intimidation.
h \el
Robert Picucci, deputy chief of
the UMO police, said that his office
had been directed by the County
Attorney, David Cox, to look into
the abortion aid situation at UMO.
"We have completed the investigation
at our level, and the results are now
in Mr. ('ox's hands," Picucci said.
The university police department
is the lass enforcement body for the
campus community, and is therefore
responsible to the County Attorney's
office. For this reason it was not
necessary for Cox to go through the
university administration in ordering
the campus police to conduct an
investigation.
I. (Mowing the widespread
publicity of mid-January. the five
students responsible for
administering the abortion loan fund
have been reluctant to talk about it.
latest reports indicate that at
least three girls have taken advantage
of the loans. To obtain the money. a
girl must get in touch with one of the
members of the loan fund
committee. The individual is held
responsible for setting up an
appointment for herself and must
furnish proof of pregnancy. After her
loan has been approved by the
committee, the girl would sign a
promissory note for the amount
borrowed. She is also encouraged to
put a little more into the fund than
she took out, but this is not required.
Senate treasurer John Beisheim
said that five students have written
him, indicating their desire to have
UM student
suspensions
S
ncrease
Two hundred and thirty students
were either suspended or dismissed
from UMO last semester for academic
reasons. This is a sizeable increase
over the 179 recorded last year at
this time.
George Crosby-, registrar, cannot
account for the increase other than
saying that there seems to be a lot of
student apathy apparent this year. Ile
said most professors have indicated
that students are either doing
extremely well or extremely- poor,
witit practically no middle area.
Crosby said a student is
suspended for one semester when his
academic record has been good in the
past. but shows a slump in average
for one semester. ,A student is
dismissed for a year when his record
shows a continuous slump with no
improsement.
Crosby also said that once a
student has been dismissed. the
University is under no obligation to
take him back. Suspended students
are usually accepted back alto one
semester.
A student has practically no
chance of appealing his case once he
has been either dismissed or
suspended. Crosby said students are
notified of their academic standing at
mid-semester, and it is up to them to
see their Dean at that time it they are
doing poorly , not after semester
grades hase already been recorded.
Crosby criticized the draft
deferment, saying that it has allowed
too many youngsters into college
who just want to escape the draft. Ile
said that many of them would
probably rather be doing something
else, and their absence would allow
more serious-minded students into
college.
their 73 cent portion of the 54500
withheld from the fund's account. A
intention to deduct the 73 cents
paying this semester's bill.
Beisheim said he hoped the whole
py
money into the fund's account would
be settled at the next senate meeting.
 an
A Sierra club cross-country ski
tour of the Camden area will be held
Saturday, Feb. 6.
Members and non-members alike
are invited to join in this six to eight
mile trip, which will be over gentle to
moderate grades. Meet at the
intersection of Route 173 and Route
1 Lincolnville, 10 a.m. Bring a
lunch and warm clothes.
Nancy Booth of Newcastle
(563-3464) will he the group leader.
a a 
UNFINISHED BOOKCASES
CHESTS — DESKS
"Paint 'em Yourself"
Economy Furniture
R.R. Station
Old Town 827-2484
Johnn).* Pirea
courteous service
open 7 days and flues
827-M1.18
North Main St. Old n
HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********
395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279
PRICES REDUCED ON ALL
LANG ES & ROSEMOUNTS
BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPMENT
RIDING APPAREL & SADDLERY THE BEST IN
SKIS, TOGS, & EQUIPMENT
No man is free
until all men are free.
Ti'.Equffable I of• e S •tr P rev Undid Slat•s Neer York N v OAn Pone' f 1-1,11.1,•1 PA f
,edple build a be
THE EQUITABLE
For a free 18" x 24" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable, Dept K,G.P.O. Box 1170. New York, N :
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FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
-To add to your dining pleasure we now offer
your favorite beverage"
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL. 945-6500
MR. PAPERB,'
BANGOR N u‘'‘, N \LI
ELLSWORTH DOWNTOWN
LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
 amIlmisMilliOmmosomierav
RELAX...
OIL De VIVIERP
NOW SERVING YOUR FAVORITE
WINE AND BEER
3 BUMPER POOL TABLES and a
SHUFFLE BOWLING MACHINE
f+uusee* vox rralf7(MP
We've got a swinging
SALE
BEN SKLAPme
one group MEN'S
FRINGE JACKETS
reg. S45 S55
NOW S39.88
sizes 36-44
ENTIRE STOCK
MEN'S - WOMEN'S
SKI PARKAS
Profile White Stag
20% off
WOMEN'S
Pant suits - Jumpsuits
Gauchos by
Young Edwardian
Cloud Nine
Vibrations
saes 7-13
sizes 8-18
one group MEN'S
FASHION SWEATERS
V-necks, ribs, argyles, belted
reg. S7.95 - S20
/2 price
prie group MFN'S
FASHION SPORTCOATS
mostly double breasted
in solids, stripes.
Great values
reg. $35 - $65.
30-40%
off
BOOTS entire selection
of MEN'S WOMEN'S
lined boots all heights
30% off 20% off
BEN SKLAR 5, INC.
• SenkAmerocerd, Master Charge, Layaway, or Use Our °envenom", Terms
Old Town, Maine 107 Center St.
Open Fri. Eve. 'til 9 p.m City Wide Free Parking
Graduates strode
by Bob Haskell
I.or 343of them the academic grind
was at least temporarily over.
Although many of the latest group of
UMO Graduates would be seeking
advanced degrees later on, the degree
candidates were letting out the age-old
sigh of relief during the two-hour long
commencement exercises Jan. 23 in
Memorial Gym.
This ceremony culminated their
individual drives for two-year
certificates. B.A. and B.S. degrees, and
masters and doctoral degrees "with all
the rights and prisileges attested
thereto."
Many of the bachelor degree
candidates have waited four and a half
years to take part in UMO's 141st
,ornmencement exercises. an
indication that concluding the first
step in the higher educational process
need not be accomplished in eight
semesters if one finds other, more
immediate and important jobs to do
along the way.
Stanley Cowan and Charles Jacobs.
had become immersed in their roles as
student senate leaders while
undergraduates and had cut down on
their study loads to lead students in
the fight to gain a louder voice in
deciding on UMO academic and social
policies. For their efforts, they had to
study another semester to earn their
bachelor degrees.
David Wing, for three years
quarterbacked the UMO Black Bears
varsity football team and he. too, was
faced with an extra semester of
studying.
And Jeffrey Strout, who took
nuptial vows during the summer of
1969, spent more than his share of
spare time getting the news out to the
I'M DONE-One of the 343 seniors who participated in the 141st
commencement exercises on Jan. 23 appears to be slightly bewildered with his
newly acquired status as a UMO degree holder.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine --
End of Toll Bridge
Open 9-9
101. deiCBrewer, Maine •
Tel. 942-8563
SHAME
Sunday, Feb. 7
IVAN THE
TERRIBLE Part II
Sunday, Feb. 21
FILM (22minutes)
THRONE OF
BLOOD
Sunday, Mar. 14
ZITA
Sunday, Apr. 18
NINOTCHKA
Sunday, May 9
I VITELLONI
Sunday, May 23
UMO community while a reporter,
then managing editor, and finally as
photographs editor of the CAMPUS.
But there were many more than
the so-called "student leaders" who
had to wait an extra semester to don
their black caps and gowns.
Terry Hopkins of Bangor. for
example, an education major, assumed
the responsibilities of being a husband
after his sophomore year. He worked
for the State Highway Department
and at his father's Lsso service station
in Brewer to support his wife and pay
for his education during his first eight
semesters at UMO. He began
student-teaching at Brewer High
School last May 11, and after
completing this part of his degree
requirement this fall, started teaching
in the high school's science
department while taking six hours of
night courses to obtain his degree.
Jess of the graduates s‘ ho sat
through the e‘ening ceremony Jan. 23
had completed their degree
requirements in a continuous
four-year stretch, since UMO poli
prohibits le A. students from beginning
their freshman year at the beginning ol
the spring semester.
But there were students v, to
earned their degree in a
three-and-a-half year period hy
enrolling in summer school instead of
taking the annual three-month Inca k
from the hooks. College of IA ucat ion
Dean Mark Shibles said this IS a
growing trend. particukirly among
women students.
One such woman to earn her
degree this way was Mrs. Rhonda
Bassett, from Dover-I• oxcroft. an
elementary. education major. who
receised her B.S. "With Distinction."
Mrs. Bassett spent here first
semester in college with other
members of the Class of 1971 at IM 's
P re sq tie Isle campus before
transferring to UMO that spring. While
...ommut ing from Dover-Fo \croft, she
worked part-time in a local restaurant
• 
HARDING
FLORIST
WEDDING BOUQUETS
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campus
CALL 989-2100
22 S. MAIN ST. BREWER
FINE ART OF THE CINEMA CLA SS/CS presents .
Ingmar Bergman is perhaps the greatest film director working today . SHAMI•is
Bergman's confrontation ss ith war-nonpolitical and without allegiance to any side. It ishis look on the uniserwt, violent and unknown, with suf.% nal a ketstone of humanbehavior.
1 he major creation of the master of So% let cinema. Serge! I•isenstem. I isenstem's last
completed film was heralded as the discovery of a legendary masterpiece-the
continuation of an epic work. Carry ing forward the story of ban's struggle to unite the
Russion people. Part II presents the story of the I sar's conflict v, ith the Boyars.
Samuel Beckett wrote the script for this award-winning film which features Buster
Keaton in a one
-character drama without dialogue. Alan Achneider, the film's director.has staged all of Beckett's plays in the U.S.
One of the world's great directors. Akira KUrOSa% a has adapted the story of
Shakespeare's MACBETH to tell a cinematically brilliant tale of a power-hungry lord in16th Century Javan. A nerse shattering film spectacle of physical and metaphysical
violence.
Director Robert 1. nrico, in his first feature film, offers a touching drama of a young girl.Annie. and her initiation into life while her Aunt Zita awaits death from a stroke. AnnieiJoanna Shimkusl escapes the depressing atmosphere of her aunt's illness amid the nightlife of Paris where she tries to find meaning to life and death.
NINOTCHICA • an award
-winning film directed by Urns( 1 ubitsch and starring GretaGarbo, is a comic story of the unbending ii a female commissar in in frisolous pre-warParis. Garbo appears, in her first comedy.  as a severe. intellectual conmossat w howsubsequent transformation into a woman in love provides a background against whichshe sparkles.
i his. second directorial effort by I ederico 1.ellini, one ot the treatise giants of the
cinema. esamines the "vitelloni." the young drones of Italy . ss ho spurn responsibilityand are content to loaf and !Me, 1 ellim sees his people straight and w hole, mostlywarmly and naturally loses them and hates them, nd takes them as flies are.
SINGLE ADMISSION: $1.25 and $1.00 (student) SUBSCRIPTIONS: $5.00 and $4.00 (student)ALL FILMS WILL BE SHOWN AT 8:15 p.m. in 100 Forest Resources Building.
SEND THE CHECK FOR YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO Marlene Spellman, Alumni Hall, U of M,Orono, or buy your subscription at the Forest Resources Building on Feb. 7.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111MIIIIMMIM11111111111111111111M11
SUBSCRIPTION COUPON (Make checks payable to FILM CLASSICS)
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Naderdifficult road to diplomas buckles-up
and took nine hours of summer courses
for three years to enable her to finish a
semester ahead of most of her
freshmen classmates.
Although only one fifth as many
people were presented degrees as are
normally presented with them during
the June commencement exercises,
the January commencement
ceremonies were conducted with all of
the pomp and ceremony that
traditionally characterizes the June
festivities,
An impressive group of five CM
trustees, Chancellor Donald McNeil,
the deans of the five [MO colleges,
senior class president Greg Stevens.
President W in throp I ibby. other
members of the I. l() administration,
and Ralph Nader were seated on the
evergreen adorned stage to witness the
degree conferrals.
Four other people also were seated
a mong the honored to receive
Distinguished Serv ice Awards which
w ere granted instead of the more
t rad 'Ilona 1 h o no rarv doctorate
degrees.
These awards, presented for
distinguished %cry ice to the social and
economic development of the state.
were presented to Miss Clara Swann.
academic affairs ,ice president at
Ilusson College. Basil I Pav ne of
Hallowell, a retired senior electrical
s ngineer ss ith the ( 'en tra I Mame Power
ni pany Benjamin J. Dorsky.
president of the Mame I ederation of
abor since 1937. and Lawrence A.
I hibodeau, owner and president of
N %DER: %1 hi%t ing
advocate.
Crown
Jewelers
13 Main St. Bangor
Autner,m1 Ar t Car ved 10111111Or
Maine Farmers Exchange, Inc. of
Presque Isle.
But of the 18 people sitting before
the latest group of graduates, only two
spoke to the members of the Class of
197 I.
Consumer interests defender
Ralph Nader charged his listeners
with becoming full or part-time
citizens and acting as "whistle-blowing
citizens" in describing the line that
individuals must draw between loyalty
to their jobs and loyalty to the
well-being of their society.
Nader cited the example of the
General Motors engineer who noticed
that many automobiles were not being
properly welded and whose
subsequent complaints to government
officials resulted in the recall of 2.5
million Chevrolets.
Nader charged thousands of
workers with recognizing many
deficiencies in their positions, but,
fearful of losing their jobs, refusing to
say anything which might improve the
situation.
He added that this new group of
"citizens" will need more analytical
and idealistic training as
complementary disciplines than
today's higher educational institutions
are providing. And, he added that too
often universities and colleges are only
"mirror images" of what the
corporations expect them to produce
for trained personnel.
But Nader pessimistically noted
that many of the graduates he was
addressing "will not go into this new
pioneering area." lie expressed hope,
however, that the majority of students
would not inhibit the efforts of the
minority of their peers who will
choose to to this route.
By the time Nader had finished his
50-minute speech, Iii an of the 1,500
spectators seated in the stuffy gym
were fanning themselves with their
programs.
President Winthrop Libby's
Charge to the Graduates" took little
more to deliver than Lincoln had
spent in delivering his Gettysburg
Address.
In 389 words, the length of an
average Fh 1 theme, Libby broke
slightly with tradition "by sharing
sonic of the advice I have a constant
need to give myself."
"If we but let it, education today
can become a terribly grim business,"
he said, adding, however, —Fhere are
alwav s a few amusing sidelights to
even such grim at as bombing
threats. student protests, obscene
cri ticism from the public and
indignant petitions from colleagues."
And he noted that —I here must be
understanding and decision when
continued on page 14
FREE DELIVERY
ON ORDERS OVER S3.00 AFTER 5:00 P.M. -- 7 DAYS
PER WEEK TO MAINE CAMPUS AND LOCAL AREAS.
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Pizza 0Meatball Sandwich
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827-4277
Drive-In
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continued from page 1
consumer advocate made it quite clear
he wanted this added protection for
the eight mile drive to the campus.
The problem was finally solved,
Banks said, by digging out the seat
belts and strapping Nader in with half
of the passenger's harness hooked to
the right hand section of the driver's
seat.
Nader was buckled-up, but Banks
drove beltless as he had done for the
past two years.
"Ile didn't seem as concerned
about my safety as he did about his
own," Banks jokingly commented.
R rio
y-- /1/
Counseling and Referral
Service
Abortions are now legal in New
York State. If you think you are
pregnant, don't delay.
MEDICAL REFERRAL is a
discreet professional service that
handles you with understanding.
iNe make all arrangements and
appointments with Board certi-
fied obstetricians, gynecologists
and anesthesiologists in fully
liscensed and accredited hospitals.
-..'osts range from S250. to S375.,
depending on personal need.
MEDICAL REFERRAL
142 Mineola Ave.,
Roslyn Heights, L1. 11577
1516) 621 8000
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Introducing an unbelievable new product:
Student-Railpass.
(Would you believe two whole months of
unlimited rail travel throughout thirteen
European countries* for a modest $125?)
Our brand-new Student-Railpass gives you all
that Second Class rail travel on the over 100,000 mile
railroad systems of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. You'll discover that
there'', very little second clasc about Sccond Clas You
can sleep in a Couchette for only $4.-.„,.; J nigr •
In inexpensive cafeteria-type Dining Cars.
If you haven't got two month,
luxury of First Class, there's our regular Eurailpass. The
three week Eurailpass costs $110, one month $140. two
months $200, three months $230. But remember—you
can't get Student-Railpass or Eurailpass in Europe. You
must buy one before you leave, so see your Travel Agent
Meanwhile, send in the coupon below for your free
Student-Railpass or Eurailpass folder
STUDENT-RAILPASS The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.
*Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembouri
Sweden and Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.
r 
-)
Street
Or your free Student-Rallpass folder order form
92-B
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something right
After many months of flamboyant rhetoric
and stolid inactivity, the Arts and Sciences
faculty has done something worthy of praise.
With remarkably little pressure from
outside, the body has passed a resolution that
cuts the duration of many requirements by
half. Without much question, this is the greatest
single reform in that college since 1945. It is
truly a great first step toward a more liberalized
education.
To those who have watched the proceedings
of this particular faculty group for a
considerable period, however, the initial
reaction was often one of subdued shock. Why
did the faculty suddenly have the same mind as
so many students?
Immediately one is on the verge of
questioning the motives of the faculty;
seemingly a poor thing to do when one has just
been granted such a magnanimous change of
policy. Yet, one's curiosity certainly is aroused
by such a strong show of liberalism from the
faculty that gave us the locked door, the mass
walkout, and the token gallery arrangement.
Perhaps this latest move was another token,
favored only because it would I I not be too
painful (compared to a more complete reform)
and (2) serve to strengthen the side of the
conservative element which, when faced with
complete abolishment of requirements, will be
able to say (perhaps rightly so) that they have
already made very great concessions on this
issue.
Then there is the other side which
supported the proposal for more desirable
reasons, with an open mind toward the real
value of academic structure change at this
University.
Only that there are these two groups in
existence is sure; their relative size at this time
is unknown as they both supported the
lessening of requirements. The proportion will
becomeknownat future meetings, though, when
issues such as grading policies and general
studies programs will occupy the agenda. It is
hoped that at such a time we find the size of
the latter group far larger than that of the
former, though if a prediction were to be made,
the smart money would bet against such an
eventuality.
In all fairness, the faculty must be lauded for
this first step. as long as it is recognized as no
more than that.
Budget does
everything wrong
The biennial University of Maine budget is
in. and it is every bit as ridiculous as expected.
On top of the S61 million requested for
"operating expenses" la cies er choice of words)
there is a S19 million bond issue being pushed.
Assuming the state had enough money to
make paper mache with, there would be little
call for this editorial. But, as everyone who has
looked at their bank book in the past two years
knows, this is hardly the situation.
One of the most legjtimate requests is a ten
per cent per annum raise over the next two
years for the classified laborers. This would cost
the University approximately S435.000 over
the biennium.
The governor has finished the cutting of the
budget. and it is now on its way to the
legislature, leaving a six per cent raise for the
group: barely enough to keep pace with
inflation and certainly not enough to improve
their lot noticeably.
Looking over the rest of the budget and the
bond issue, there seem to be a great many
places from which 5435,000 could be extracted
with no great harm to the University. In the
budget there is a subsection known innocuously
enough as "Alterations and Minor
Improvements to Physical Plant." The budget
for this is a quarter of a million dollars every
year. Some of the "minor" improvements
include 590,000 for the completion of a
chemistry lab in 481 Aubert Hall. Another is
the completion of a Biochemistry lab in
Hitchner Hall-only S80,000.
It seems that the contractors and budget
directors have found a clever way to construct
enormous buildings under the -buy now, pay
later- plan. The best explanation of that
malapropism is this quote from the
Appropriation Request booklet put out by the
University hierarchy.. 'The construction
budget for the new Farmington classwom
building did not include adequate equipment
for instruction . . . it lacks audio visual aids,
furniture and similar equipment."
The method is simple. The capital
construction projects promise to deliver shining
new structures that are so necessary to the well
being of the University (particularly the
phy sic_al education division) and then the
budget and further bond issues absorb the
additional five to 40 per cent needed to make a
building useful. (i.e. 5100.000 for roads and
parking to new buildings here at Orono.) It
would seem to be in the better interests of
(JJC)
,.0nesty for bond issues to state the true cost of
a project before it is undertaken instead of this
misleading system. Until such time, it would
seem a good lesson and good financial planning
- to use the funds now being extricated from
the taxpayers under such false pretenses (if
they be that) for the payment of a raise to the
University's classified employees.
There is another group that wants a raise
too, the faculty. The average wage of this group
is S11.536. True, that is less than their peers
make in more temperate climates, but certainly
enough to live on. If they should get a raise,
there would be no complaint from this quarter,
so long as the classified employees are not again
left behind on the pay scale race. That group is
not on he same pay scale as the regular state
employees and any raise they do obtain is
always on their own initiative. To deny them a
raise for the benefit of the faculty would be
patently unjust.
Some of the other financial priorities of the
University are equally foolish. Administrative
costs to the University are the second highest
outlay in the budget and account for some 14.3
per cent. That is three times what is spent on
the library, four times what is spent on student
affairs, and fourteen times the amount spent on
student aid.
The bond issue asks for S1,400,000 for a
new gym in Fort Kent (perhaps someone
should translate ' "biceps before brains" into
Latin and inscribe it over the door). There is a
quarter of a million dollar appropriation to put
new windows, doors and an elevator in an
administration building in Portland. (an
elevator in a two-floor building?) And then
there is yet another chemical engineering
building extension, costing only S1.200,000.
The University talks about expanding, but
yet builds no dorms. It costs about SI,400 per
year to bring a student here. If the Fort Kent
Phys. Ed. building were scrapped, that would
pay for 1.000 students for a year, or 250
through graduation.
However, all this wishful thinking is for not.
The budget is already in. Perhaps the only thing
that can be saved for this year is a very much
needed raise for the classified employees of the
University. For the next bienium, things had
better improve. There is little reason for the
taxpayers of the state to put up with this
reckless mismanagement of millions upon
millions of dollars.
february 4, 1971
"but"-tal
by Don Par)
In Sunday telegram UM
Chancellor Donald McNeil was given
pace to attempt a reply to an earlier
editorial in that paper which
criticized his poor efforts at selling
the Super-U to the state. In his
rebuttal, McNeil chose to divert
attention from himself once more, by
dealing only with how the University
has failed to sell itself to the state.
A favorite axiom of the used car
dealer is the claim that the product
sells itself. But a used car dealer is
renowned more for his tenacious
arguments. than a quiet subtlety.
Similarly, it is felt, that an implied
duty of the chancellor's office is to
publicize the merits of the University
to the fullest.
But the chancellor feels that
education is not a produFt. He says:
"Education is an attitude, a state of
mind, a way of growing."
Education is not a product for
which people pay money as though it
were a product. And education is not
a product which may result from
one's labors, such as studying as
though it were a product. No,
education is not a product. It is
merely an illusive aesthetic value,
or"state of mind" resulting from
some mysterious set of academic
procedures for which one is forced to
pay thousands of dollars and study
his fool head off for the required
results.
It is one of those carefully
guarded secrets of the dim past.
which only the adepts of the temple
can explain, and only a few selected
neophytes are allowed access to.
Small wonder the superstitious
people of Maine are dubious in their
support, and have a problem
understanding the University's value
to the community.
The concept most educators have
of education today is, in many ways,
as archaic as it was in Pharaoh's day.
The student is never allowed to
forget that his place at the school is
one of chosen honor, and is
constantly reminded of this in
various subtle ways and pressures.
The social realm of the school
adheres to age-old customs and
traditions that are merely. propaganda
and pabulum designed to promote an
atmosphere of "this hallowed
ground."
Most recently, those colleges that
have somehow managed to shake off
these dark age ideas and consider
themselves "business concerns"
rather than theatres of attitude and
states of mind, have surprisingly.
found themselves financially in the
black at the end of each academic
year. These are colleges that utilize
every resource they have, year round,
and have public relation\
departments and administrators
capable of "selling" what they have
to 
offer.
T first Sunday Telegram
editorial, which criticized the
chancellor's ability to explain to
Maine people why the University is
such a great asset to the state, did an
excellent job of doing what the
chancellor himself should be doing. It
gave several uncon testable econoini,
reasons explaining why it is a sound
business principle for the state to
support the expansion of the
University. Uncon testable, that is, to
all save Donald McNeil. He said.
"The University of Maine is an
institution, and what it has to offer
the state is a process, not a
commodity."
Well ... here we go again. It
McNeil honestly expects the people
of Maine to swallow an explanation
like that, he is first going to have the
very difficult but very necessary task
of educating each and every person in
the state, just so they will be able to
understand his explanation: which is
one that must surely be experienced
before it can be comprehended.
Which leaves US with a very
embarassing conclusion. McNeil is
perhaps not speaking to the people of
Maine at all when he is describing the
University, so much as he may be
trying to impress the people with the
fact that he is himself an educated
man. Ineptitude or ego-inflation.
Take your choice.
Meanwhile. the Universitsis
floundering under a serious identity
crisis of its own. Do we give up the
flowery hy perboles in lieu of
explanations and get down to the
nitty-gritty of running a business
concern, or do we continue to
cut-back on our expenditures and
shut-down our academic facilities,and
in turn, begin a regression of progress
for this "institution" that we may
never recover from? Consider those
choices.
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10 the Editor. outstanding action
The current action taken on
abortion at your campus is
OUTSTANDING. It is my hope that
this action will have a positive
influence on liberalizing abortion
"law" in your state as well as serving
as an impetus tor other schools across
the country to bring the same
pressure to War on altering pubh,
opinion. Molly Magee
Instructor of Speech
NI/. Illinois State College
Chicago
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1 Editorial points
The admissions office has completed
its week of "add and drop" and now
it is time for the students to have
their moment of g(l)ory.
Never have so many been paid so
much to do so little. Msgs. Kagan,
Low n, Grossman, Rudman. et al: if
the shoe fits, wear it.
Rescheduling Arts and Science
faculty meetings to an hour earlier
might become necessary if they are
allowed to be televised. Our producer
advises us that it might better
compete with the soap operas than
with "Dark Shadows." Apparently
our producer is familiar with the plot
hut not the cast.
The bookstore is now hokling its
semi-annual sale of the century.
Several paperbacks list for UNDER
two dollars. No wonder the library is
under-funded, they couldn't hope to
compete.
Our fearless eager's featuring Gib
Philbrick's devestating "hurry up and
wait" offense soon returns to the
titilating tiled surroundings of the
memorial bathroom. Predictions for
the (Mass game are bright: there is
always the chance of a bus strike.
Those damn fools down in the slum
projects always complaining about
our glorious conquest of the moon.
Why. Alan Sheperd had Tang this
morning just like them other folks.
And then there's those rabble rousers
that say when apathy has completed
its flood of the campuses it will be
time for America to sink or swim. I
mean, who cares about all that
anyway?
All this foolishness about building
more classrooms. Why its high time
the faculty and administration have a
pool and gym of their own. After all.
when all able bodied men 5-50 are
sent to the Cambodian war, what's
ronna matter, books or biceps.
'ro the Editor:
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Foremost fecal facilities
by Nelson Benton
Giddeon's Guide to Renal Relief
Being an arbitrary guide to
various public buildings on the
University of Maine at Orono campus
where a gentleman may answer
nature's call.
Behind the Bookstore
A farm boy's delight. Upon
entering, one is immediately struck
by an odor not unlike that of his
grandfather's barn. Excellent view
overlooking the storage room of the
University Bookstore, an
establishment which, though not
producing a noxious smell, often
leaves many with a bad taste. No
waiting, except occasionally after
exceptionally long affairs in the
auditorium located on the floor
above.
The Lecture Lounges
Two, of almost identical design,
located close to the large lecture
looms in lictinett and Barrows Halls.
Though equipped with limited
facilities, these are usually empty in
the middle of a class period. Care
must be taken not to be lulled to
sleep by the collective snores of the
assembled students in the
neighboring room, induced by an
A&S employee delivering a boring
lecture in a boring (by definition)
introductory course.
Chemistry Closets
A monstrous convenience located
somewhere in the labyrinth known as
Aubert Hall. Excellent place to get
rid of most of that matter usually
thrown out at meetings of the
Student Senate. A unique feature are
the glass pipes located in a far corner
of the left-side area of the room. (A
map of this facility would aid one in
finding the needed facility.) One way
or the other it has to be bad gas
passing through those pipes.
Mention should be made nt.- of
those rooms noted for the unusual
materials included in their
construction. The marble in the
Fogler Library main facility provides
an atmosphere reminiscent of a
Roman bath.
Around the corner from radio
station WMEI3 are the oaken doors of
the Stevens Hall relief station. Tends
to bring one back to the days when
water closets were made of wood and
men of steeL
for modern convenience nothing
surpasses the ease of the push-button
flush in the Education Building
Adjacent to this newspaper's
offices is the Journalism Dept.,
CAMPUS, and Police Dept. executive
washroom. Rattling the door handle,
one can have the supreme satisfaction
of knowing that he has effectively
harassed one of those types within,
who aren't very likeable
anyway.
and then I told the Chancellor we need an elevator... "
Population
bomb
by Bill Houlihan
Population experts in the United
States and abroad are taking a close
look at what is going on in Louisiana.
Here, the nation's first campaign to
bring birth control to the masses is
under way.
I. am i ly planning clinics are
dispensing birth control information
and materials free of charge to the
needy.
Just sixteen months after the
family planning clinics began
operation, many notable things
occurred. First, the births among
low-income families declined 32 per
cent in one year. Secondly,
illegitimate births among the poor
fell 40 per cent against a .2 per cent
increase in neighboring counties.
Lastly, second illegitimate births to
mothers declined 41.5 per cent, and
today are negligible.
With 204 million inhabitants in a
territory of continental size, the
I:tilted States is, by comparison with
,ny nations, thinly populated
In evaluating this problem, one
must view the various dimensions of
the issue with as much insight and
intelligence as is humanly possible.
Just how much concern the
American public feels over the
mounting population pressures on
social institutions and on the
environment is a matter of
conjecture. I feel the public is still
under the impression that children
are glorious and themore the merrier,
and that the idea of a growing
population producing a deteriorating
environment is not one that generally
figures in the calculus of the average
American.
1 he world is crowded.
overcrowded, and soon will be
terribly overcrowded. A shortage of
food results. People starve. People
die. Have you ever known one
starving person who was even
halfway content! I haven't. Think
about it. Maybe this is why the world
is going wrong. lust maybe.
Our readers write in...
suit should be dropped
The pre-Christmas melee over the
Student Senate's initiation of a suit
pressing the right of students to
attend A&S faculty meetings has
subsided. /his is as it should be in
that the former vitriolic atmosphere
could only have led to further
intransigence on both sides of the
issue. The case is far from dead,
however. Immediately after the case
has been filed and before the case is
actually brought to trial an "out ot
court" settlement will be attempted.
This obviously brings up the
question of what sort of settlement is
acceptable to both the Senate and
the faculty. The Senate has taken the
stand that it is the student's
prerogative to attend faculty
meetings and though, realisticall),
few stadents would regularly' attend.
the opportunitY to do so should
exist.
he I:RAINY. in an attempt to
ect these de rands, whether
through fear of a suit or through a
a letter
lc the ! ditor.
We would like to thank all of you
vs In have donated your time,
material.. and IdCaS toward making
abe Ira k t experimental college a
success. I here are so Many people
vs ho have helped in our development
Mat it would he impossible to thank
esery one ndis id ua Ils.
I he taith shown by the generous
eltorts ot the community have been
the impetus necessary for our
C ontinuing growth. With some
patience and your continuing
support. we hope to reach 01:0 one
situ a desire to share in an ahenaki
!earning experience.
rom the response that we has e
itad so tar, we have reah/ed that the
reople ()I this ounnitind want to
oreak the harm s It stereotypes and
jss ditterences that has,' separated
the people of c, nation. We have
seen that the pit He of tins area are
tead to sit do., n Jrld share ideas
genuine desire to render students
more informed of faculty
proceedings, has voted to let eighteen
observers sit in on the meetings.
Furthermore, closed-circuit television
coverage of the proceedings is being
investigated.
If these two A&S concessions can
be confirmed it seems obvious to me
that the case should be dropped.
Effective opening of the meeting will
have been accomplished, S1,000.00
in student funds will have been saved
and any possible censure of UMO
from the AAUP due to a forced
opening of faculty proceedings to
large numbers of students will have
been avoided.
Compromise is the essence of
debate and the wedge of progress in
our society. It would be to
everyone's advantage if we could
exhibit more of it in our dealings so
that hopefully this divisive issue can
defused and more important
business be tackled.
I homas B. 1 uk,
of thanks
with othci t,) improve ti
own personal evaluations of Ti
community, and to work tow
bet ter communications hetw,
members of the community.
We feel that abenaki can h
some far-reaching effects on -
community. e feel that through the
wait learning espenences of our
courses, the participants will has,•
better understanding of the desires
the diverse element', that comprise
our complex societ.!
We feel that the response that s
!rave shown indicates that you arc
ready to use programs like abenaki
further the communit,
understanding of itself and
nation, and to learn its deficien,
and the methods that will peacetully
bring change where change is needed.
I hank you all for our continume
support and enthusiasm.
Abenaki I speriemental
questionabl
To the Editor
The suspension of Nick Susi,
Craig Randall, and Bill Haynes for
violation of training rules brought to
mind an incident related to me
during the Christmas vacation
indicating that players are not the
only ones caught off base.
Since the announcement of the
availability of athletic scholarships,
the University has been actively
seeking prospects for the various
teams. It seems that the athletic
department contacted the local
football hero in my hometown.
"Come on up," they said. "and
check the place out." thinking
perhaps that a 6'-1" fullback would
be just the replacement for Bob
Marchildon or Bill Swadel when these
two graduate in 1972.
Because the youngster did not
have much desire to play with the
go r rilla squad of ZooMass, he
accepted the invitation and arrived
on campus during a December
weekend. Up to this point the
procedure seems kosher.
How eYer.he was conducted about
the Uni.ersity by a member of our
football •Illiad who dutifully
recruiting
explained,"This is the library, this is
the Union, this is the Gym, etc., etc."
Not a real accurate picture of Maine,
but Saturday afternoons tend to be a
down in Orono anyway.
Now comes the real horror show.
The Saturday night fraternity beer
blast at which our hero discovered
the true joys of UMO - drunken
idiots and girls who did not even have
nice personaliteis. So ... he politely
purchased a beer for his female
companion who apparently was
supposed to bestow her favors on
him later in the evening and walked
out the door.
[his was how he explained it to
me. and he added that if this was the
way Maine enticed prospective
athletes to come to Orono for four
years he could not see how Maine
could benefit from their athletic
scholorship program, Perhaps the
athletic department should take a
good hard look at themselves so that
this episode is not repeated. If this
high school senior goes to UMass and
in his first game against Maine
trounces our ass, I'll be a mighty
pissed-off alumni. He could have
been ours.
It'd floss rd
emotionally underdeveloped females
:h.I ditor
I- ter since last spring when an
attempt was made to politicize the
i.npus and when a majority of the
faculty showed its true colors - -
11ow - - J slow anger has been
tiering on the back burners of my
[he issue of the Abortion
ad has brought that anger to boil.
he mainstay of our democratic
Is is that all men are equal and
we do not place a value on
in life based on preiudice of
color, sex, creed. or age.
Who gives the right to an
otionally underdeveloped female
decide who shall live and who shall
. indeed who are we to make that
1 have heard all the
panic-argument. about quack
abortionists and the misery ot
unwanted pregnancies. But the
answer to a shirking of the
responsibilities of love and sexual
intercourse-despite all the talk of
'free love.' love is not free-is not an
!rresponsible taking of human life.
On these grounds. 1 un
unconditionally opposed to :he
Abortion I und and I hope all who
truly cherish human life will join me
in withdrawing financial
from this plan for man's
inhumanity toyy arils man.
support
cruelest
lames t a I ongemic
concerned cudd I ers
Jo the Editor:
We are writing this letter to lodge
a protest concerning an injustice that
is of great concern to all people
involved with the dormitory system
here on campus. A dorm is a person's
home while he is attending this
illustnous academic institution. It
seems that a person (even though
paying a sizable rent) should have
some freedom in his home.
In a certain girls dormitory which
shall remain nameless (it's the one
across from Aroostook hall ...) the
residents are further restricted by the
fact that all male visitors are not
allowed beyond 10:30 p.m. and at
that time must leave the lounge and
lobby-a supposedly public place.
If a couple wishes to study., watch
television or quiet) engage in
stimulating intercourse they are
forced out into the bitter winter cold
at 10:30 (do y.ou realize how cold a
snow bank is at 10:30).
We ask that the girls at this dorm
consider this policy and have a resole
on something that should be a
natural unalienable right-the right O-
a girl to has): a guest in her own
home anytime she pleases.
Now, this is further aggravated in
this certain dormitory by a certain
vivacious housemother known and
loved by all that she has thrown out
of the lounge or lobby at 10:31 (do
you know how cold a snow bank is at
10:31'). At least 27 people have
had the pleasures of meeting this
cheerful refugee of women's lib
movements when she graciously told
them to sit a little straighter or usq
the lounge for studying instead of
whatever You happened to he doing
at the moment.
.Anyway., all that we ask s that a
rerson be allowed to hay .e zuests in
• public part ot their cwn home
nv time they want without fear of
tying hint kicked out ircmentet
.ait snow hank I or asked to have him
at the other end of the couch with
. Ands quietly folded in his lap.
I he "CC C."(Couples on Campus ('ouches)
;IA
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CAIEHAI
Ihursiday , I eb. 4
Public meeting, Board of
Trustees. Maine Lounge, Memorial
Union. 9:30 a.m.
CDAB Movie, Night of the
Generals Peter O'Toole and Omar
Sharif. No admission charge. Hauck
Auditorium. 6:40 & 9:20 p.m.
U of M Bridge Club. North Lown
Room, Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
Richard Roelofs, visiting
philosophy professor from the
University of Maryland, will speak on
Imperatives. Maxims and Laws: Some
Notes on Kant's Moral Philosophy.
Open to the public. Alumni Center
Lounge. 8 p.m.
Friday. Feb. 5
Flea Market, Bangor Room.
Memorial Union. All day.
MUAB Movie, John and Mary
Hauck Auditorium 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Dance. featuring "Almost Home".
Maine I ounce. Memorial Union. 8-12
p.m.
Maine 25N 011
SONO 2[11;etillon components
& Intercom
Amplifiers
Turntables
Tur ners
Tape recorders
Compacts
Components
Speaker Systems
Stereo
call 942 1120 8 am-2 pm
120 State Street —  
Acoustic Research
Garrard
Pickering
Sony
Bogen
Shure
JVC
E/V
FROM S119.95
call 942-6589 2 pm-8 pm
— 
Bangor, Maine
Saturday, Feb. 6
MUAB Movie.Che, Hauck
Auditorium. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 7
Shakespeare Film Festival, The
Taming of the Shrew.liauck
Auditorium. No admission charge. 1
& 3:30 p.m.
Film ClassiesShame. 100 1 orestry
Bldg. Admission charge. 8:15 p.m.
Monday. Feb. 8
Travel I lints. Bangor Room,
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday. Feb. 9
Poetry Hour, Open Reading. Coe
lounge, Memorial Union. 4 p.m.
Ski trip bus leaves for Bald Mt. at
5 p.m. from West Commons.
1 he Inter-varsity Christian
1- ellowship will conduct discussions
with students on campus from
8:30-10 pmt. 1 eb. 7-8. On 1 eb. 7,
t hey will visit Aroostook.
Chadbourne. Hancock. Knox and
istabrooke Halls. On 1 eb. S. they
will speak in Cumberland. Corbett.
Oxford. Ballantine and York.
An Omicron Nu Honor society
meeting will be held Wednesday • Leb.
10 at 7:30 p.m. in 26 Merrill Hall.
Mrs. I laine Gershman. Assistant
MEN'S Contraceptives, Im-
ported and best American
brands. Details free. Samples
and catalogue, Si.
POPSERVE, Box 1205-OP,
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. 27514
1."TilOr ETk
ery Tuosday and Thursday
from 4 P.M. to closing is
'BUCK'
NIGHT
TOWN St COUNTRY
1 . Illl'AMtl—Y DINING
FAMILY SPEUANii.
YOUR CHOICE
Roast Turkey Dinnel
1' Golden Fried Chicken
(.1olden Fried Fish Fillet
Ham Steak Howaiian
with potatoes, choice of vegetable
or creamy cole slaw, roll and butter
AT GRANTS
!tie. Arfir-C.)
$
CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HAMBURGER,
French Fries and Coke_
STORE HOURS 9 A M TO 9 P M
794
itaRA KNOWN FOR VALUES
Grant Plaza Stillwater Ave. Old Town, Maine
Professor of Psychology will speak on
child rearing. Members and faculty
are invited.
Applications for the position of
resident assistant for LIMO
dormitories may- be obtained until
Feb. 12 from head resident or in 201
Vernald Hall.
Students may ski for half price at
Bald Mt., Dedham every 'Tuesday hy
showing student ID's. A bus will
leave West Commons at 5 p.m. and
return at 10 p.m. 1 he bus fee will be
$.50. 1 o sign up or inquire for
further details students should go to
the MU.AB office in the Union.
The Center for Counseling and
Psychological Services offers a chance
for people to learn more about
themselves this spring through a
Personal Growth Group.
Participants are encouraged to
explore their feelings, beliefs, and
values regarding themselves and each
other, through non-verbal
experiences. Interested students may
sign up in 101 1- ernald Hall until
Wednesday, Feb. 10.
ETV to probe drugs
A new television series on
drugs.The Turned On Crisis, and a
companion discussion of Maine's drug
situation, Maine Turns On, will be
featured during the next week on
Channel 12.
On Monday • Leh. 8 at 7 p.m., Say
What IV,. Feel-Not h'/,at We Ought To
Sat, probes a hypothetical
community's confrontation with the
drug problem. and on Wednesday.
Feb. 10 at 7 p.m., The Shade of a
Toothpick survey s drug prevention
programs across the nation.
I °Bowing the Wednesday evening
program, area residents react to The
Turned On Crivis and how it relates to
the drug situation in Maine. Ralph
Baxter. health and education
consultant in the Bangor school
system, hosts this use discussion.
On 1 uesday the 9th at 9 p.m.. The
-liimearev take sides on whether all
drugs should he legalized. Howard
\tiller argues that drugs are potentially
destructive to life. while his opponent.
Joseph Oteri. believes that legalization
would destroy the economic incentive
of illegal drug traffic.
Maine .Ve w s and Con,mcnr
conducts another audience surve
tonight at 7 p.m. on government
reorganization. Talking with Dart
verett and Brooks Hamilton will by
State Auditor Raymond Rideout.
State Planning Director Philip Sa‘,11C.
and Representative Louis Jalbert.
NET Playhouse this week return,
to the thirties—with a
never-before-televised film favorite it
that era, on Thursday at 5:3(1 p.m.
And on I riday„%fasterpiece Thcatrc
continues with its dramatization ot
ngland in the 17th and 1St h
centuries.
In this week's episode of The
Churchills, James Duke of Monmouth.
King Charles' illegitimate son and the
hope of higland's protestant rebels. is
defeated on the battlefield by lolm
Churchill.
sculptures to be judged
colanni(d from page
Seulptures will be placed in three
a tegories: dormitories. fraternities
and organizations. Response trout the
dorms was termed good. with the
fraternities beginning to show more
interest.
'the Maine Outing Club and
Gamma Gamma Sigma. the service
sorority . will have their sculptures on
the Mall.
Regulations require that the
sculptures be finished no later than 8
a.m. Satuay rd _ I he judging still he
held front 9 .1111. 10 I p.m. Judges for
the Snow Sculpture competition still
be the follow mg deans and their
wives: David NI Rand. Hoy (t X.
Brightman. X1 ilham I I uvy and
Donald I- . I) f !he king and
queen will also participate in the
tudginglhe.
only surviving winter
carnival-sponsored athletic event for
Saturday is a Snow Bowl football
game on the football practice field
between fraternity brothers and
dormitory residents. l• Luther
competition in the form of ice
skating races and snou games had
,veen planned but laek of response
from the individual dormitories
Cause; the winter carnival committee
to cancel the events.
Previously scheduled events not
sponsored by vs- inter carnival such as
wrestling matches and a
eross-country meet will be held
1 he concert Saturday night in th,•
meturnoria l m will feature tolk
singer Jaime Brockett and the l'ani
Butterfield Blues Band. arch'
tor the snow sculpture eompention
will be given during intermission
A Distinguished Lecture
Speaker. Jean Shephard. rad •
humorist from New York CIty
be cosponsored hy the 11 i• •
Carnival Committee and the snide,
senate Sunday at 2 p.m.
Fellowship offered
1 he Old lost n Rotary ( lub is ill
grant a fellowship to a Silalt311 trom
the Lnivers0 of Maine for study ine
abroad in the 1 All of 1972.
Any student who has a command
of a foreign language may pick up an
application from Brice Grind le in the
Student .Aid Office before March I.
This fully funded scholarship is
open to any single student between
the ages of 18 and 24 who has had
two years ot college study.
A graduate program is also open
to an single person between the ages
of 20 and 28. holding a bachelors
degree. The Rotary Club to sponsor
one of each of the fellowships.
Last year Peter Wickwar.
Rhodesian graduate student,
attended UM() on a reverse program
front a Rotary Club in Rhodesia. He
will return to LMO next year to
complete his studies.
• 
POLYNESIAN -AMERICAN
Restaurant and Lounge
Open 7 Days A Week
Special Businessman's
Luncheon
950 and up
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT 'WAIKIKI LOUNGE
Pervobsoot Plaza . Bangor
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friday , fel'. 12
PROPOMT ON
"IMPROVISATIONAL REVUE"
"Phrases, psychological problems, political issues
or public personalities are in minutes turned into
five-minute encounters ... a musical comedy
between Spiro Agnew and Golda Meir ... a psycho-
drama featuring a bed-wetter, a paranoic and a
nimphomaniac ."
"A totally creative and artistically demanding
presentation, the kind of theatre that is completely
uninhibited and socially very important."
MEMORIAL GYM — 8:00 P.M.
tickets S1.50
Also crowning of KING and QUEEN
WINTER CARNIVAL PRESENTS
A.M.
Atos
saturday, feb. 13
judging of SNOW SCULPTURES
9-1 SNOW BOWL - practice field
behind Memorial Gym
1:00 WRESTLING -UMO vs BODOIN
1:00 FRESHMAN TRACK -
UMO vs BU
3:00 VARSITY TRACK - UMO vs BU
PAUL BUTTERFIELD
BLUES BAND
.1 a mit, Breektil
JOINT CONCERT
MEMORIAL GYM — 8:00 P.M
tickets S3.00
SNOW SCULPTURE winners will be
announced during intermission at concert
sunday, fel). 14
Jean
Shepherd
"HUMORIST"
"In a country where mildly
funny, superficial routines are
acclaimed as piercing Satire,
Shepherd is a unique
phenomenon: a social critic
in the mass medium."
—Satyr, UCLA
MEMORIAL GYM — 2:00
NO ADMISSION
advance tickets available at booth
outside Memorial Gym.
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BRAIDED RUGS
42-x56-
66-x103-
118-x157-
S14.88
$29.88
$59.88
SOFA BEDS
[ You Always
Do Better
At Days
The University:
UM financial requests cut
by Bob Haskell
By June, when the current
legislative session ends. UM
administrators will in all likelihood be
singing their bi-annual rendition of
"Where Has All The Money Gone."
But the administrators, along with
those of the other state agencies, will
be playing second fiddle to the same
tune Goy. Kenneth Curtis was
humming when he presented his
1971-73 biennial budget
recommendations to the 105th
LegisIslature Jan. 13.
Presented with requests for Part 1
current service funds from the 39 state
agencies totaling $461.8 million,
Curtis sliced $90.8 million from this
amount, and still noted, "I am pleased
to present j balanced current services
general fund budget."
The University's share of the Part I
appropriation for the S371 million
which tlp. governor approved total.
S54.I million.
This sum, designated to keep the
, icht t ‘1 campuses operating at their
rrent levels, has been divided so the
will receive S25.8 for the
1971-72 school scar and 08.4
million for 1972-73.
This amount is S7.9 million less
than the $62 million which the board
of trustees had hoped for when they
sent the Part I requests to the chief
executive Aug. 28. But it amounts to a
$7.5 million increase over the UM's
Part 1 allotment from the legislature
two years ago.
At this stage of the game, UM can
count on only a projected Part I
income of S80 million "to keep the
store open" for the nest two fiscal
years. The extra money will be deriyed
from grants from the federal
government. and students' tuition and
fees.
Before the governor took the blue
pencil to the UM's financial requests.
the chancellor's office estimated that
S87.8 million would be needed to
meet the expenses for the services
now offered.
Among other thing.. this money.
was expected to pay for the teachers
already on the pas roll, the
maintenance of UM's buildings end
grounds, and the cost of educating the
19.672 full- and part-time
undergraduate and graduate students
attending the University.
Hut List August. during the
or Part II
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funds for new and expanded services.
Chancellor McNeil had prophesized
that part of the hoped-for SI7.2
million would pay for enrolling an
additional 2657 students over the
two-year period.
And, while apparently singing
another verse of the tight-money tune.
Curtis trimmed $8.8 million from the
$15.3 million which the trustees
hoped he would recommend that the
legislature give the green light.
He said this amount "is a minimum
needed to provide for an additional
1.200 students, for cost of living
increases, and for urgently needed
support of one and two-year
educational programs. .And, if
approved, community colleges could
also be started in York and
Androscoggin Counties."
This, however, was not the only.
Part 11 request which the governor cut
back on. With a total of only $40
million at his disposal for financing
Part II supplemental serv ices requests.
he was swamped with requests tor
these funds totaling $94.8 million,
In one senw, tAl administrators
were counting their blessings because
24 state agencies were allocated no
Part II funds from the governor's
proposed budget.
In another sense, however. UM
policy makers %sere expressing their
doubts about the extent to which
these Part II funds could be used.
Chancellor McNeil last week said
he would not know if this $6.5 million
would be used to pay for additional
students until he knew how much ot
the Part I budget would be left intact.
In a telephone interview with the
CAMPUS' he said that the first S2-3
million of the Part II funds would have
to be reallocated to the Part I budget if
the legislature did not increase these
funds.
And, also last week, McNeil went
before the legislative Appropriations
Committee to argue that the cuts to
UM's budget will, in effect, result in "a
regression budget rather than a
continuing services budget."
McNeil, yvho was observing his
second anniverwy as Super-U
chancellor. said that if the Governor's
budget recommendations are allowed
to stand. "The University must cut
expenses to the point where many
services and programs now offered
will be eliminated." But to what
e‘ tent AleNeil's words will be heeded
is difficult to say.
Legislative observers at this point
are betting that the Appropriations
Committee will not increase UM's
budget beyond what the governor has
already recommended.
On introducing Curtis' budget to
the state Senate, appropriations
committee chairman, Sen. Joseph
Sewall. (Rep.-Old Town) noted that
while it was appropriate for him to
introduce the Curtis
recommendations in this way, "it
doesn't necessarily mean that I agree
with them."
1 he governor's recommendations
are only the first step in determining
how much of the state's money will be
spent on indiyidual programs for the
next two years.
The Appropriations Committee
must now come to its own conclusions
as to how much to ask fellow
legislators to approve. If former
patterns hold true, it is a good
possibility that by the time the
Legislature acts on UM's biennial
funds request, the money alloted will
be even less than that which the
governor recommended.
UM employees may
receive pay raise
State Representative Ted Curtis
(R.-Orono) has introduced a bill to
the 105th Legislature which would
equalize the pay received by UM
classified employees and state of
Maine employees holding similar
jobs.
S up er-U classified employees
currently earn an average of 8.2
percent, or 18 cents an hour . less
than their state-employed
counterparts.
According to UMO President
Winthrop I ibby. a UM
clerk-stenographer starts at $1.93 per
hour as compared to j $2.16 per
hour wage tor a state
clerk-stenographer. .1 CM custodian
begins at S2.10 an hour while state
custodians start at S2.26.
In an attempt to improve the
financial lot of the UM employees,
Chancellor Donald McNeil requested
state funds totaling S405.387 tor an
across-the-board 1(1 per cent raise for
the classified employ ces. But this
funds request. part of the Part II
suppkmenta I funds request, were
trim tried by Governor Kenneth
Curtis. who recommended only a six
per cent Increase 1'01 each of the tv,i)
y ears.
According to I'M budget dire+ tor
David ( after. this %%011id kill the
raise to only five per Lent alter the
social 4:t. tint% and income tax
amounts are deducted. Because tI
national inflationary increases in the
cost of living. Carter said, the I . M
employees would not he gaining ans.
more than they are now.
And Rep. Curtis pointed out to
22 t MO employees Alonday that tie
governor's proposed so, per enI0,1%
hike. Vl hat. being of soul, i woo It ard
having a good chance id legislative
apprOV.11 will not rectify :pt.
inequality witth tIll% ‘Pth Iscistecn
the two wage walk's
At this pace, such a raise will not
be of any significant help to one
UM 0 janitor whose weekly
take-home pay is $87.49 for his
seven-member family.
The janitor says his family must
receive a supplemental monthly
allotment of donated food from the
state. "You eat, but not as well as
you'd like to." he says. He is the only
member of his family bringing in an
income because his wife "works hard
enough caring for five kids." the
oldest of which is I I.
Some financial relief has already
been provided the 2,700 UM
employees, many of whom could tell
similar stories. As of last Monday,
the UM began paying J minimum
wage of $1.60 per hour to all
classified employees whereas
f or Merly some employees were
working for up to seven cents per
hour below this state minimum
standard.
Although the Super-U is
subsidized by state funds, the
c niployees a re not considered
employees of the state. According
UNIO Financial and Administrative
Vice President John Blake, the
'mversity was organized Js art
independent entity subsidized by
state fund.
1 ike any other independent
corporation. Unisersity policy' is
w holly determined by its Board o-
h r ustees whose duties include
independently approving a Age %Ca le
for I. M employ
But. with the approval of his
klislative colleagues. It'd Curtis ma%
he able to do what the trulees in the
past have not. Curtis told his small
audience Mondav ''l believe that the
Maine I egistature has all °Nig:111u')
of 1111IneC% In rcstige the innistice
the governor's h,idgetary knit e."
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a financial review
Construction requests
get $19 million approval
"The vote of the people hasn't
done away with the need."
This was UM Chancellor Donald
McNeil's appraisal of the reasons the
University has gone to the 105th
Legislature with another bond issue
request for its ill-fated capital
construction program.
The Board of Trustees approved
and sent to the Governor a request for
bonded funds, which would have
totaled S27.7 million for 27
construction projects throughout the
Super-U system.
This is almost identical to UM's
construction bond issue which Maine
voters overwhelmingly turned down
during the primary elections last June.
Governor Curtis, however,
endorsed and sent on to the
Legislature Appropriations
Committee a 519.1 million capital
construction bond proposal covering
the first 22 items on UM's needed
construction list. (Sec CAMPUS, Oct.
29, page 8).
Significantly ,the item at the top of
the list last June, the $4 million phase
two portion of UMO's Memorial
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innasium addition, was relocated at
the bottom of the list by the Board of
Trustees and was thus eliminated
when the governor drew the line under
project number 22.
In making this recommendation,
Curtis expressed confidence that this
one, when presented to the Maine
people as a referendum measure, will
pass because his current budget carries
requests for bond issues totaling only
S34 million as compared with the total
of $146 million in bonded funds
which voters approved last year.
Curtis pointed out that "The
University having two successive bond
referenda defeated, has now missed
two years of building time."
Commenting on the two UM
referendum votes with a year's time,
and on the possibilities of this one
passing, Chancellor McNeil said, "I
think that people who never want to
see another building built for the
University are using the two defeats as
an excuse.
"But I also believe there are a
sunstancial number who believe that
the University must expand."
•
c.
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Austerity: a call
for belt tightening
continued from page 1
University will be reviewed and
cancelled where possible; out-of-state
and in-state travel will be reduced by
at least 50 per cent; utility and
telephone costs will be reviewed and
reduced where possible; and major
purchases of equipment, supplies and
services will be postponed until July
1 where possible.
Although the situation may not
be critical, many UMO people are
finding the chancellor's order at least
inconvenient.
One ETV executive reported that
the Xerox machine has been ordered
off limits and that carbon paper has
been re-issued to staff members.
Police chief William Tynan said
the austerity program will involve a
re-evaluation in purchasing major
police equipment items. "The
program, however, will have no
appreciable effect on the police
department's services to the UMO
community or upon providing
emergency services," he said.
Dr. Robert Graves, head of the
Student Health Center, said the
program will force a discontinuation
of further travel by UMO doctors to
conventions across the nation.
He added "it will also prolong the
ordering of new laboratory
equipment."
But after noting that some of his
department's florescent lights had
been ordered to be left off, one UMO
department chief skeptically
commented that these economy
moves "should last just about a day."
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
AT ORONO
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
AT BANGOR
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The numbered triangles point to locations of Capital Construction
projects which will be funded from the UM's $19.1 million bond issue
should it meet with legislative and then voter approval.
*Projects which have been eliminated resulting from Gov. Curtis'
reassessment of the UM's Aug. 7 request.
•
Charts were reprinted from booklet "University of Maine Appropriation Request 1971-73."
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free
8X10 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
with this ad
when 2 or more
are ordered at the
regular price.
FEB.1 to MAR. 26
from slides or
color negatives
REG. PRICE $3.351
orama
Inc
"Photographic Specialists-
Tel. 947-8067
18 Broad St., Bangor, Me
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car maker seems to be
giving you one reason or another not to buy a
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years experi-
ence in small cars to back it up.
Volkswagen.
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR TEL. 947-0121
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Peact Corps
On campus February 10,11,12 with information booth daily in the So. Lown Room,
Memorial Union. Information about all programs beginning this summer, about the pay
and about the draft available.
Free film on "Peace Corps in Africa" to be shown in the So. Bangor Room,
Memorial Union, at 7:30 pm, February 10.
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Grant given
for study of
snowmobiles
The effect snowmobiles have on
the environment is being studied by
the School of Forest Resources. The
Maine Snowmobile Association, Inc.
has provided a $1,000 grant to
initiate the study.
Over 100,000 snowmobiles have
been sold or are being used in Maine,
nearly half the total being used in the
entire United States.
Doctor James C. Whittaker an
assistant professor of forest
resources, is supervising the study
which is just beginning to get
underway. Presently his research
group is seeking an area of woods
road on which they can monitor the
traffic and record its effect.
Traffic will vary from light to
heavy over various section of the
road. In sloping section of the road,
erosion will be measured and related
to snowmobile traffic. In other areas,
the snow cover required to protect
seedling trees over which
snowmobiles pass will be tested.
Finally, the effect of the machines
passing over foraging grasses such as
alfalfa will be monitored.
Whittaker says the study may
take three or four years.He termed
the $1,000 grant from the Maine
Snowmobile Association a "shot in
the arm", but said it was only enough
to make a start on the research
project.
Neil Fox, president of the MSA
said the money donated came from
membership dues. As to the
availability of further funds, the MSA
was not fully committed. However,
he said he hopes the association will
be able to contribute more money in
the coming years.
Both Whittaker and Fox agree
that the primary function of the
$1,000 grant is to serve as a
"catalyst" for other contribution to
the study.
Nine agencies cancel
UMO recruiting visits
by Eileen Stretton
Nine firms and agencies which
sent representatives to the UMO
campus last year have cancelled their
visits for this year. Of the nine,
A m er ica n Cy an amid Company,
Fairchild Camera, General Public
Utility, Kimberly Clark, Maine
National Bank, Northwest Paper.
Riegel Paper. Rogers Corporation,
and Western Union, five were
contacted about their reasons for
changing plans.
Three of the five companies
contacted said the decision not
to send recruiters to this campus was
due to a reduction in operating
funds. Kimberly Clark of Wisconsin
said the cutback has meant a
reduction in available positions and
has decided not to send
representatives to any college
campuses rather than offer false
hopes.
Fairchild Camera of Portland said
the cutback in funds has meant fewer
openings for college graduates.
Western Union of New York has been
forced to do its college recruiting in
the immediate New York area. A
spokesman for the company said
there are enough schools in NL.,A
York to fill its anticipated quota ot
new jobs.
The Maine National Bank was the
only firm of those contacted which
did not attribute its cancelled visit to
a change in its economic status. A
bank representative said the firm's
quota, for the time being, has been
satisfactorily met through names sent
from the UMO Office of Career
Planning and Placement and from
people coming in to apply at the
main office in Portland.
A side from the nine firms
cancelling their recruiting
appointments, two firms have been
added to the list ot: those setting up
appointments for senior job
placement. The U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development will
be interviewing job candidates March
18, and Mutual of New York on
March 10.
Following is the interview
schedule for today and tomorrow:
Painting stolen from
West Commons
An original painting was stolen
from West Commons during the week
of finals.
The painting is about two-feet
square. It is an engraving in black and
white entitled All Men Are Enemies.
by the Mexican artist Guillermo
Silva, and depicts several little
pictures around a central theme. The
center picture is of a medieval knight
in armor, posed on a horse and
holding a jousting spear.
The painting was purchased for
the University by Vincent Hartgen,
head of the art department, and is a
registered print which cannot be
converted into cash without some
difficulty. Hartgen said an art dealer
would probably ask for proof of
ownership before he would take it.
Hartgen said the theft was from
the state and not from the art
department of the the University.
thereby making the crime perhaps
more serious than it may appear.
The price of an original work
isn't important," Hartgen said. "The
work is irreplaceable. It was placed in
the Vest ( um mons because I thought
the students would like it."
Hartgen said there are more
original works of art (860) hanging
on the walls of buildings here at
LIMO than on any other campus in
the country.
Hartgen said he does not want to
threaten anyone to get the painting
back, but instead would like to
appeal to the person who took it to
return it, or anyone having
knowledge of its whereabouts to let
him know.
"Otherwise, if these flagrant acts
of vandalism and theft continue," he
said, "I will be forced to remove
every single painting on this campus
and lock them up in the vault. And
that includes those in the president's
office."
Campus investigators are still
working on the case. Ed McLaughlin
of Security Police said if any
fingerprints are present on the glass
which covered the painting, they will
be removed and checked. He also said
the dorms are being checked.
A
Someplace Else 4
Larry McNally — folksinger
THURSDAY NIGHT
Mike Sites — folksinger
F R I & SAT. NIGHTS
OPEN FROM 7:30 to 1 A.M.
downstairs in the
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
Thursday, Feb. 4, Bethlehem
Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.
Friday, Feb. 5, U.S. Internal
Revenue Service, Washington, D. C.;
Westvaco Corp., New York City; W.
R. Grace and Co., Industrial
Chemicals Group, Cambridge, Mass.;
International Business Machines
Corp., New York City.
Craig the Tailor
tailoring pressing
cleaning
3 Main St. 866-365t.
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jeweiers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maim*
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
TeL 866-4032
Jewelry design course offered
Simple jewelry design and he
basic techniques of jewelry-making
will be the subjects of a new course
in jewelry design offered by UMO's
Continuing Education Division
beginning Feb. 15.
UMO graduate student Patrick
Chasse Jr., will instruct the classes for
beginning craftsmen. lhe objective of
the course is to acquaint the students
with techniques of forging, soldering,
forming, texturing, chain
construction and polishing, Chasse
Students will work with silver,
gold, pewter and other metals, he
added.
UNWANTED PREGNANCY
LET US HELP YOU
Abortions are now legal in New York.
There are no residency requirements.
FOR IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT IN ACCREDITED
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS AT LOW COST
Contact
WOMEN'S PAVILION
515 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
or call any time
(212) 371-6670 or (212) 371-6650
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. We will make
all arrangements for you and help you
with information and counseling.
NO, THIS IS NOT HALF AN Al).
IT IS SIMPLY AN AD TELLING YOU
ALL OF H M GOLDSMITHS FALL AND %% INTER FASHIONS
ARE AT
HALF — PRICE.
....yes, now there are two....
/ized
Downtown
OLD TOWN
Tel. 827-2091
Main Street
Open from 9:30 to 5:00 daily and
to 9:00 eveningtime on Friday
Downtown
BANGOR
Tel. 945-9795
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MS offering 15 seminars this semester
b), Sue Steele
Assistant Arts and Sciences Dean
Elaine Gershman has announced that
15 special seminars will be available
to any student of sophomore
standing with a 2.0 point average or
better during the spring semester.
Two French courses will be
offered. Vegro .African Literature of
French Expresshm, requiring a
reading knowledge of French. The
course will involve lectures, readings,
discussions and oral and written
reports on writers of Black French
Africa from 1930 to the present.
Charles Dockery will teach the
three-credit course in both French
and English.
The French Language of Maine, a
study of the inter-relation of the
social, cultural, andeconomic,
hair
TODAY'S BARBERSHOP
RAZOR CUTS REGULAR
STYLES
"Check your collegiate coupon booklet"
45 Hammond St. 942-6404 Downtown Banp
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2311
CHALET
Tune-Ups
BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2538
DAILY PICK UP SERVICE
HILLSON CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET — ORONO MAINE
TELEPHONE 866-3647
CHUCK
WAGON
RESTAURANTS
• . -
UNION STREET & GRIFFIN ROAD
(next to Airport Mall)
historical influences on the I. rench
spoken language in Maine will also be
offered. Robert Rious will consider
such topics as emigration from
Canada, the dialects, translation,
bilingualism, and biculturism.
Courses of special interest to
people in the College of Education
are also slated. Dean Gershman will
teach Academic Advising, a course
designed to familiarize students with
an overview of academic advising
with an emphasis on the history of
Arts and Sciences programs. rational
for requirements, and an evaluation of
the present system.
Internship in University
Administration will offer field
c sperience in a campus
administrative office and weekly
discussions of the history and
philosophy of education with Bruce
Poulton, Dean of the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture.
Explorations in the
Administration of Educational and
Rehabilitative Services, to be
instructed by John Nichols and
Margaret Hatch. will be concerned
with the field of the education of the
physically and mentally handicapped.
Kenneth Hayes will direct the
University Simulation Game, a
decision-making game with problems
related to academic problems and
suitable for computer analysis.
An Examination of
Experiemental Colleges in Higher
Education, taught by Kristine
FINAL EXAMS!!! -- One of UMO's 8,000 students goes through the grind
of taking finals. Such pensive pauses pencil pushes proved insufficient to some
230 sv ho failed to return for another run for the roses.
947-8915
180 Center St
Bangor
Complete
Auto Repairs
We specialize in VW's and foreign cars.
"Snow tires at cost while they last"
What is the nicest gilt you can give
the one you Iore on Valentine's Day '
Whaterer it is, we hare it at the
PICTURE 41 GIE7'
The .Vicest Valentine Cards In Town
Picture & Gift Shop
17 Main St.
Cl
Downtown Bangor
tssi fled
I raveL earn money as campus rep
for (;arber Travel, 1406 Beacon
Street. Brookline, Mass.:
interested students write or call
1617) 734-2100 collect for David
Trook.
16-1-107
Set your own hours - set your
iw n pay.
SOS - S2000 a month part-tune.
Viet involved with a nation-w ide
ompany specializing in
non-pollutant. non-toxic
products.
XII level positions open! Sales -
supervisory Management. We
train.
942-7009
Allen-Resume Co.
25 Spring St.
Bangor. Maine
Campus Representation Named -
for Portland's leading High
Fidelity Dealer. Please quote
e‘perience.
Contact: New England Music
109 Center Si.. Portland
Phone 772-2869
16-1-108
SKI SUGARLOAF MT. four
bedroom fami rental. Secluded,
furnished, plowed. 20 minutes to
slopes By week weekend. Very
reasonable. Write or call Tom
King '60. 1 Marlyn Road,
Medfiekl, Mass, 14)17-359-6539.
Dahlberg, will study the philosophies
of noted educators and the twenty
e \pert mental sub-units in state
universities.
A study of Aristotle will be
conducted by Rodney Douglass.
Michael Lewis will lecture on
Primitive ,4r1, namely the art forms
of the North American Indians,
Eskimos, and Pre-Columbian Mexico
and South America. Mr. Lewis will
also conduct a seminar on
Filmmaking, studying the studio
techniques and problems of
filmmaking. Students must pay for
the film and processing, but other
equipment will be provided.
Renate Delphendahl will teach
The Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke in
either English or German.
In Chess Literature G.
Cunningham will attempt to
familiarize the student with chess
literature.
Violence in America: Social and
Psychological Dynamics will esamine
the social and psychological
parameters of agression and hostility
in America with ..trthur Kaplan.
Living (WI Land, with
instructor C.D. Richards. will deal
with the identification and
preparation of wild plants and
animals.
James r‘cheson vs ill teat I I
in Maine: An Fin, I it in
the important ideas and tlicories of
poscrts in general and in \Line.
Students desiring tlivillt:r
in formation about these special
seminars should eon ta, I I kWh'
;ershman in 1211Si,',
graduation
continued from page '
agreement is not possible."
It was not until the end of his
speech that Libby directly addressed
himself to his cap-and-gowned
audience. He recalled that"in the heat
of a discussion," a friend once told
him " 'If the shoe pinches, wear it.' "
"I suggest that perhaps the bunions
which ensue from following this
advice are not really bunions at all but
simply nodes of wisdom."
But finally, the two hours had
slipped by, and the 343 grauates were
ready to take their places in the world.
But for many of them that sigh of
relief would be replaced by ansieties
of what they would be doing with
their degrees.
One male Bachelors Degree
recipient, on being asked how it felt to
have made it through the UMO mill.
aptly summed up the feelings of his
male colleauges. 111. reply : "It feels
like I'm I-A."
DO YOU NEED a drawing
pen, ink, paper, pencils,
rulers, typewriter ribbon?
Anything in the office and
school supply line.
Bangor Merrifield
Office Supply
1 4 State St. Bangor
VINER'S EM,74t.
1,4Fast Guaranteed
r — REPAIR --
rISERVICE
1".`. 
: T 
• 
Realdelsoissfon‘1.„
, 
• Tape
Recorders
• Record
Players
• Amplifiers
• 
BInacndtruments
• Piano Tuning"
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Here, there, and everywhere
A !lied co m ntrnders reported
uesday a Lich of small ground
clashes and a surge in enemy rocket
and mor tat attacks that brought
battlefield action in South Vietnam
to its highest point m ten months.
The,St..tith Vietnamese command
said there %sere 45 enemy actions
against goy eminent troops or civilians
in the 24 hours up to day break
* * *
Hie U.S. Postal Sets lee has
announ.:d plans to raise virtually all
day,gs ot postage by two cents tor
first class mail and one cent tor air
FIL.• new rates would he
effective on a temporary basis the
second week in May
New spapei and magaiines rates
would be doubled and those for hulk
mailing raised hy one third.
The increased rates, subject to
permanent aprioval b., an
independent nye-member postal rate
commission. ts oak/ bong in all
additional revenue of S1.45 billion
during tisva! 1971.
David 11 chairman ot
t.„il ,fic part. yr. a
sV, oil` • t ' '
Liberalized
pariet als
approved
!1CV : t!
and I.ir .1111! Ws I.•
bely‘CL: noon
throng!! Ihrusdai a,rd Iron) now. to
1 ann I rid. sand Saiarday
1 rich residence hall yy ili he
expected to present the policy to its
members at the beginning id each
semester for appros al of all or part ot
the maximum number of hours.
Approval of the policy will require a
two thirds majority of the house
members.
Alteration of the policy will
require a petition to the president of
the dorm or fraternity signed by one
fifth of the residents. Sign in and sign
out will still be necessary with a host
or hostess required only at sign out
time to ''remind those residents with
visitors of the opposite sex that the
parietal period is about to end."
At press time two dorms had
voted the masimum number of hours
into effect and four vv ere planning to
vote that evening.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
February 4th
"The Cavity Fighter-
83V VALUE
NOW 66f0
NOW Crest
IN TWO FLAVORS
REGULAR & MINT
. - fluons far,
"The Extra Rich
Shampoo"
\
/
S2,15 VALUE
ettifit. NOW 990
Product Speaal is limited
and by special arrangement
with Procter & Gamble
to finish the unexpired term of the
late Sen. Richard B. Russell.
Gambrell was appointed by Gov.
Jimmy Carter.
• is *
A study released by the C.S.
.ensus Bureau shows that the
national do orte rate increased by 3.1
per cent in the 1960's and that the
rate was higher among non-whites
than among whites.
Hie report indivates that 7X
non-white people %sere divorced per
1.000 married couples, while 45
sv hite people were divorced per 1,000
married couples.
A higher divorce rate was evident
in metropolitan areas compared to
rural areas. In non-farm areas there
were 49 divorced persons per 1.000
married couples, while on the farms
there were only 20.
* * *
A nesy 33att riffle post office
building is included on a list of eleven
flek1 federal buildings $.1111 :it President
\ Ron has proposed he constructed
heginiung I My I. I he Presiden1
:ommended that ( (ingress
arpropriat: for the
cies en humid , louri vs inch s no Id
\exy I
*
to nine cents per gallon, thus
generating an additional Sill million
during the next biennium, the
Associated Press reports.
he SIO million would be
toupled with S16 million in bonds to
help finance the state Higlosay
Commission's construction program
in the next two years.
• * *
Sen Elden H. Shute Jr.
R.-Farmington, has proposed that
younger people be allowed to serve in
the Maine legislature.
The bill he filed would lovver
minimum age for both House and
Senate seats to 20, the state's legal
voting age. Currently a person must
at least 25 to serve in the Senate and
21 in the How,
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
138 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789
BANGOR, MAINE
Requirements changed
continued from page I
while the less stringent requirements
will bring some shifts in student
interests, there will be no radical
switches. Last year when the A&S
faculty decided to drop I reshman
Composition as a requirement there
were 48 divisions of that course.
After all the complaining there arc
still 4o. A similar situation is
expected with respect ti the 27
divisions of Sh I.
Monday's faculty meeting was the
first at which 18 strident
representatives from all the Arks
departments were present. Asked 0
he thought the students present had
intimidated the faculty into their
acceptancx of tht proposal, Tend;
said. "Definitely not. If there had
been any tnfluenvv it would hay,.
been on the negative side. The A&S
faculty members are not about to he
pushed into anything by the
students, other faculty members, or
even President Libby. It ‘...•.as a case ti.
clearcut majority deciding it was fir ,•
to act."
GOD'S MESSENGER FOR TODAY
Baha'u'llah is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man s existence He is the Promised One
of all religions His coming ushers in the Age ot
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of toe oast Bahà'u'llah hr trigs God's Plan
for world peace, world Justice and world unity
FOR INFORMATION
13egiStfait ORONO BAHA E', F P8 Main St 8t3t,
Bose 901
DIRECT REFLECTING TM
Speaker System $476
the Stereo Pair including
Active Equalizer Slightly
higher west and south
yik,.-onut facing and
pedestal base extra
.117175E-
"You'll be reluctant to
turn it off and go to bed:'
That's what High Fidelity says about
the BOSE 901 DIRECT/REFLECTING' Speaker System
SATURDAY REVIEW SAYS:
"After a time trial measured in months
rather than weeks, this one can defi-
nitely proclaim BOSE is best, big or
small, high or low."
STEREO REVIEW SAYS:
" I must say that I have never heard
a speaker system in my own home which
could surpass, or even equal, the BOSE
901 for overall 'realism' of sound."
And 6 other music and equipment critics have said the same
in an unprecedented series of rave reviews.
You can audition the BOSE in your own don't believe it is the best speaker
home with full return privileges if you you've ever heard.
So visit us and hear the BOSE. . . you'll be astounded.
<16. 45 NORTH MAIN STREET, OLD TOWN PHONE 827-4753Open from Noon until 9:00 PM Daily, until 6:00 PM Satu-days.
"Home of the Audio Experts"
BANK Abu mum
A./
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CHAMPION STYLE — UMO Sophomore Rich Brachold was on his way
towards winning the slalom event at the Maine State Ski Championships at
Sugarloaf last weekend. Brachold also captured the crown in the downhill
event. The ski meet was held on the Narrow Gauge trail, the site chosen for
the World Cup Races to be held February 18th through the 21st.
Sports Calendar
Saturday, Feb. 6
Varsity basketball, Maine vs.
Connecticut, away. 8 p.m.
Varsity winter track. Maine vs.
Vermont. away.  1 p.m.
Wrestling. Maine vs. Hartford,
home. 2 p.m.
Wedne9day. Feb. 10
I.reshman basketball, Maine
vs. Colby, away , 530 p.m.
Varsity basketball, Maine vs.
Colby. away. 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling. Maine vs. UM
Presque Isle, home, 7:30 p.m.
4 VIeSt Selling uok
/, estFiIrr,01 19..>
0
AN ALBUM
FOR ALL TIME
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
rit.E.AAUDIPW: MECO..21 111•1;-
Paramount 'mops on truckinal
february 4, 1971
Skiers take state crown
A sweep of the jumping
competition and the strong showing
of Rich Brach()id helped put it all
together for the Maine ski team
Friday and Saturday, as the Bears
soundly. defeated their state series
foes and captured the Maine
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
title from Colby.
In the Alpine esents held I riday
at Sugarloaf Mountain, Maine picked
up a solid 10-point lead, gaining
198.8 out of a possible 200 points.
Sophomore Rich Brachold was the
standout for the Bears during the
first day of the two-day, four-event
competition, taking first place in
both the slalom and giant slalom
Bears bow to Hofstra;
upset U Conn 112-99
by Mark Leslie
Following a "Flying Circus" role
in dropping a game to Hofstra
University 87-70 Jan. 27, an inspired
Maine Bear five ran out of their
musty Memorial Gym locker room
Saturday and continued to run the
UConn Huskies off the court with
their best effort of the season,
112-99.
Against Hofstra the Bears got off
to a quick start, lost momentum with
numerous turnovers, and after a
couple of comeback attempts fell at
the hands of the well-balanced New
York club.
After jumping into an early lead.
the Bears' fumble trouble became the
main element in the game as Hofstra
came back to tie the score at 10-10.
With five and one-half minutes gone
the Gold took over the lead 12-11
and Maine never caught up.
The first half ended with the
Dutchmen out front 44-33.
Bears upset Huskies
But it was a different game for
Maine against the University of
Connecticut. Saturday afternoon as
the Bears outshot and outrebounded
the taller, more experienced Huskies.
Led by sophomore guard Jimmy
Jones who came off the bench to
Wore a team high 21 points, and
If you care
enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist
challenge...
It isn't easy.  being a Paulist.
Bridging gaps between young
and old, black and white.
past and future But it is a
challenge
The Paulist mission is to
people . . . individually
and in all the societies in
which they use
... to discover Christ
wherever he is acting
. to he attuned to the needs
of the present. yet to form
a vision of tomorrow's world.
If you are interested in
finding out more about the
Paulist priestly challenge,
write to.
Res Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.
%os ation Director
Paulist
Patherg
' Room 111
415 nest 59th Street
New York, N.V. 10019
Junior forward Bruce Stinson, who
came into the game in a reserve role
and poured in 16 points, the Bears
shed their circus fame with their best
scoring effort of the season.
After gaining an early lead. Maine
cooled off and had to stave off a
Huskie surge that left the UMO
eager% with a meager six-point edge at
intermission, 53-47.
When the second stanza got under
way, Stinson, who has been in and
out of the starting lineup this season,
came out of the wings to drive the
Bears to a I4-point lead with five
minutes gone.
From that point UConn couldn't
muster a comeback as the Big Blue
kept a warm shooting hand and an
advantage on the boards.
The Huskies got two fine
individual efforts from Al Vaughn
and Bob Staak, with scoring totals of
34 and 25, respectively. But Maine's
balance proved to be the winning
factor, as three Bears joined Jones
and Stinson in the double figure
bracket. Paul Bessey put in 19 points
and Peter Gavett and John Sterling
both scored 14.
Maine pulled down 62 rebounds
to 44 for the Huskies.
This big win puts Maine's overall
record at 5-9 and their Yankee
Conference record at 3-3.
events. Mark Sweeney provided all
the backup help the Bears needed,
placing second in the slalom and
third in the giant slalom.
Maine got outstanding efforts in
the Nordic events Saturday at Lost
Valley in Auburn, icing the victory
and title with strong showing in both
the jumping and cross-country
competition.
Three Bears combined for a
surprising sweep in the jumping
event, with Kim Pike taking first
place, Mike Fendler second and Bob
Remington third. The sweep gave
Maine a perfect 100-point score.
Coach Brud Folger attributes
Maine's success in jumping, which has
long been the team's weakest event,
to extensive training and the
competition in open jumping events
held earlier in the season.
In the cross-country event Maine
senior Dave Carter led the Bear
attack, touring the grueling eight-mile
course in 39.53. Freshman Rich
Bersani and sophomore Steve Towle
placed third and fifth, respectively.
The final results showed Maine in
first place with a total of 398.8
points out of a possible 400. Bates
finished second with 365.5 points,
Bowdoin third with 364.4, and Colby
fourth with 359.5. Charles Heywood
of Bowdoin edged our Maine captain
Jon LeBrun for the Skimeister award.
The Bears are off from
competition until the Dartmouth
Carnival Feb. 12-13.
Football meeting
A meeting for all men interested
in playing varsity football will be
held in 153 Barrows Hall at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, Feb. 11. Team officials say
the meeting is important as plans for
the 1971-72 season will be made.
GIRLS...
We have a
3 MONTH PROGRAM
TO TRIM YOU DOWN
FOR THE SLOPES for
S21.00
at
ELAINE POWERS Figure Salon
915 Union Street, Bangor Westgate Mall
9-4 Mon. • Fri. 9-4 Sat. BankAmericard
Special Student Senate
Election Feb. 16, 1971
To fill the following vacancies:
OFF CAMPUS:
FRATERNITIES:
KNOX HALL:
HART HALL:
KENNEBEC HALL:
YORK HALL:
2 seats
2 seats
1 seat
2 seats
1 seat
1 seat
Prospective candidates must sign up in the
Senate Office by 5:00 P.M. Tuesday, Feb. 9,
1971. Elections will take place in dormitory
main lounges, and in the Memorial Union
for fraternities and off-campus, from 9-5.
